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Gender and Sexuality 

H. G. Wells: A Case Study of Sex Addiction 

Ted Goertzel—Rutgers University 

Abstract: In his time H. G. Wells was notorious for his frequent sexual 
affairs, but the problem that bothered him was difficulty in maintaining a 
stable long-term relationship with an ideal mate.  This pattern can be ex-
plained as an avoidant attachment style developed in childhood.  He was 
obsessed with things that might happen and impatient with present reali-
ties.  This trait was expressed productively in his highly influential fiction 
and nonfiction and in his advocacy of progressive change.  

Keywords: autobiography, avoidant-attachment, H. G. Wells, martial-
communication, psychohistory, sex-addiction  

 H. G. Wells (1866-1946), while remembered today for his 
classic science fiction novels, was important in his time as a literary 
novelist, historian, educator, futurist, and advocate for free love, 
socialism, women’s rights, and a world state.  He has been the sub-
ject of many well-researched biographical and critical works in-
cluding his classic Experiment in Autobiography (1934) and a post-
humously published volume on his intimate relationships, H. G. 
Wells in Love (2008).  These works provide a treasure trove of data 
for psychohistorical analysis.  Yet none of them offer a convincing 
explanation of his notorious and troubled love life.  This may be 
because they focus too much on his scandalous sex life and too lit-
tle on his problems with emotional attachment and could not bene-
fit from recent research on the psychodynamics of marital infideli-
ty.   

Writing at the age of 62, Wells observed that “young people 
today must get a very considerable help in their adjustments from 
the suggestions of modern psychological science,” but when he and 
his wives were young “psychological science was still mainly a 
shallow and unserviceable intellectualism.  We had to work out our 
common problem very largely by the light nature had given 
us” (Wells in Love, 35).  Actually, Wells’ problems continued in his 
mid and late life, but so far as any of his biographers have been able 
to discover, he never tried psychotherapy.  He was intrigued by 
Carl Jung’s writings, and developed a concept of the “lover-
shadow” derived from Jung, but this did not seem to help him. 
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Wells was most notorious for his sexual promiscuity, in-
cluding many brief passades as well as a series of more serious af-
fairs.  He was a brilliant and charming conversationalist and had no 
trouble finding willing partners once he became a celebrity in mid-
dle age.  He fell in love often, but somehow none of the women 
proved satisfactory for the long term.  He could be considered a 
“sex addict.”  Wells probably didn’t have sex more often than hap-
pily married monogamous men typically have with their wives, and 
he did not view his affairs as a compulsion he wanted to give up.  
He thought the affairs provided relief from sexual tensions that oth-
erwise could have distracted him from his highly productive writing 
career.  He was troubled by his failure to find the “lover-shadow” 
of his dreams.  His sex addiction was a palliative, enabling him to 
meet some of his needs without working on his fundamental prob-
lem.     

His first wife was not the girl next door; she lived in the 
same rooming house.  They had a long chaste courtship, then he 
became dissatisfied as soon as they married and began their sexual 
relationship.  He found her a passive and unenthusiastic sexual part-
ner.  She also did not share his intellectual interests, although he 
certainly could have noticed this during their long courtship.  When 
one of his students fell in love with him, she very soon became “the 
embodiment of all the understanding and quality I desired in 
life” (Wells in Love, 27).  But when he divorced his wife and mar-
ried the student she also proved to be an inadequate sexual partner 
because of her delicate nature and ill-defined health problems.  Ra-
ther than seek counseling to improve their intimacy, he sought other 
partners.  His second wife, Amy Catherine (who he called Jane, for 
no known reason), accepted and even welcomed his affairs, so long 
as she knew about them and could approve of the women.  

Jane said it was not his fault her health was fragile and she 
couldn’t meet his needs.  Yet she had the strength to take long 
tramps in the Alps with him, and bore him two sons.  One of her 
short stories suggests that she may have been more interested in 
women than in men, which might explain her openness to his bring-
ing attractive young women to the house (“The Beautiful House,” 
1928, 68-100 in The Book of Catherine Wells.  Available at http://
crab.rutgers.edu/~goertzel/). 

Jane was an exemplary friend and partner in many ways, 
managing his affairs and doing secretarial and editorial work.  She 
took care of all the household and social obligations so he could 

http://crab.rutgers.edu/~goertzel/
http://crab.rutgers.edu/~goertzel/
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work intensively for many hours and have lavish parties on the 
weekends.  When she learned that he had gotten the young novelist 
Rebecca West pregnant, she expressed her sympathies and offered 
to help in any way she could.  She also tolerated his spending long 
periods in his vacation home in the south of France with other 
women. 

Wells’ problems with attachment weren’t limited to sexual 
matters.  His son Anthony West reports that  

almost as soon as his first son, George Philip, was 
born, on July 17, 1901 he took off into the blue on 
his bicycle.  He was to be gone for just over two 
months, and for the first few weeks of his fuge-like 
performance Jane had no idea where he was or what 
he intended by his absence (Anthony West, H.G. 
Wells: Aspects of a Life, 1984, 257-8).   

He was an attentive father when he was home, inventing games for 
his sons and getting involved in their schools.  However, he also 
needed to get away for extended periods while Jane, nurses, and 
governesses provided stability for the boys’ lives.   

Wells defended “free love” as it was defined in his day, 
which meant the right of consenting adults to have sex before or 
outside of marriage if they chose and to use birth control.  This was 
quite controversial at the time, but it is not so today.  His novel Ann 
Victoria (1909) featured a young woman in love with a married 
man separated from his wife, whom she set out to seduce and mar-
ry.  It was especially controversial because the character was 
known to be modeled on one of his partners.  He also defended the 
practice of having casual affairs without emotional attachment, ar-
guing that they played the same role in his life as fishing or golf 
played in the lives of many men.  He often scheduled these pas-
sades to fill the awkward hour between five and seven in the after-
noon when he was finished with work, but it was not yet time for 
dinner. 

In London he seldom lacked for willing partners, but when 
traveling he sometimes visited prostitutes as a convenient alterna-
tive.  In his posthumous memoir he described visiting a prostitute 
during a trip to Washington DC.  He established a ready rapport 
with the young woman and reports that “we who had not known of 
each other’s existence at three o’clock parted like lovers at half-past 
six... nothing could better illustrate how closely and far and swiftly 
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tendrils of interest spread from bodily sensuality and imaginative 
excitation, out into the rest of the individuality” (Wells in Love, 64).  
This attachment was, perhaps, especially enjoyable because there 
was no risk of it leading to ongoing demands for intimacy. 

His arrangement with Jane would seem to have offered 
Wells the best of both worlds, complete freedom to enjoy sexual 
explorations and a wife devoted exclusively to his needs.  However, 
he was not satisfied with this arrangement and continued for all his 
life to seek his “lover-shadow.”  He repeatedly fell in love with 
likely candidates, only to become disillusioned over time.  He intel-
lectualized about his problems and was aware of “my own unrea-
sonable monstrous demands for a Lover-Shadow, based on the ex-
acting enormity of the persona I have devised for myself.  I am, I 
know, trying to be something too big for my powers.  I am an insuf-
ficient and often irritable ‘great man’ with an infantile craving for 
help” (Wells in Love, 197). 

A simpler explanation for his angst may be found in a re-
mark he made to one of his partners after Jane had died: “I am 
afraid as a child of being lonely” (Michael Sherborne, H.G. Wells: 
Another Kind of Life, 2010, 309).  This could have been simply a 
reaction to the death of his wife, but why would a man who fears 
loneliness abandon his wife and newborn baby to go off alone on a 
bicycle tour?  Living with a wife and small children has its chal-
lenges, but loneliness is not one of them.  He reported that his chil-
dren “do not go deeply into the living structure of my self.  Sons 
and daughters nowadays are still an intimate part of one’s pride, a 
projected part of one’s persona,  but no more part of one’s Lover-
Shadow” (Wells in Love, 114).  

Wells certainly never lacked for companionship.  His pas-
sades were not sterile, emotionless affairs, nor was he a sexual har-
asser.  His partners were enthusiastic participants, many of whom 
approached him.  He appealed to women not for his looks or his 
sexual prowess but as a stimulating conversationalist who was in-
tensely interested in their thoughts and feelings.  Margaret Sanger, 
one of his occasional partners, reported that:  

he has not only brains but a capacity for lov-
ing both individuals and humanity at the same time.  
He can be amusing, witty, sarcastic, brilliant, flirta-
tious, and yet profound at once.  He is quick, sensi-
tive, alert to the slightest meaning, or intonation, or 
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feeling.  To be with him means you must pull your-
self up, keep alive every second or you miss Wells 
as he reveals himself to you in his writings (My 
Fight for Birth Control, 274). 

So why did a man with these skills have so much difficulty 
establishing a satisfying and lasting relationship with a mate?  The 
literature on adult attachment styles as related to marital communi-
cation provides a plausible explanation of Wells’ difficulties that 
fits the biographical data.  (A good summary of this research can be 
found in the 2018 volume The Dynamics of Infidelity: Applying Re-
lationship Science to Psychotherapy Practice by Lawrence Jo-
sephs.) 

This literature was not available in Wells’ time, and has not 
been referenced by any of his biographers.  It postulates that attach-
ment styles established in infancy and early childhood persist into 
adult life.  Three attachment styles have been observed in studies of 
infant behavior: secure, avoidant, and anxious.  These attachment 
styles carry over into adult relationships with a romantic partner.  
Wells fits the “avoidant” style as measured by the following ques-
tionnaire item: “I am somewhat uncomfortable being close to oth-
ers.  I find it difficult to trust them completely, difficult to allow 
myself to depend on them.  I am nervous when anyone gets too 
close, and often, love partners want me to be more intimate than I 
feel comfortable being” (Cindy Hazan and Philip Shaver, 
“Romantic Love Conceptualized as an Attachment Process,” Jour-
nal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1987, 52: 3, 515). 

This attachment style is thought to develop in infancy when 
the child is unable to rely on the constant presence of the mothering 
person and develops a kind of shell so as to avoid being vulnerable.  
Biographies provide some data relevant to this theory, although the 
data on early childhood is limited.  His son, Anthony, described 
Wells as “the late and unwanted child of a pair of upper servants 
turned shopkeepers” (Anthony West, H.G. Wells: Aspects of a Life, 
132).  He had two older brothers and a sister, who was his mother’s 
delight.  However, his sister died of appendicitis before he was 
born.  Wells tells us that “It is my conviction that deep down in my 
mother's heart something was broken when my sister died two 
years and more before I was born” (Experiment in Autobiography, 
43).  His parents’ crockery shop was not profitable, they could not 
afford servants, and his mother was burdened with running both the 
shop and household with little help from his father.  It is under-
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standable that she might not have been able to give her youngest 
child as much attention as he needed, even if she had not been de-
pressed over her daughter’s death.  Wells recalls:  

How continually vexed she was, how con-
stantly tired and worried to the limits of endur-
ance, during that dismal half-lifetime of disillu-
sionment....  Every night and morning and some-
times during the day she prayed to Our Father and 
Our Saviour for a little money, for a little leisure, 
for a little kindness, to make Joe [Wells’s father] 
better and less negligent—for now he was getting 
very neglectful of her (H.G. Wells, Experiment in 
Autobiography, 45). 

 As a youth, Wells had to fight to keep his independence 
from his well-intentioned but intellectually limited mother.  His sis-
ter had eagerly accepted their mother’s religiosity; H. G. decided 
quite early that he didn’t believe in God. H. G. became a heavy 
reader during a period of convalescence from a broken leg when he 
was seven years old, then continued despite his parents feeling that 
too much reading wasn’t good for a child.  He rebelled against his 
mother’s placing him as an apprentice in a draper’s shop, failing at 
the work, then threatening suicide to get his mother to agree to his 
abandoning the apprenticeship.  He pursued a career as a school 
teacher and then as a writer against his mother’s desire that he pur-
sue a more secure and conventional career path.  His emotional 
bond with his mother remained strong throughout his lifetime, and 
he supported her and his father in old age, but he was always ada-
mant about following his own lights. 

 Of course, there were psychoanalysts in London in Wells’ 
time, and he occasionally mentioned them in his novels.  Exploring 
his feelings about his early childhood with an analyst might have 
helped him, although a modern therapist might focus more on mari-
tal communication.  It is impossible to say whether resolving his 
emotional conflicts might have cut into his creative drive.  He was, 
after all, tremendously productive, producing over 100 books, many 
of which had a significant impact on the modern world.  He ob-
served that “I am extravagantly obsessed by the thing that might be, 
and impatient with the present” (Wells in Love, 36).  That quote ap-
plies to his utopian novels, his futurist works, and his political ac-
tivities as well as to his love life.  
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Bestiality and Zoophilia: On Sexual Abuse 
and Sexual Orientation 

Juhani Ihanus—University of Helsinki 

Abstract: Human-animal sexual relations have a long history since the 
dawn of human civilization.  Violent aspects in such relations have been 
approached from different viewpoints of religion, ethics, legislation, ani-
mal welfare, and scientific research.  To grasp the developmental and 
motivational bases of pain-inflicting relations to living sentient animals, 
interdisciplinary research efforts are needed.  Research on human-animal 
relations could include impacts from psychohistorical studies.  How we 
relate to animals concerns not only our loving and caring attitudes to-
ward animals, but also our violent and cruel attacks against animals.  
The general trend toward improved zoophilic human-animal relations is 
hardly all-embracing since we are increasingly losing species and biodi-
versity of our planet.        

Keywords: animal-sexual-abuse, animal-welfare, bestiality, cruelty, inter-
species-sex, paraphilic-disorder, sex-robots, sexual-diversity, sexual-
orientation, zoophilia, zoosadism 

Early anthropologists gathered documentation about sexual 
practices around the world.  Some of them already noticed the prac-
tice of bestiality among different cultures.  For example, the social 
anthropologist and moral philosopher Edward Westermarck, in his 
Moroccan studies, mentioned that bestiality was not uncommon and 
was practiced even for curative or prophylactic purposes.  Sexual 
intercourse with a she-mule was meant to be a remedy for polyuria, 
and sexual intercourse with a she-ass, on three successive days, for 
gonorrhea.  Boys before puberty had “intercourse with she-asses for 
the purpose of getting sexual capacity and making the penis grow,” 
and a superstitious belief prevailed about having intercourse with a 
black dog as a “permanent safeguard against imprison-
ment” (Edward Westermarck, Ritual and Belief in Morocco, vol. II, 

mailto:tedgoertzel@gmail.com
mailto:tedgoertzel@gmail.com
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1926, 289).  Bestiality was, however, despised and ridiculed when 
related to grown-up men. 

In Morocco, Westermarck had collected popular sayings 
that revealed how bestiality was approached among people who 
both made jokes about and anticipated evil because of bestial acts:  
“He who has intercourse with a she-ass, neither Muhammadans nor 
Christians will bear him” and “He who has intercourse with a she-
camel, may God give him a lot of bugs and an ant” (Edward 
Westermarck, Wit and Wisdom in Morocco: A Study of Native 
Proverbs, 1930, 88).  Other animals mentioned in similar sayings 
were a mare, a she-mule, a she-calf, a ewe, a she-kid, a bitch, a sow, 
a she-monkey, a she-fox, a female hare, a hen, an owl, and a tame 
pigeon.  Sexual relations with bears, moose, beavers, caribous, and 
porcupines have been reported among native North Americans.  The 
list of possible animal sexual partners can be extended, from insects 
to apes and dolphins.  Indigenous North American and Middle East-
ern cultures had ambivalent, albeit in many instances approbative, 
attitudes toward bestiality. 

Historical Highlights 
Hani Miletski, whose work includes Understanding Bestiali-

ty and Zoophilia (2002) and the article “A History of Bestiality” in 
Bestiality and Zoophilia: Sexual Relations with Animals (Eds. An-
drea M. Beetz and Anthony L. Podberscek, 2009, 1–22), has pre-
sented many historical highlights of bestiality and concluded that it 
has been an integral part of humanity since the dawn of civilization.  
Because of its believed evil consequences, bestiality was con-
demned by Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.  
In the Old Testament (The Book of Leviticus), bestiality is de-
scribed as widespread, perverse, and worshipping wrong Gods in 
the country of Canaan.  Ancient Egyptians and Ancient Greeks in-
corporated human-animal sexual acts into their religious worship 
and rituals, arts, and mythologies.  While bestiality was punishable 
by torture and death in Ancient Egypt, it was never punishable in 
Ancient Greece (Joseph R. Rosenberger, Bestiality, 1968).  Ancient 
Romans invented a public spectacle where women (and sometimes 
men) were raped by animals to amuse the audience at the Colosse-
um and Circus Maximus.  Many Roman emperors and their wives 
engaged in bestiality, or watched others engage in bestiality.  

During the Middle Ages, bestiality became connected with 
magic and witchcraft, and strictly regulated and punished by Catho-
lic legislation.  The Inquisition accused some witches of having 
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made a pact with the demon-animal.  There were also tales about 
sexual human-animal unions that resulted in half-human births.  
The medieval theologian Thomas Aquinas adopted this idea and 
classified bestiality as the most serious sin against nature (Joyce E. 
Salisbury, The Beast Within: Animals in the Middle Ages, 1994).  
During the late Middle Ages and Renaissance, the bestiality trials 
frequently linked to witch trials (Midas Dekkers, Dearest Pet: On 
Bestiality, 1994). 

The Age of Enlightenment paved way in France for the 
1810 Napoleonic code that decriminalized both bestiality and pri-
vate sexual acts between consenting adults (Edgar Gregersen, Sexu-
al Practices: The Story of Human Sexuality, 1983).  Bestiality was 
not included in civil codes in some countries while others prosecut-
ed violent sexual acts with animals.  The high degree of violence in 
human-animal sexual acts has been exemplified in brutal practices.  
For example, during World War II, the national-socialist physician 
Josef Mengele conducted human-animal breeding experiments in 
the Auschwitz concentration camp by training and forcing dogs and 
ponies on Jewish and Polish young women (J. Rupert Rosenfeld, 
The Animal Lovers, 1967).  In the mid-1920s, utopian artificial in-
semination experiments had been planned by the Soviet zoology 
professor Ilia Ivanov in a project for hybridizing humans and apes 
(Alexander Etkind, “Beyond Eugenics: The Forgotten Scandal of 
Hybridizing Humans and Apes,” Studies in History and Philosophy 
of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, 39(2), 2008, 205–210).  
However, the “New Soviet Man” could not be constructed by 
means of this project. 

Psychiatric and Sexological Approaches 
In the emergent field of psychiatry and sexual research, 

Richard von Krafft-Ebing, in his book Psychopathia Sexualis 
(1894), coined the term “zoophilia,” referring to non-pathological 
sexual contacts with animals, and “zoophilia erotica,” meaning a 
fetishist-like sexual attraction to animal skin or fur, and to patho-
logical sexual contacts with animals (“zooerasty”).  The terms have 
been used in various ways by different writers.  The common legal 
term for the sexual abuse of animals is “bestiality,” but nowadays 
certain zoophiles and researchers prefer to use that term when refer-
ring to human-animal sex acts, and the term “zoophilia” to refer to 
the desire and fantasy to have sexual relationships with animals. 

Psychiatrists and sexologists started to write case studies 
and overviews on the varieties and peculiarities of sexual behavior, 
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both in urban and non-urban areas.  The cases of zoophilia concern 
only a thin slice of all sexual behaviors.  Statistics have shown a 
decline of officially reported cases of bestiality, due to demograph-
ic changes from agricultural to industrial and post-industrial socie-
ties.  However, the pet-centered mindsets in current Western socie-
ties may well have sustained and even increased the possibilities of 
human-animal sexual relations and orientations in ways that have 
not yet been thoroughly studied.  The prevalence and nature of sex-
ual contact with animals among the general population has not been 
extensively charted since Alfred Kinsey’s time. 

The current psychiatric diagnostic system, the fifth edition 
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM
-5, 2013), classifies zoophilia in the subcategory “other specified 
paraphilic disorder” (“paraphilias not otherwise specified” in the 
DSM-III and IV).  In the DSM-5, zoophilia is diagnosed as a disor-
der only when it is accompanied by distress or interference with 
normal functioning.  The ICD-10 of the World Health Organization 
lists a sexual preference for animals as “other disorder of sexual 
preference.”  Psychiatrists tend to see zoophilia associated with oth-
er clinically more central problems rather than a clinically signifi-
cant problem by itself. 

Not only psychiatry and sexology have been studying zoo-
philia.  Psychology, anthropology, sociology, philosophy, theology, 
ethics, political science, law, humanities, mental health, veterinary 
medicine, animal rights, and animal welfare are additional fields 
interested in the issues of zoophilia.    

Josef Massen first proposed nine forms of zoophilia, gradu-
ally increasing in severity and overlapping in various ways: 1) inci-
dental experience and latent zoophilia; 2) zoophilic voyeurism; 3) 
frottage (non-consensual physical contact as a source of pleasure); 
4) the animal as a tool for masturbatory activities; 5) the animal as a 
surrogate object for a behavioral fetishism (sadomasochistic prac-
tices); 6) the animal as a fetish; 7) physical contact and affection; 8) 
the animal as a surrogate for a human sex partner; and 9) the animal 
as a deliberately and voluntarily chosen sex partner.  This list is, of 
course, not exhaustive in its description of the forms of zoophilia 
(Zoophilie: Die sexuelle Liebe zu Tieren [Translated: Zoophilia: 
Sexual Love to Animals], 1994, 57). 

To better map different shades of zoosexuality, Anil Ag-
grawal proposed in his article “A New Classification of Zoophil-
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ia” (Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine, 18(2), 2011, 73–78) 
grouping zoophilias, in the same manner as necrophilias, into a 
continuum.  The pathologically least deviant being in class I and 
the most deviant in class X; actual sexual activities with animals 
starting from class VII: I Human–animal role-players; II Romantic 
zoophiles; III Zoophilic fantasizers; IV Tactile zoophiles; V Fetish-
istic zoophiles; VI Sadistic bestials; VII Opportunistic zoophiles; 
VIII Regular zoophiles; IX Homicidal zoophiles; and X Exclusive 
zoophiles (the complete exclusion of human sex partners). 

Romantic zoophiles and zoophilic fantasizers are usually 
persons caring for and relating to animals that give them reciprocal 
companionship.  There is a big difference in these mutually sup-
porting and sharing human-animal relations compared with sadistic 
means of getting sexual pleasure by torturing or killing animals.  To 
grasp the developmental and motivational bases of non-caring, pain
-inflicting relations to living sentient animals, interdisciplinary re-
search efforts are needed.  Such research can help us gain more in-
sight into how animals may get traumatized by human sexual ap-
proach—and how sometimes non-abusive zoophilia can bring re-
ciprocal pleasure for humans and animals (see Andrea M. Beetz, 
Love, Violence, and Sexuality in Relationships between Humans 
and Animals, 2002). 

Against Animal Sexual Abuse—For Non-Abusive Zoophilia?   
From the viewpoint of The Humane Society of the United 

States (HSUS), all bestiality (with or without physical injury) is 
harmful to animals and necessarily abusive, because animals are 
unable to give or withhold consent.  In 1999, the HSUS started a 
campaign against sexual abuse of animals that the society equates 
to the eroticization of violence, control, and exploitation.  Contrary 
to this view, zoophiles question that animals are unable “to refuse 
sexual advances in a way that humans can understand, if the hu-
mans are willing and sensitive enough to perceive and interpret the 
signs correctly, and to act accordingly” (Andrea M. Beetz, 
“Bestiality and Zoophilia: Associations with Violence and Sex Of-
fending,” in Bestiality and Zoophilia: Sexual Relations with Ani-
mals, Eds. Andrea M. Beetz and Anthony L. Podberscek, 2009, 63). 

Most non-sexual zoophiles identify themselves as support-
ers of animal welfare and are prone to claim that some forms of ani-
mal sexuality can be for non-reproductive purposes, that human-
animal non-abusive sexual activities (from petting to intercourse) 
can provide mutual pleasure, and that some animals (for example, 
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dolphins) are sexually attracted to humans.  That is why zoophiles 
oppose laws that prohibit non-abusive forms of bestiality, and hold 
the laws unjust and discriminatory.  By 2017, jurisdiction in 45 
U.S. states ban bestiality, and even globally such jurisdictions have 
increased since the 2000s.  However, not all laws are explicit about 
which human-animal sexual activities are considered illegal.  There 
are also countries that permit human-animal sexual activities but 
prohibit animal-oriented pornography.   

Animal abuse and interhuman violence are often linked.  
Such a proposed link from animal abuse to interhuman violence is 
called by Piers Beirne “the progression thesis,” which originated in 
the 1980s but became more evaluated and discussed in the late 
1990s.  He coined this term in his article “From Animal Abuse to 
Interhuman Violence? A Critical Review of the Progression The-
sis” (Society and Animals, 12(1), 2004, 39–65).  Thus, Clifton P. 
Flynn found that boys committing animal cruelty are more likely to 
have a personal history of corporal punishment in his article 
“Animal Abuse in Childhood and Later Support for Interpersonal 
Violence in Families” (Society & Animals: Journal of Human-
Animal Studies, 7[2], 1999, 261).  Massachusetts SPCA (Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) files and police records 
show that animal abusers were 5.3 times more likely to have a 
criminal record of violence.  Researchers on SPCA records have 
noticed that 70% of all animal abusers have committed at least one 
other criminal offense and almost 40% have committed crimes of 
violence against people.   

Although animal abuse does not inevitably lead to violence 
toward humans, researchers have pinpointed an association be-
tween animal abuse and a host of antisocial behaviors, including 
violence.  This was presented in the work of Arnold Arluke, Jack 
Levin, Carter Luke, and Frank Ascione in their article “The Rela-
tionship of Animal Abuse to Violence and Other Forms of Antiso-
cial Behavior” (Journal of Interpersonal Violence, 14[9], 1999, 963
–975).  Animal cruelty is often one of the first indicators of domes-
tic violence.  Reports also suggest that 40% of sex offenders who 
victimized children admitted engaging in sex with animals, while 
between 80% and 90% of domestic violence victims said their 
abusers started with abuse to their pets.  For example, in Angela 
Browne’s 1987 study of the respective social situations of battered 
women who do and who do not kill their spouses, 62% of the for-
mer and 37% of the latter told that their mates had forced or urged 
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them to perform various sexual acts, including “sex with ani-
mals” (When Battered Women Kill, 1987, 96–97).  Beirne, howev-
er, argues that research on “the progression thesis” lacks methodo-
logical and conceptual clarity (2004, 56).  He concludes that the 
link between the abuse of animals and interhuman violence is not 
embedded only in individual pathological biographies but also in 
the institutionalized social and cultural practices of violence. 

Psychohistorical research could contribute to this area and 
give valuable insight.  Psychohistory of human-animal relations 
could include impacts from psychobiographical studies, the history 
of childhood, childrearing, parenting, family, and other social 
groups as well as large groups, ideologies, and mentalities.  How 
we relate to animals concerns not only our loving and caring atti-
tudes toward animals but also our violent and cruel attacks against 
animals (via gun culture).  I suggest that all evolutionary psycho-
genic modes of childrearing proposed by Lloyd deMause can be 
applied to our relating to and handling animals, which includes 
(routinely) killing, abandoning, ambivalence about, intruding on, 
socializing, and helping them.  All these modes still exist in our so-
cieties, and the general trend toward improved human-animal rela-
tions is hardly all-embracing since we are increasingly losing spe-
cies and the biodiversity of our planet.  

Scientific research has not always been carried out without 
the sexual abuse of animals.  For example, Harry Harlow’s infa-
mous experiments on rhesus macaque monkeys included zoo-
sadism.  He used the “Pit of Despair,” a small isolation cell in 
which the monkeys lived for different periods, even up to a year 
after which the victimized apes were totally deranged, depressed, 
and uninterested in the opposite sex.  Harlow’s other device was 
then used; it was called the “Rape Rack,” an apparatus to tie the 
female apes and force them to copulation to become fertilized.  The 
outcomes were not surprising: the traumatized mother monkeys 
were unable to care for their children, abusing or neglecting them.  
“Not even in our most devious dreams could we have designed a 
surrogate as evil as these real monkey mothers were,” Harlow 
wrote, reflecting on the results of his experiments (quoted in Debo-
rah Blum, Love at Goon Park: Harry Harlow and the Science of 
Affection, 2002, 217). 

Based on Robert T. Francoeur’s 1982 discussion in Becom-
ing a Sexual Person about the three interrelated aspects of sexual 
orientation (affectional orientation, sexual fantasy orientation, and 
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erotic orientation), Hani Miletski’s study examined the question: 
“Is there a sexual orientation toward animals?”  The study involved 
a 350 item, 23 page anonymous questionnaire, which was self-
administered and returned by postal mail by 82 men and 11 women 
who previously had sexual relations with animals.  It was found 
that most of the participants in the study reported having feelings of 
love and affection for their animals, sexual fantasies about them, 
and being sexually attracted to animals—all three aspects of sexual 
orientation mentioned above (Hani Miletski, “Is Zoophilia a Sexual 
Orientation? A study,” in Bestiality and Zoophilia: Sexual Rela-
tions with Animals, Eds. Andrea M. Beetz and Anthony L. Pod-
berscek, 2009, 82–97).  

“Zoophilia is a phenomenon which is ultimately as complex 
as sexuality itself and comprises just as many varieties,” Gieri Bol-
liger and Antoine F. Goetschel have reminded us (“Sexual Rela-
tions with Animals [Zoophilia]: An Unrecognized Problem in Ani-
mal Welfare Legislation,” in Bestiality and Zoophilia: Sexual Rela-
tions with Animals, Eds. Andrea M. Beetz and Anthony L. Pod-
berscek, 2009, 24).  Because the boundaries between the sub-
groups of zoophilia can be blurred, they prefer distinguishing be-
tween violent and non-violent zoophilia.  From the point of view of 
humanity, violations of the sexual integrity and dignity of animals 
are crimes against our sentient partners in the shared biosphere.    

The next step of interspecies sex has already been taken 
through human relations with post-human artificially intelligent sex 
robots.  Will the sex robots of the future change the game and start 
to abuse their human sex slaves?  

“Eros, you the cruelest of all gods: / I do not flee, I do not 
wait, / I only suffer like a beast,” the Finnish-Swedish modernist 
poet Edith Södergran characterized the god of love in her poem “To 
Eros.”  The face of Eros is constantly changing, in the interface be-
tween sexual human and sexual non-human animals. 

Juhani Ihanus, PhD, is Adjunct Professor of Cultural Psy-
chology at the University of Helsinki, Adjunct Professor of the His-
tory of Science and Ideas at the University of Oulu, and Senior Lec-
turer and Member of the Board of Directors at the Open University 
of the University of Helsinki.  He is also an international member of 
the Psychohistory Forum who has published books and articles on 
psychohistory and many aspects of psychology.  Dr. Ihanus may be 
reached at juhani.ihanus@helsinki.fi.  ❑ 
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Some Reflections About  
German Women 

Peter Webb Petschauer—Appalachian State University 

Abstract: This essay highlights several different perspectives on German 
women.  Key considerations are the centrality of households, public edu-
cation for boys and girls since the 16th century, and the unique history of 
prominent women beginning with the 18th century.  Highlighted are also a 
greater acceptance of role assignments than in the U.S. 
Keywords: Dorothea Christiane Leporin, Dorothea Schlözer, health-care, 
household-literature, Luise Adelgunde Victorie Gottsched, public-
education, sense-of-safety, Sophie von LaRoche, Theodor Gottlieb von 
Hippel, wellbeing 

 The statistics for the many varieties of abuse in the U.S. and 
Germany on the surface are very similar.  (Sonja Eismann, Ene, 
Mene Missy, The Super Strengths of Feminism, 2017, especially 
chapter 3).  However, the ways in which they are perceived are dif-
ferent.  The reasons for this are, among others, prominent female 
role models in past and present; strong public education; job cate-
gories that grew out of the household context and to which more 
were added because of the loss of about six million men during 
WWII; strong advocacy for women in public roles; a unique under-
standing of the “realities of life”; and a sense of security.  Here the 
emphasis is on the unique past and the sense of safety.   

The first overall consideration pertains to the centrality of 
households for women in German thinking into the 21st century.  In 
this trend, the Housefather and Housemother Literature dominated 
female/male role determination from the 16th through the middle of 
the 18th century.  Although this literature was directed to elite read-
ers, it followed agricultural patterns of roles for men and women.   

Women were assigned to the household, taking care of chil-
dren, supervising staff, and assuring that the food grown in the fam-
ilies’ gardens was edible and served.  Men’s roles concentrated on 
the outside, supervising work in the fields, tending to the animals 
that were in their sphere (like horses), and defending the interests of 
the estate.  When a transition gradually came in the early 18th centu-
ry and men took up professions outside estates and farms, like min-
isters, attorneys, doctors, tradesmen, and teachers, the roles for 
women became even more clearly defined as being responsible for 
the internal activities of households.  Thus, while the men in the 
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ideal generated funds for the household, women allocated the funds 
within for food, children, general maintenance, improvements, and 
so on. 

With the middle of the 18th century came another develop-
ment, especially in urban settings; some women could now engage 
in both activities.  That is, women could be laboring in their house-
holds and in activities “suited for them.”  Among these were artists, 
writers, midwives, and owners of “guest-giving concerns” like inns 
and taverns.  Let me here only point to the 50 or so well-known fe-
male artists’ active in the second half of the century (most of their 
work can still be traced and viewed today).  Another point concerns 
women who sponsored salons, much like those in France, in places 
like Berlin; they too are traceable in detail today.  Some of these 
women were Jewish, like Berlin’s Henrietta Herz and Rahel 
Varnhagen von Ense. 

This centrality of household work for women was rein-
forced in the 1770s, when some of the very women who pleaded for 
greater equality between women and men discovered love in mar-
riage.  From then on, love became one of the additional bonds that 
kept women centered in households. 

Another important development came in the late 19th centu-
ry.  Like England, Switzerland and Wuerttemberg experienced an 
industrial breakthrough.  Women (and men) from farms could now 
take up employment opportunities elsewhere.  The surplus of wom-
en and men in farm settings until the 19th century generally worked 
as servants.  Now, rather than staying on their native farm or a 
neighbor’s farm, young women could work in nearby cities in 
trades and factories, obtaining an income rather than just earning 
room and board.  

Let me now shift to the 20th century and major changes that 
altered women’s roles.  The German version of the Depression had 
dramatic consequences, one of them being that it undermined 
men’s roles in society.  Many men lost their jobs and with that the 
image of the main provider was undermined.  This in turn gave rise 
to extreme ideologies, including National Socialism.  When the Na-
zis gained power in early 1933, their traditionalist thinking about 
women’s roles was immediately vocalized; these were the infamous 
three K’s: Kinder, Küche, Kirche (Children, Kitchen and Church).  
Many men felt vindicated.   

WWII had barely begun when this concept was undermined 
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with women being needed in the workforce to replace the millions 
of men fighting all over the continent and beyond.  Nevertheless, 
when the veterans returned from these fronts, they looked for the 
housewives whom they had left—the ones taking care of them, 
their children, and the house.  Today that generation is gone and 
women’s roles have changed once more with their passing and for 
other reasons. 

The second consideration is about public education for boys 
and girls in the then Germanies, which started with Martin Luther 
in 1517.  He advocated such education for both sexes so that they 
could read the Bible (Peter Petschauer, The Education of Women in 
Eighteenth-Century Germany: Bending the Ivy, 1989, chapter 1; 
also Stefan Bollmann, in German, Women and Books. A Passion 
with Consequences, 2013, 21-111). 

Although boys and girls were seated separately in class-
rooms, they were in the same space.  Girls and boys in elementary 
schools became the norm with Wuerttemberg’s famous school ordi-
nance of 1555.  It required that all children in this southwestern 
kingdom attend elementary school and that parents who failed to 
send their children to school would be reminded of their obligation 
from the pulpit on Sundays.  By the outset of the 18th century, pub-
lic schools for all children had spread from there to all Protestant 
and Catholic areas of the German-speaking territories.  By then, 
elite women were often literate and trained at home or in special 
schools for girls.   

Étienne François argued that the literacy rate for men and 
women in some German-speaking urban areas had reached far be-
yond the 25th percentile usually assumed.  For the middle and lower 
classes other evidence supports this assessment.  For example, in 
1763 Bishop Johann Ignaz von Felbiger, at the behest of Frederick 
the Great, established in Sagan the first normal school, a training 
facility for young teachers.  The concept rapidly spread through all 
German-speaking areas and included young women.  Equally inter-
esting, in the mid-1850s, the state of Baden established a pension 
program for women teachers.  

In the 19th century as well, schools specifically for girls 
were being shaped into academies for them, both to manage house-
holds well and to enter professions usually emerging from the 
household context, like teaching, nursing, and so on.  At the very 
end of the century the first female professional schools and female 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Ignaz_von_Felbiger
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universities were established.   

Finally, a third consideration.  The breakthroughs for wom-
en in the 18th century are truly astonishing (see Peter Petschauer, in 
German, “Education for Women as the Driving Force for Cultural 
Progress: Home Economics and Learning,” Jahrbuch für 
psychohistorische Forschung, 18, 2018, 221-27).  The debate about 
women being human was fully resolved by the middle of the 
century; they were now defined as Menschen (human beings).  Note 
the difference to English-speaking areas with their concept of the 
rights of man.    

Aside from public education being available to all girls and 
more specific education in private schools, especially so-called cor-
ner schools for middle and upper class girls, several prominent 
women shaped a forceful discussion about women’s roles in letters, 
newspapers, magazines, and books.  Among the most renowned are 
the poet Christiana Mariana von Ziegler, born Romanus; the pub-
lisher, writer, and scientist Luise Adelgunde Victorie Gottsched, 
born Kulmus, known as die Gottschedin (The Woman of Integrity); 
Dorothea Christiane Leporin, born Erxleben, M.D.; the author and 
letter writer Sophie von LaRoche; the academic Dorothea Schlözer, 
Ph.D.; the writer Schlegel-Schelling; the Berliner Henriette Herz; 
and the artist Angelika Kauffmann.  

Let me highlight three of these women.  Leporin, who 
wrote, in German, Investigation into the Reasons Women are Held 
from Studying (1742); von LaRoche, who wrote, in German, Story 
of the Maiden of Sternheim (1771); and Schlözer. 

Among many other points, Leporin made this one: “Thus 
the exclusion of [so] many from learning leads to them being disre-
spected.  This injustice is just as great as that which affects women 
who are robbed of this glorious and valuable object” (Author’s 
translation).  By “valuable object” she meant advanced education.  

It is said, probably inaccurately, that LaRoche was the first 
woman in Germany to gain independence through her writing.  
However, it is accurate that women and men read her avidly, and 
followed her letters, until the literary giants Friedrich Schiller and 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe arrived on the scene.  

Schözer wrote in 1787 that “Women are in this world not 
only to entertain men, women are human beings like men; one 
should make the other happy” (Bollmann, Women and Books, 100).  
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This too was said in the context of learning.  Into this context falls 
Theodor Gottlieb von Hippel’s About the Civic Improvement of 
Women (1792, an English translation by Timothy F. Sellner is 
available as Improving the Status of Women, 1979).  One of his 
points was: “Is it not inexcusable to let half of abilities of half of 
humanity’s abilities slumber unknown, unvalued, and un-
used?” (25, author’s translation).  

How does the picture look in the 21st century and does this 
past influence how women perceive themselves and men perceive 
them in turn?  No doubt, women are still centered on households 
and in “traditional” jobs outside them, like nursing, teaching, child-
care, and waitressing.  But they now also function in roles 
“traditionally” reserved for men, like sales clerks, train conductors, 
travel agents, brokers, policewomen, politicians, etc.  Along with 
the focus on households comes the given that women bear children 
(and not seeing pregnancy and childbirth as an illness and taking 
advantage of being able to stay with them in the first year of their 
lives).  At the same time, women in Germany retain ready access to 
public education (without the steady undermining of it as in the 
U.S.), excellent health care for all, guaranteed retirement 
(undermined somewhat by the compensation discrepancy), labor 
union inspired laws that protect them in their workplace like rea-
sonable job security, and low violence.   

Feeling safe in one’s society is one of the major benefits for 
German women, and women emphasized it to me in almost every 
recent conversation.  Aside from every single person with whom I 
spoke first wondering about President Trump’s sanity, every single 
one also spoke about the massive presence of guns and connected 
violence, and thus a seeming sense of insecurity.  Germany, with its 
more than 80 million inhabitants, had a murder rate in 2015 of .85 
per 100,000, which is 682 murders all told.  By comparison, the 
U.S. the same year had a rate of 4.88, which is 15,696 murders.  
Although some women spoke of feeling less than secure in some 
German cities, this insecurity seems attributable more to right-wing 
fear mongering than reality. 

But in spite of women having emerged prominently in poli-
tics and almost all professions, men still make many of the deci-
sions about society and households, and women are still mostly re-
sponsible for the latter.  These roles are reinforced through market-
ing, television, the Internet, and magazines.  Also, according to a 
number of surveys, including in Eismann’s book cited above, many 
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women still have been spoken to or touched inappropriately and 
some even abused.  In addition, salary inequality is at about 10-
12% in cities and as much as 30-33% in rural areas.   

However, because of the general context offered here, Ger-
man women seem to have a greater acceptance of role assignments 
and a greater sense of well-being than their U.S. contemporaries.   

Peter Webb Petschauer, PhD, Dr hc, is Professor Emeritus 
of Appalachian State University where he taught, among other 
things, women’s history for many years.  A recent work is the novel, 
A Perfect Portrait (2016), about an aspiring woman artist in 18th 
century Weimar.  A book of poems is forthcoming with ORI Aca-
demic Press this fall.  He may be reached at petschau-
erpw@appstate.edu or peterpetschauer.com.  ❑ 

The Pedophile and His Penis: Is “Anatomy 
Destiny”?  

Jamshid A. Marvasti—University of New England 

Abstract: In this article I explain pedophiles’ and incest offenders’ per-
ception or misperception of their penis.  Freud’s theory, “Anatomy is des-
tiny,” focused on this idea regarding females.  I, however, refer to male 
pedophiles who feel that something is wrong with their penis size or per-
formance.  In this article I explore the nature of sexual offenses against 
children and treatments for offenders.   

Keywords: anatomy-is-destiny, child-molester, incest-offender, male-
genitals, pedophile, pedophilia-treatment, penis-performance, penis-size, 
President Lyndon Johnson, sex-abuse 

 “Anatomy Is Destiny” 
As children often interpret happenings based on punishment 

or reward, Freud said that girls would misinterpret that someone 
had cut off their penis because of their misconduct.  Therefore, girls 
would develop “penis envy.”  Freud also suggested that boys may 
have “castration anxiety,” as they would worry that they might lose 
their penis and become like a girl. 

I believe that the penis is very important for any man, but 
especially for pedophiles (those who are sexually attracted to chil-
dren).  Over the last 35 years, I have treated many pedophiles and 
incest offenders.  Among all of them, there was none who was 
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comfortable with his penis, and many of them felt that their penises 
were inferior to others.  Although sexual attraction to children may 
be genetically based, psychologically they felt very comfortable 
with children, as they always felt superior to them.   

Based on my observation, I want to use the Freudian state-
ment “Anatomy is destiny” regarding pedophiles and consider that 
anatomy had an impact on their destiny.  I should say their 
“perceived anatomy” had an impact on them, as they believed there 
is something wrong with the size or performance of their penis. 

Penis Perception and Power 
Beyond being a part of the body, penises can have a strong 

symbolism.  In 1200 BCE the Egyptians won a war against the Lib-
yans.  To show their power, they cut off the penises of six Libyan 
generals and 6,359 Libyans, and presented 6,111 penises of Greeks 
they had killed to their king (David Friedman, A Mind of Its Own, 
2001, 9).  The association between penis and power continues 
3,000 years later.  President Lyndon Johnson was extremely proud 
of his penis and its size.  If the mood struck him, he would urinate 
in public, including the parking lot of the House Office Building 
and have conversations with White House staff while the bathroom 
door was open, bragging about his penis size (Marshall Frady, “The 
Big Guy,” The New York Review of Books, November 7, 2002).   In 
one of his most infamous penis-flashing incidents, he was apparent-
ly so sick of reporters haranguing him about why America was in-
volved in Vietnam, that when a female reporter asked this question, 
he unzipped his pants and declared, “This is why!” (Sean Wilentz, 
“Lone Star Setting,” The New York Times on the Web, April 12, 
1998). 

Size Matters 
While penis sizes vary, the average erect penis for adult 

men is 5-6 inches in length, with a 4-5 inch circumference (Markus 
MacGill, “What size is the average penis?,” Medical News Today, 
March 18, 2016).  The sizes of flaccid penises, however, have more 
variation.  There is an entire industry that promises to increase the 
size of one’s penis.  Most of these promises are baseless and unsci-
entific.  With those that may have some effect, there is serious risk 
of side effects, including erectile dysfunction.   

What may contribute to this seeking for an enlarged penis is 
a misperception around one’s penis size.  Research has shown that 
men seeking enlargement techniques have average-sized penises; 
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however, their perception is that their penises are small.  A psychi-
atric diagnosis was created for when this perception becomes an 
obsession: penile dysmorphic disorder.  This is not unlike those 
with anorexia nervosa, who may believe they are always fat regard-
less of how much weight they have lost or how thin they actually 
are.  

Contributing Factors and Motivation 
Empirical clinical research has been explored for finding 

some explanation of pedophilia.  A multi-factorial model with four 
main theories has been suggested by researchers: 1) blockage theo-
ry: this theory indicates that pedophiles are attracted to children, 
due to their difficulty developing relationships with adults; 2) disin-
hibition theory: pedophiles are disinhibited because of a possible 
cognitive impairment or an impulse control disorder; and 3) deviant 
emotional concurrence theory: pedophiles develop sexual relation-
ships with minors because it is emotionally satisfying due to their 
own childhood experiences of sexual trauma.   

Some theories attribute past childhood events, such as sexu-
al victimization, as a cause of sexual offense.  That is termed the 
victim-to-victimizer process.  In this theory, there is a high inci-
dence of childhood sexual abuse in the history of pedophile sex of-
fenders.  However, this theory has been challenged, as convicted 
sexual offenders may overstate a history of child sexual abuse for 
the sake of gaining sympathy as a victim in the judicial system.  
This idea has been supported by polygraph studies (Jan Hindman & 
James M. Peters, “Polygraph testing leads to better understanding 
of adult and juvenile sex offenders,” Federal Probation, 65, 2001, 
8-15) and deviant sexual arousal theory (genetic theory): this theory 
indicates that pedophiles’ sexual arousal is abnormal in selecting 
the object and possibly even beyond object choice.  A researcher 
from Toronto, James Cantor, found white matter brain abnormali-
ties in pedophiles, which could explain a mismatch of signals so 
that an inappropriate response is triggered in their minds when see-
ing a child (“Paedophilia: Shedding light on the dark field,” The 
Economist, August 13, 2016). 

Incest Offenders 
There are several types of incest offenders.  Regressed of-

fenders may get married and have children, and after time certain 
stressors begin to occur that lead them to regress emotionally.  
Wives may be seen as dominating and aggressive, and eventually 
the husbands become emotionally and sexually attracted to children 
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who pose no threat, meaning they can remain superior and unchal-
lenged.  Fixated offenders, on the other hand, from adolescent age 
develop sexual desires toward children, which does not change.  
Also, I have treated men whose offensive sexual behavior toward 
children started after they lost their capacity to get an erection and 
became partially impotent.  This situation was particularly striking 
in an elderly male who molested his grandchildren by using his fin-
gers rather than his penis (Jamshid A. Marvasti and Valerie L. 
Dripchak, “Sexual aggression against children: Therapies for vic-
tims and offenders,” American Journal of Forensic Psychiatry, 
2002, 23 [4]: 23-46). 

Treatment 
How can pedophiles be helped, and pedophilia prevented?  

Treatments have ranged from helplines and therapy to libido-
lowering drugs (though with possibly severe side effects) to bio-
chemical or surgical castration.  Anti-depressants are used in the 
treatment of paraphilia, especially in those offenders who have a 
compulsive quality and preoccupation with deviant sexual fantasies 
at an obsessive level.  Prozac, for example, is used in treatment of 
pedophilia, exhibitionism, and voyeurism.  It decreases the compul-
sive nature of sexual deviation and obsessive thoughts.  Prozac also 
may have side effects, such as decreasing sexual desire, postponing 
sexual gratification, and decreasing sensations in the genital area.  

Psychiatric co-morbidity can have negative consequences 
for sex offenders, including hindering their treatment or even con-
tributing to the continuance of paraphilic behavior.  Disorders such 
as depression, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, posttraumatic 
stress disorder, and obsessive compulsive disorder, especially when 
untreated, can decrease one’s ability to control sexual urges and 
impulses.  Psychiatrists have found that it is more common to have 
success in treating these other disorders than the paraphilic behav-
ior itself.  Depression, social phobia, and alcohol and drug addic-
tions can cause problems in treatment. 

The principle of psychotherapy is based upon the under-
standing that human behavior is changeable.  However, when work-
ing with sex offenders, one must accept that the purpose of treat-
ment is not to “cure” but to “control.”  Psychodynamic therapy is 
used frequently with non-violent sex offenders/pedophiles.  Thera-
pists can focus on a “kind” and “firm” attitude with gentle confron-
tation and at times neutralization of certain ego defense mecha-
nisms.  The male offenders’ personal relationships with females in 
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general, their mothers, partners, and daughters (if they are victims) 
are explored during the sessions.  Group therapy can be an effective 
support where the offenders can examine their behavior and devel-
op empathy toward their victims.   

Ego Defense Mechanisms 
Child molesters’ ego defense mechanisms and cognitive dis-

tortions need to be delineated in evaluation procedures.  In regard 
to ego defense mechanisms, they frequently use: 1) denial, 2) mini-
mization (offender tries to either minimize assault or the type and 
number of offenses), 3) justification (offender believes his/her be-
havior is misunderstood and that they are a caring and concerned 
person), 4) fabrication (offender invents stories explaining the of-
fenses in a way that would cover up the sexually abusive incident, 
statements such as: “teaching a child about sexuality” or 
“conducting a scientific study with children”), 5) mental illness 
(offender claims mental sickness caused his problem and may use 
their psychiatric disorder to avoid arrest), 6) sympathy (a display of 
regret and reports about his community and civic achievements), 7) 
attack (offender may harass, threaten, or bribe the victim or wit-
nesses, including attacking the reputation of professionals involved 
in the case), and 8) guilty but not guilty (many state laws allow the 
offender to plead guilty while claiming he is innocent, but use the 
Alford plea bargain, which means a person believes they are inno-
cent but the prosecutor may have enough evidence to prove the 
charges).  

If an offender expresses feelings of guilt, the quality of such 
feelings must be examined.  The question is: are they genuine feel-
ings, or are they pseudo-guilt, narcissistic, and transitory feelings 
connected to “getting caught”? 

Conclusion 
Society may not want to think about pedophiles or incest 

offenders.  Therefore, obtaining funding for research studies or 
helplines is difficult.  However, it is important to keep in mind that 
simply locking up offenders does not keep children safe.  The child 
has already been abused and there is no reason to believe a perpe-
trator who gets released with no interventions will not offend again.  
Ultimately society’s ignorance and lack of understanding around 
pedophilia only ends up hurting children.  The treatment for pedo-
philes should be under the guide of controlling rather than curing 
their behavior.  Sexual offenders are a heterogeneous population 
and treatment programs should be individualized and appropriate to 
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the psychology of the offender.  It is important to keep in mind that 
medication should never be the sole method of treatment.  

Jamshid A. Marvasti, MD, is a child and adult psychiatrist 
and a clinical assistant professor of psychiatry at the University of 
New England College of Osteopathic Medicine.  He has published 
and edited a number of articles and books including: Psychiatric 
Treatment of Sexual Offenders (2004) and Psychiatric Treatment of 
Victims and Survivors of Sexual Trauma (2004).  He can be 
reached at jmarvasti@aol.com.  ❑ 

Women in Psychohistory: A Short Story 

Peter Webb Petschauer—Appalachian State University 

Abstract: The author focuses on how psychohistorians have failed to at-
tract more women to the field and how this point is reflected in Professor 
Paul Elovitz’ book The Making of Psychohistory.  He goes on to talk 
about his observations of women (specifically the lack of women) in the 
field.  The author also discusses the role model needed for women and the 
deeper social/psychological aspect behind why women are still the minor-
ity in psychohistory and mostly absent from its leadership positions.  
However, the writer does bring up the IPA’s attempt to bring more wom-
en into the field. 

Keywords: David Beisel, Paul Elovitz, psychohistorian, psychohistory, 
role-models, women  

A psychohistorian should start an analysis of an aspect of 
the field of psychohistory by looking at his or her own history in 
the field.  So will I.  This short essay about the failure of psychohis-
torians to attract more women into the field follows this rule.  

I started out as a prospective historian six decades ago in the 
evening classes on the main campus of New York University 
(NYU) at Washington Square, completing my education with a 
PhD in 1969.  When I accepted my first job at Appalachian State 
University the year before, very few women taught in its depart-
ment of history.  Those who did were former faculty members of 
what had been a teacher’s college.  My department chair told me at 
the time that I needed to start publishing as soon as possible and 
helped me to do so.  

When I received tenure almost a decade later, we still had 
very few women in the department.  As a matter fact, because I had 
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completed my dissertation on Catherine II of Russia and we still 
had no woman to teach women’s history, I was assigned those 
courses for a number of years in the 70s.  Although several of us 
had begun to plead for more female colleagues in the department, 
the reality remained that the men wanted to see their faces replicat-
ed.  When a woman wanted to obtain a job with us, she had to show 
publications in refereed journals.  I knew from colleagues that we 
were not alone in this requirement. 

Psychohistory at that point did not publish refereed journals.  
As a matter of fact, it did not have journals to which one could have 
submitted materials.  That is, if an individual was interested in psy-
chohistory, then she would have had to submit her materials to 
“regular” history journals.  One can say in hindsight: good luck! 

There is another component of this unique situation.  Pro-
fessors in history departments of prestigious universities, who pro-
duced the majority of PhDs in the country, would not have recom-
mended his young scholars write anything much beyond the fields 
of their own interests.  We know by now that very few professors in 
the 70s and 80s were interested in psychohistory and thus their stu-
dents were not encouraged to enter this field.  This in spite of a few 
courageous colleagues who thought otherwise!  Even our beloved 
Professor Minna Falk at NYU would not have recommended a top-
ic too far from her fields of Austro-Hungarian and German histo-
ries.  If anything, the vast majority would have asked, as I was 
asked a time or two, what do you want with PSYCHO-history? 

Let me turn now to another component.  Graduate students 
for decades were asked to prepare themselves in at least two lan-
guages, my doctorate required three, and many had sufficient trou-
ble just acquiring the two that were required; adding psychological 
training to the mix would surely have been seen as an added bur-
den.  As it was, students rebelled against the requirements and they 
were modified.  One foreign language was not replaced with psy-
chology but with computer science.  That is, history was not headed 
toward psychohistory, but toward the application of computers and 
computer modeling.  In addition, biographies of kings and queens, 
and elites in general, gave way to the exploration of the lives of or-
dinary people. 

A further aspect of this history is this: the shining lights in 
the field were, and continue to be, men.  Professor Paul Elovitz un-
derscores this point in his admirable book, The Making of Psycho-
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history: Origins, Controversies and Pioneering Contributors 
(2018).  He highlights the following leading individuals: Sigmund 
Freud, Robert Jay Lifton, Lloyd deMause, Vamik Volkan, Peter 
Gay, Peter Loewenberg, Rudolph Binion, Sidney Halpern, and 
Montague Ullman.  I could add many others, among them of course 
Elovitz himself.  

Who is missing?  Role models for women!  That is, women 
whom young women in history, possibly even in psychology, could 
admire and follow.  So it came about that Elovitz could only inter-

view, or have interviewed, for Clio’s Psyche, 84% male and 16% 
female scholars in the field (Elovitz, The Making of Psychohistory, 
7). 

Then there is another, deeper social/psychological aspect to 
the difficulty of attracting women.  Elovitz and I experienced in 
classes that female students, even fairly recently, encouraged men 
to take leadership roles in our classes, even if the women were in 
the majority.  Only after pointing this oddity out did men consent 
that they were not eager to take on such roles in a class in which 
they were the minority.    

The following matches this deeper social/psychological re-
ality.  The International Psychohistorical Association (IPA), psy-
chohistory’s premier organization, was and is dominated by men.  
One of whom, unfortunately it was deMause, did not appreciate 
what women might attain in psychohistory.  Others, like Elovitz 
and David Beisel, tried several times in the 70s and 80s to bring 
women into leadership positions, but to no avail.  Even if they were 
interested, surely the stance of a key figure, together with men’s 
overall willingness to lead, especially if encouraged by women, 
hampered their willingness to be part of the psychohistorical enter-
prise.  

Finally, in addition to this, according to Beisel at the most 
recent meeting in June of the IPA in New York City, these were the 
very men who tried their best to find approval from historians and, 
to a lesser extent, psychologists in established venues.  A group of 
men in search of approval do not strike me as being particularly 
interested in things other than their own success.   

Because of these and surely other reasons, past attempts to 
encourage women to join the field were less than successful.  All 
the same, let me compliment the most recent attempts of the IPA to 
bring more women aboard both as speakers and attendees; this out-
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reach being particularly successful in New York City in 2018.  

Peter Webb Petschauer’s biography is on page 150. ❑ 

The Psychohistorian and the Group 

Dan Dervin—University of Mary Washington 

Abstract: The author focuses on the International Psychohistory Associa-
tion’s Group Process sessions, which take place at the close of each con-
ference day.  He analyzes the effects of this practice on the practitioners 
and points out what Group Process truly means, calling it a continuation 
of psychohistorical practice that recognizes the element of emotional in-
volvement in the work.  He talks about the difficulties of this practice and 
how they are addressed in The Journal of Psychohistory articles.  The 
author finally applies this practice to modern day hot button topics, in-
cluding Donald Trump’s zero tolerance policy and the debates about 
what to do with the Slave Auction Block in his town.      

Keywords: Group Process, International Psychohistory Association, psy-
choanalysis, psychohistorian, Slave Auction Block, slavery, zero-
tolerance-policy 

 Psychohistory is distinguished as an interdiscipline, which 
has in-depth historical research that draws on psychoanalysis and 
psychobiography among other fields.  Papers are presented and dis-
cussed annually at the International Psychohistory Association 
(IPA).  What interests me here are the Group Process sessions con-
vened at the close of each conference day.  Having attended various 
academic and psychoanalytic conferences, I can testify that the IPA 
version is both unique and integral to our enterprise.  All presenters 
and attendees are invited to a setting where a moderator presides 
over free-wheeling discussions.  The only stipulation is an airing of 
the day’s thoughts, reactions, and issues.  It isn’t quite group thera-
py, at least not formally; it’s more akin to a psychoanalyst explor-
ing transference and countertransference issues with peers.  For us, 
it’s also a continuation of psychohistorical practice.  It recognizes 
the element of emotional involvement in our work, the possible 
over determinism of our thinking, and the various ways we access 
group dynamics.   

In effect, through the IPA’s Group Process we find our-
selves performing informally as part of an assembled group.  The 
truth may be out-there, but it may also be a bit tangled up in-here.  
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We strive to listen to ourselves, especially as mediated through the 
responses of others.  At times, disputes and insights may veer into 
therapeutic territory, and then the moderator’s role comes to the 
fore—guiding and protecting against personal monopolizing or 
grievance airing, but judiciously not closing off this specimen of 
group behavior.  

 To whatever degree our training has prepared us, we en-
counter through Group Process one of the ways we are embedded 
in psychohistory.  As instruments we may play the field only to find 
the field is also playing us: as nominal subjects, we may become 
others’ objects.  However, fortified as a Group Process of one, we 
soon return to our unfinished projects and grant that, yes, there are 
these objective forces affecting our endeavors along with more sub-
jective features.  Sorting out these mixes, we may look over our 
shoulders and admire or envy those rigorous scientific studies that 
speak through graphs and experimental data, through labs and algo-
rithms.  We can’t compete on their playing fields, especially once 
we factor in the psychic energies summoned for our tasks and dis-
covered in our material.  But we can take consolation in noticing 
that scientists are not immune to this inner dimension.   

Einstein insisted his theory be designated “relativity” to ad-
dress the day’s hot issues trumping his circle’s cool reliance on ob-
jectivity, as though one were standing apart from all the cosmic tur-
moil and merely observing the wonderful workings of the universe 
(see my Creativity and Culture, 1990, 216).  Scientists may have 
strategies for surmounting personal biases, but to be a psychohisto-
rian is to be frankly embedded.  

True, historians commit to a baseline of facts while dispers-
ing on the next step of interpreting.  The viewer may not alter the 
viewed, but the object in question may well alter the viewer.  Like 
other historical phenomena, the Holocaust is grounded on a bed-
rock of fact.  But beyond that base, approaches fan out.  Daniel 
Rancour-Laferriere, for example, has thoroughly exposed the covert 
role of anti-Semitic group-fantasy over centuries of Christian ortho-
doxy (The Sign of the Cross, 2011).  Psychohistorically, we might 
also probe the role of denial and the implications of its having been 
outlawed (for more, see Paul Elovitz’ The Making of Psychohistory, 
2018, 15-16, and “Holocaust” in the Index).  By their own lights, 
psychohistorians can claim relative objectivity as comprised of sub-
jective components and deeper motives.  Their verification be-
comes our enduring challenge. 
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 At the risk of adding to our complexities, I’m making a spe-
cial plea for recognizing and utilizing subjective factors that cross 
our mental horizons.  This concern may in part be my aversion to 
the impersonal and often idealized attitudes underlying some scien-
tific work, and in part the divisive assaults on our shared humanity 
in today’s political discourse.  I wouldn’t urge the writer’s personal 
history intrude on a given subject or be interjected like an after-
dinner anecdote, but rather to factor in how we are all part of a 
whole.  This does not imply complicity in evil, but more of an 
awareness that enriches our work, or at least anchors it by realizing 
that writing or speaking comes down to one person addressing an-
other, even though imagining a receptive target audience may facil-
itate the process.  Along with our various skills and resources, the 
Group Process affirms our common humanity by voicing our felt 
positions and listening to others with helpful infusions of empathy.  
More generally, as we undertake group analyses, our jogging how 
we are always part of one or another group, actual or imagined, 
may facilitate our accessing the selected group of our research. 

 Two recent articles for The Journal of Psychohistory ex-
plore strategies for addressing this challenge.  In one, I focus on 
Trump’s alarming zero tolerance policy of separating immigrant 
children from parents at our border and explore historical prece-
dents.  This reminded me of one day in our Omaha neighborhood 
when I was around eight, and the girl I played with across the street 
burst out crying, “Mommy!  He’s trying it again!”  What her dad 
was trying, and succeeded in shortly thereafter, was hanging him-
self in the basement of the house he had partly built as a carpenter.  
The family were Czechoslovakian, and when their kids returned 
years later for a quick look at their former home, we convened on 
our front steps.  They explained that their dad had been raised by a 
farm family and was lashed to a stake in the yard to prevent his run-
ning off.  This suggested he wasn’t blood-related or freely adopted.  
A plausible explanation arose from the time period of his youth 
when unattended, often immigrant kids were rounded up from New 
York streets and boarded onto “orphan trains” to be deposited along 
a westward route.  At depots they were lined up and picked by lo-
cals, most likely to fill menial tasks.  He fit the role of a former 
abused, indentured laborer.  Thereafter, my inquiries into our cur-
rent mishandlings of immigrant children at the border assumed a 
more intimate rapport.  

 Intrigued by the turmoil over current protests against Con-
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federate monuments in the South and surrounded by history in 
Fredericksburg, I fancied myself a local tour guide on a stone 
mount near the town center.  Over the river banks to the north rose 
Chatham, a former slave-supported estate hosting Washington and 
Jefferson and later serving in the Civil War as a military hospital.  
Union troops, crossing the river on pontoons, had torched sections 
of our town.  Churches and cemeteries from Revolutionary times to 
that so-called War between the States checkerboard the area, all 
racially segregated.  Among surviving buildings are the home of 
Mary Ball Washington, mother of the father of the country; 
Kenmore plantation, home of Washington’s sister and husband; the 
Rising Sun Tavern, where Revolutionary schemes were hatched; 
and Hugh Mercer’s Apothecary (himself a war casualty).  A few 
blocks to the south is Liberty Street where runaway or freed slaves 
comprised an ad hoc experiment in integration.  Similarly, African-
American homes might be seen mixed in with white families, an 
instance of slave quarters once clustered around plantations being 
reoccupied.  

When I step down from this brief survey, my perch can be 
revealed as the notorious Slave Auction Block.  Along with orient-
ing readers, the aim of taking this vantage point was to peer through 
the eyes of slaves facing a potential market of alien faces.  Today, 
the Slave Block focuses heated debates over the proper disposition 
of Southern memorials, the topic of my article.  Our Town Council 
has been holding public meetings, and our local paper has been 
printing letters to the editor.  The debates pivot on whether to leave 
the Block in place for all to see or trip over, including our prized 
tourists, or to remove it to a more obscure venue, like a museum, 
ostensibly to preserve it from vandalism.  The community was con-
ducting its own group process.  Conflicts over painful memory ver-
sus benign forgetting usher us into the subjective/objective interfac-
es of psychohistory.   

My former perch may thus remind us that we’re all embed-
ded for good or ill in a collective past of diverse groups as history 
has a way of repeating itself before our eyes, with a difference.  
Taking stock of our own groups (professional or parish, club or 
gym, neighborhood or community) may point up similarities or 
contrasts and, if nothing more, keep us in touch with our mix of 
common humanity.  Our commitments to psychohistory and our 
associations with all the farflung people thus allied invite us to en-
counter groups, both familiar and fresh, promising both outward 
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and inward perspectives.  

Dan Dervin, PhD, is an emeritus literature professor at the 
University of Mary Washington as well as a prolific and longstand-
ing psychohistorian.  His latest book is The Digital Child: The Evo-
lution of Inwardness in the Histories of Childhood (2017).  Prof.  
Dervin may be contacted at ddervin@umw.edu.  ❑     

Commentaries on  
The Making of Psychohistory 

Review Essays on Paul H. Elovitz, The Making of Psycho-
history: Origins, Controversies, and Pioneering Contributors (New 
York and London: Routledge, 2018), ISBN 978-1-138-58749-6, 138 
pages, paperback, $38.95, hardbound, $140. 

Indispensable 

Dan Dervin—University of Mary Washington 

 For me, Paul Elovitz has been a long-standing friend and 
supportive colleague.  For his part, he lists the more formal roles of 
“advocate, creator, editor, historian, organizer, and researcher of 
psychohistory.”  To these I would add invaluable emissary for our 
field.  While we may rightly view our endeavors as critical to a 
more inclusive understanding of our collective past, those in history 
and the social sciences continue to blow us off.  We find ourselves 
in the somewhat anomalous predicament of being inside/outsiders, 
or vice versa.  Either way, we don’t comport with the traditional 
disciplines.  In reply to someone’s countering, “Tough; but much of 
this is your own doing,” I will concede our roadway to respectable 
status has been pot-holed and prone to detours.   

Lloyd deMause’s seminal theories along with his financial 
enterprise have enabled many of our pursuits and kept him central 
to much of psychohistory.  But as Paul notes, and others have ob-
served, he can be a divisive presence; some of his more extreme 
and under-researched theories have been pretty off-putting, while 
others have been generative.  Whatever the forces at work, sub-
scriptions to his flagship Journal of Psychohistory have dwindled 
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from 8,000 in their heyday to under 1,000 today (Elovitz, 47).  
Thus, a creditable emissary is most timely.  

 All the more so, despite a track record that meets the test of 
time and, for all its diversity and some weeding out, psychohistory 
can withstand serious scrutiny.  It is Paul’s achievement to make 
this case, to document our pluralism, and to generally validate our 
interdisciplinary field for professional peers and serious readers 
alike.  In this capacity he is ideally qualified.  His range and depth 
are encyclopedic and penetrating.  While immersed in his primary 
discipline of history, he has also plumbed the social sciences.  
Above all, he was not only present at our inceptions, he also circu-
lated among the founders and principal players, most of whom in 

the course of time would be featured in his journal, Clio’s Psyche.  
Thus, he witnessed the creation of this scholarly galaxy and to our 
lasting gratitude has lived to record it, while also becoming a major 
player. 

 An early chapter traces the rich—if diffuse—origins and 
etymology of “psychohistory.”  Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, 
also pioneered the applied fields of psychobiography (Leonardo da 
Vinci), psychoanthropology (Totem and Taboo, 1913), and even 
psychohistory (Civilization and Its Discontents, 1930).  Through 
his self-analysis via dream-work, his introduction of the therapeutic 
role of the transferences, and his grounded case-histories, he articu-
lated the hidden realm of the unconscious, previously the domain of 
the mad, the religious fanatic, and the inspired poet.  Thereafter, the 
human enterprise has never been the same.  Thus, Paul’s interest in 
both Freud and that other paternal begetter who served for many of 
us in the field as no less an original force, Lloyd deMause.  My 
own take is the two figures interlock like cogs in wheels to produce 
the inner workings of our evolving humanity.  Freud focused on the 
internal vicissitudes of basic drives while factoring in a subsidiary 
role for trauma; deMause concentrated on the changing modes of 
child-rearing and parenting through which unresolved conflicts and 
cultural influences are filtered and played out.  In brief, Freud con-
centrated on the subject’s intrapsychic agencies (ego, superego, id); 
deMause on the shaping role of the external object (parents, surro-
gates, authorities).  Together, the complementary approaches cap-
ture the changing dynamics of our history and inwardness. 

 Perhaps by way of leveling the playing field a bit, Paul has 
deMause sharing the top tier of prominent psychohistorians with 
Robert Jay Lifton and Vamik Volkan.  Assigned to the second tier 
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are Peter Gay, Rudolph Binion, and Peter Loewenberg.  Combined, 
they expand our conceptual repertory.  An outstanding pioneer 
builder, renowned teacher, scholar, and congenial colleague, David 
Beisel also deserves a special place.  Throughout the 1980’s he pi-
loted the Journal and weathered some difficult climates. 

 Besides cherishing the book’s many accomplishments in 
their own right, I hope it will initiate an overdue reassessment of 
our beleaguered field and help it reclaim its proper place in the 
scholarly world.  Along the way, let’s also hope it will sustain us 
veterans while attracting a new generation to tackle the unresolved 
issues of our collective past and engage the formidable challenges 
of our turbulent present.  

 In our own ongoing quests for subjective forces shaping 
conscious realities, we might pause to consider how, for all their 
differences, deMause and Freud shared a certain anxiety over their 
originality.  When an associate urged Freud to look into Nietzsche 
as foreshadowing his theories, he never quite got around to it.  He 
puzzled Jung when his fainting spell seemed to act out their rivalry.  
The Bard of Avon’s original genius so bothered him that he aligned 
with the anti-Stratford school of authorship (How could a butcher’s 
son ever pen Hamlet?).  For his part, deMause has been welcoming 
of newcomers to the field with admirable hospitality; but in his 
writings he is not very collegial, projecting a more exclusive status.  
Paul casts him as donning the solitary “role of a prophet” (47).  
Here we may take a page from academic scriptures on the “anxiety 
of influence.”   

According to Harold Bloom, poets’ quests for creative origi-
nality impel them to upstage precursors and thereby nullify any pa-
ternal debt in favor of magical self-generation.  Not being subject to 
the burdens of original genius, we may be advised to cut some slack 
for those who covet it.  This allowance Paul certainly grants.  Such 
conflicts can alert us to our own nagging anxieties that influence us 
as we embark on that pristine new project.  We may now also suffer 
a kind of allegiance anxiety as the public limelight on the two fields 
we esteem shifts to psycho-pharmacology’s replacing verbal inter-
ventions in psychoanalysis and to the trendy relativism of post-
modernism’s appropriating the in-depth group-analysis of our disci-
pline. 

 Associated with the above shifts are changing attitudes to-
ward childhood.  Are today’s children better or worse off than in 
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past periods?  With admirable evenhandedness, Paul lays out the 
case for either side.  His inquiry leads in turn to an account of his 
own childhood through adolescence, on to his career, two marriag-
es, and parenting.  Throughout, he is candid and inclusive.  Being 
especially attuned to his relatively privileged status in present day 
America, he eschews typifying himself among a widely diverse 
population.  I applaud colleagues who take into account our embed-
dedness in our pursuits.  What’s circulating out there may also lurk 
in here.  Accordingly, we can construe Paul’s personal data as a 
template for psychohistorians’ drawing on subjective resources as 
one guide for ferreting out an elusive collective past.  As prelimi-
nary steps in our inquiries, the self-processing exercise resembles 
the psychoanalysts’ scrutinizing their counter-transferences with 
patients. 

Last but not least, Paul’s text is composed in clear, una-
dorned prose, rendering it eminently readable.  In fact, rendering it 
indispensable. 

Dan Dervin’s biography may be found on page 162. ❑ 

Elovitz as a Leader of Psychohistory 

Herbert Barry III—University of Pittsburgh 

Keywords: autobiography, history, psychohistorians, psychohistory, psychology  

The Making of Psychohistory by Paul H. Elovitz has valid 
historical attributes, in accordance with the author’s PhD in modern 
European history.  The book identifies and evaluates many contrib-
utors to psychohistory.  Each of the 13 chapters contains scholarly 
endnotes.  The value of the book is increased by its autobiograph-
ical information on one of the most prominent contemporary psy-
chohistorians.  The author has convened and led many discussions 

of psychohistorical topics, founded and edits the periodical Clio’s 
Psyche, has participated in all the annual meetings of the Interna-
tional Psychohistorical Association, even serving as the president 

early in its history.  He is author of many publications in Clio’s 

Psyche, The Journal of Psychohistory, and in other periodicals and 
books.  

The titles of six of the 14 chapters indicate focus on builders 
of psychohistory: The Early History of Psychohistory; Comparing 
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the Early Freudian and Psychohistorical Movements; A Psychohis-
torian’s Approach to Infancy and Childhood; Prominent Psychohis-
torians; Outstanding Psychohistorians Gay, Loewenberg, and 
Binion; and Builders of Psychohistory.  Appendix A lists 68 Schol-
ars, Editors, and Authors.  Appendix B lists 56 Memorials.  

However, the book does contain some derogatory infor-
mation about Erikson.  Most historians are hostile to psychohistory, 
especially extreme assertions by Lloyd deMause, who desired disci-
ples instead of colleagues and was sometimes careless in his schol-
arship.  Freud was a meticulous scholar, although his historical ma-
terials were often far too speculative.   

The titles of five chapters indicate their autobiographical 
emphasis: My Exuberant Journey; My Journey as a Psychohistori-
cal Teacher; My Role in Creating and Nurturing Postgraduate Psy-
chohistorical Education; The Dilemmas of a Presidential Psycho-
historian; and Finding my Voice with Halpern, deMause, and 
Ullman.  The autobiographical information in this book is an asset 
because Paul Elovitz is currently the principal contributor to psy-

chohistory as founder and editor of Clio’s Psyche.  Lloyd deMause, 
who founded The Journal of Psychohistory, has been replaced.  

That journal publishes longer but much fewer articles than Clio’s 

Psyche.  

Teaching of psychohistory by Paul Elovitz focused on un-
conscious motivation and childhood, including birth position, cop-
ing mechanisms, dreams, emotions, group fantasies, and trauma.  
He published in psychohistory periodicals his ambivalent support 
of Jimmy Carter for President and evaluations of subsequent Presi-
dents Reagan, George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, 
Barack Obama, and especially Donald Trump.   

Herbert Barry III, PhD, majored in Psychology and got his 
PhD at Yale University in 1957.  Since 2001, he has been a Profes-
sor Emeritus at the University of Pittsburgh.  He is a Psychohistory 
Forum Associate and a former president of the International Psy-
chohistorrical Association (1991-1992).  He is author or coauthor 
of more than 250 publications.  His research includes cross-
cultural studies of child training, choices of first names of baby 
boys and girls, similarities and differences of Presidents of the 
United States, and maladaptive and preferable sources of govern-
ment revenues.  He may be contacted at barryh@pitt.edu.  ❑  
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Praise for the First History of  
Psychohistory 

William Meyers—University of Cincinnati  

Keywords: Lloyd deMause, The Making of Psychohistory, Paul Elovitz, 
psychohistory, Sidney Halpern 

The Making of Psychohistory is a remarkably candid, 
charming, and knowledgeable book about the embattled field of 
psychohistory by one of its key figures and one of its most im-
portant proponents.  The field of psychohistory is deeply indebted 

to Paul Elovitz for his editing of Clio’s Psyche and his founding 
and convening of the Psychohistory Forum, which has been meet-
ing four to six or more times a year since it was founded in late 
1982.  Psychohistory works to analyze individuals and society not 
only in the United States but also around the world.  

  Elovitz’ knowledge is voluminous and he knows where the 
bodies are buried.  His insight into the history of the field is ex-
traordinary and his relationship with the field for many years shines 
through this book.  It is a wonderfully balanced book written in a 
very accessible style and illustrated with personal interactions and 
history.  It is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand 
this crucial and complex field. 

  There is extensive discussion of the work of Robert Jay 
Lifton, Lloyd deMause, Vamik Volkan, Peter Gay, Peter Loewen-
berg, Rudolph Binion, and Erik Erickson, as well as briefer discus-
sion of over one hundred other authors in the field.  His knowledge 
is based in part on extensive interviews of distinguished scholars in 

Clio’s Psyche, which he founded and edits, and that many consider 
to be the major psychohistory journal. 

Particularly touching is this description of his childhood, his 
gradual introduction to psychohistory, and his relationship with 
Sidney Halpern, as contrasted with his tangled relationship with 
Lloyd deMause, who had a preference for disciples rather than col-
leagues, and whose overbearing ways and strange theories seem to 
have done a great deal of harm to psychohistory.  DeMause did pro-
vide a badly needed publication outlet for psychohistorians.  Paul 
Elovitz’ description of his relationship to deMause is balanced, sen-
sitive, and empathic.  Ultimately, he concludes that he cannot tell 
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whether on balance deMause did more to hurt or help psychohisto-
ry. 

Professor Elovitz’ struggles to get tenure and his failure to 
be promoted to full professor, despite nine books and 350 publica-
tions in all, are touching and strike home for anyone involved in the 
psychohistory enterprise.  (A university press rejected my own lat-
est manuscript, which had references to psychohistory and psychoa-
nalysis in it, and when I removed these and replaced these with 
“psychodynamic inquiry,” Palgrave was delighted to publish it, and 
I benefited from a brilliant editor.)  What is missing from The Mak-
ing of Psychohistory is a clear statement of what exactly is so off-
putting about psychohistory, something that perhaps no one knows.  
Why so few people listened to my Harvard Professor William L. 
Langer’s call in his American Historical Association presidential 
address for psychology to be the next assignment for history, as de-
scribed by Elovitz, is, in my opinion, still unknown. 

 Elovitz’ descriptions of his work in obtaining access in his 
study of Jimmy Carter, his decision not to do a book on Carter 
when he came to see the Georgian as a self-defeatist, and his other 
studies of American presidents are fascinating; a highlight of the 
book and a guide for presidential biographers.  His analysis of the 
difficulties presidential historians face is worth the price of the 
book by itself. 

A great strength of this book is its in-depth description of 
the personality and work of a vast number of psychohistorians, 

something that Paul Elovitz, from his work as editor for Clio’s Psy-

che, knows better than perhaps anyone.  Particularly valuable are 
his candid and sympathetic appraisals of Rudolf Binion, Peter Gay, 
and Peter Loewenberg.  His difficult and stressful experiences 
teaching psychohistory at Ramapo College are rich in detail and 
implication, a major contribution of the book.  Elovitz’ description 
of his teaching after the September 11 catastrophe strikes me as 
particularly empathic, insightful, and helpful to other teachers.  It 
also seems to me that his treatment of other psychohistorians is 
broadly knowledgeable, generous, and fair.  Two books that are fa-
vorites of mine are also discussed: Jacques Szaluta’s definitive Psy-
chohistory: Theory and Practice (1987) and David Beisel’s brilliant 
The Suicidal Embrace: Hitler, the Allies and the Origins of the Sec-
ond World War (2003), which shows what psychohistory can do if 
done well.  All told this remarkable and charming book deserves to 
be widely read by anyone interested in psychohistory. 
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William R. Meyers, PhD, studied extensively at Harvard, 
earning a bachelor’s (magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa), in-
cluding two years each doing law and sociology, and finally taking 
his doctoral degree there in clinical psychology.  He taught urban 
psychology at MIT, served as an industrial consultant at Arthur D. 
Little for five years, was for two years Director of Research at the 
Peace Corps, and worked for two years at the Laboratory for Com-
munity Psychology at Harvard.  Currently he is Professor Emeritus 
of Psychology at the University of Cincinnati.  Dr. Meyers has had 
extensive psychoanalysis and a clinical practice.  His latest book is 
Social Science Methods for Psychodynamic Inquiry: The Uncon-
scious on the World Scene (2015, 2018) and he may be contacted at 
wrmeyers@fuse.net. ❑  

An Exuberant Voice among Many  
Psychohistorical Voices   

Juhani Ihanus—University of Helsinki 

Keywords: group-psychohistory, primal-therapy, psychohistory–
conceptual-history, psychohistory–European, psychological-history   

Because of his long career as one of the central actors in the 
field of psychohistory, Paul H. Elovitz has collected a large 
knowledge base concerning the history of psychohistory.  He has 
managed to build a concise and well-structured presentation of this 
interdisciplinary field, which has lived through insights and im-
passes, and is still developing despite often facing heavy academic 
resistance.  His own approach has shunned extremisms, both in re-
search and in publishing. 

He expresses his appreciation and criticism about the 
events, relationships, and dilemmas in organizing, teaching, and 
supporting (or “nurturing”) psychohistory.  On the other hand, fol-
lowing Eriksonian “disciplined subjectivity,” he does not evade re-
flecting on his personal history from childhood forward, and its ef-
fects on his career.   

Besides “prominent” and “outstanding” psychohistorians, 
Elovitz lists many other builders, mostly those he has known or had 
contact with.  Thus, the narration is often imbued with the intimate 
feeling of “as I knew them.”  There are so many actors that it is, of 
course, difficult to have more than an impressionistic glance by 

mailto:wrmeyers@fuse.net
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means of this kind of probe of the actors and their works.  Even 
some highly valued makers of psychohistory are only briefly 
named, and some are left out altogether.  This is understandable in 
the pioneering introduction.  At the same time, Elovitz generously 
encourages others to choose their paths to elaborate the missing 
parts.  For example, in the future, the U.S.-centeredness needs to be 
balanced by a focus on European, especially German, psychohisto-
ry.  Its contributors and contributions should be analyzed. 

The early history of psychohistory is seen by Elovitz pri-
marily through the Freudian psychoanalytic lenses, less through 
post-Freudian theories, and still less through some other currents of 
thought.  This approach ignores the late-18th and early-20th century 
influential conceptualizations of psychological history that were 
proposed by such philosopher-historians as Wilhelm Dilthey and 
Karl Lamprecht in Germany and Lucien Febvre in France.  For ex-
ample, Lamprecht considered history as “primarily a socio-
psychological science” and as “nothing but applied psycholo-
gy” (What is History? Five Lectures on the Modern Science of His-
tory, 1905, 3, 29).  Febvre co-founded the Annales school, which 
later influenced the history of mentalities. 

In the U.S., such German and French ideas first gained sup-
port among the progressive school of “New History” at the begin-
ning of the 20th century, though the Freudian approach later re-
placed them.  However, other than psychoanalytic paradigms that 
can even today advance psychological history, there are also pitfalls 
caused by too restrictive movements.  Aptly, Elovitz criticizes the 
current “affective turn” in history.  Its proponents, unfortunately, 
seem to advocate sterile and abstract perspectives that intellectual-
ize human motives and actions rather than reach toward their emo-
tional and unconscious undercurrents.    

Elovitz’ work concentrates mainly on individuals, organiza-
tions, publications, research, and teaching.  It mentions certain key 
concepts, more from the “insider” perspective, without explicating 
them to the “outsiders.”  Psychohistorical theories, methods, and 
results are still waiting for thorough critical historical evaluation.  
Elovitz’ strong area is psychobiography and partly the history of 
childhood, but he mainly bypasses the important area of large and 
small-group research and analysis, which was also an important 
starting point in psychohistory.   

Although the idea of the “fetal origins of history” does not 
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get Elovitz’ approval, primal therapies, primal integration, and pre- 
and perinatal psychology have some historically interesting points 
of contact, as well as parallels of success and failure, with psycho-
history and some psychohistorians.  It is a curious historical detail 
that the International Primal Association (also abridged as IPA!) 
and The Journal of Primal Therapy both started in 1973.  Even 
deMause went through a period of primal therapy, which ended in 
personal disappointment and a return to psychoanalysis. 

In relation to deMause, Elovitz obviously still, after a long 
co-operation, has mixed feelings and attitudes, which leave crucial 
questions open.  Hurting and becoming hurt in the extended-family
-style organization and its meetings has had long- and short-term 
consequences for many participants, as Elovitz exemplifies.  Who 
hurt whom and why must be based on historical evidence that may 
be hard to gather.  Autobiographical reflective writing can be one 
form of the self-interpretative task and the therapeutic working 
through that can be helpful to psychohistorians.   

The conceptual history of psychohistory will undoubtedly 
be furthered by Elovitz himself.  He promises, in a note, to write 
more on the early uses of the terms “psychohistory” and 
“psychobiography.”  The earliest use of the word “psycho-
historical” that Elovitz has found so far is from 1840 (the same in-
formation has been given in the Oxford English Dictionary).  How-
ever, I happened to find an earlier use of the German word Psycho-
historie, dating from 1810 in the work of Carl Christian Erhard 
Schmid (1761–1812), the pro-Kantian professor of theology and 
philosophy in Jena, and a friend of romantic poets.  In his treatise 
Allgemeine Encyklopädie und Methodologie der Wisseschaften 
(which translates to General Encyclopaedia and Methodology of 
the Sciences), Schmid posits Psychohistorie as a part of “natural 
history” (Naturgeschichte), making a distinction between “general” 
and “special” psychohistory, the former referring to the “internal 
differences of the human temperament in healthy conditions” and 
the latter to such differences in “sick conditions” (1810, 156–157).       

Sigmund Freud opposed becoming the object of biog-
raphers.  In his letter to the Austrian writer Arnold Zweig, Freud 
warned: “Anyone turning biographer commits himself to lies, to 
concealment, to hypocrisy, to flattery, and even to hiding his own 
lack of understanding, for biographical truth is not to be had, and 
even if it were it couldn’t be used” (May 31, 1936; in Ernst L. 
Freud [Ed.], Letters of Sigmund Freud [1873–1939], 1960, 430).  
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The “sins” of a biographer, as depicted by Freud, can be traced in 
many poorly researched works.  Elovitz, however, offers the reader 
the enjoyment of well-founded narrative truths, sounding the 
“exuberant” journey and intriguing atmosphere of the psychohistor-
ical enterprise, and, finally, letting other voices fill the lacunae of 
evidence.  To him, psychohistory is “an art” using scientific meth-
ods “to get at the truth” (The Making of Psychohistory, 96)—or, 
should we say, to better navigate between different narrative 
truths?   

Juhani Ihanus’ biography may be found on page 144.  ❑ 

Thoughtful People Do Psychohistory 

Marcia Anne Newton—University at Albany 

Keywords: parenting, Paul Elovitz, resistance-to-psychohistory, Rudolph 
Binion, Sigmund Freud  

One of the first things that caught my attention when I 
picked up Paul Elovitz’ new book, The Making of Psychohistory: 
Origins, Controversies, and Pioneering Contributors, was the fol-
lowing observation he makes: “Thoughtful people do psychohistory 
whether or not they realize it” (1).  To Elovitz, it is evident that 
psychohistory is more than how “The what can shape the why” as 
poetically phrased in Rudolph Binion’s poem at the beginning of 
the book.  Psychohistory has movement, it is malleable; and we 
may do it consciously or unconsciously: two terms often used in 
thinking about psychohistory across the disciplines.  

In this thoughtful—and thought-provoking—autobio-
graphical manifesto, Elovitz has a two-fold goal as a founding fac-

ulty member of Ramapo College, founder and editor of Clio’s Psy-

che, and founder of the Psychohistory Forum.  It is an effort to il-
lustrate our humanness in an examination of history and foster re-
spectable and open-minded viewpoints of what psychohistory is 
and what people invested in psychohistory seek to accomplish.  
Elovitz clearly lays out, as he writes in his reflections on teaching 
psychohistory, the Psychohistory Forum, and much else, that psy-
chohistorians focus on “unconscious motivation, childhood, coping 
mechanisms, dreams, emotions, group fantasies and delusions, per-
sonality, and trauma” (The Making, 66) and how all these elements 
intersect to bring new and relevant dimensions of thinking to histo-
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ry, research, and a promotion of the “psychological paradigm” in a 
genuine way (75).  

Elovitz draws an interesting parallel between himself and 
Freud, particularly in regard to their struggles.  He claims that 
“Freud is often devalued” (The Making of Psychohistory, 24), just 
as Elovitz may see himself and the psychohistory movement.  It is 
true that Freud remains a controversial figure in psychoanalysis 
even though, as Elovitz observes, he is quoted far more often than 
people given him credit for.  After all, he was a thoughtful man.  

Elovitz raises important questions in his endeavor to keep 
the candle of psychohistory burning against resistances experienced 
in his professional career.  What is it about human nature that 
seems to resist and threaten one way of perceiving mankind in cer-
tain times and places?  Is it ego?  Ignorance?  Insecurity?  Arro-
gance?  Elovitz seems to have Freud, Sidney Halpern, and Lloyd 
deMause in mind when writing about his struggles, but he also ad-
mits that perhaps he is “acting out… his own Oedipal rebel-
lion” (The Making, 29) against these pioneers, leaders, and path-
breakers.  I wonder if rebellion is the right word to use, though.  I 
would say Elovitz identifies with Freud as a pioneer and as a leader 
of a controversial organization that has been criticized.  However, 
Elovitz’ feelings of betrayal as a result of his discipline—one to 
which he has dedicated decades of his life—not being seen as a 
worthy discipline of study by academic historians and his being 
challenged as a worthy candidate for tenure and promotion to full 
professor at Ramapo College perhaps also influenced his identifica-
tion with Freud, who had his own professional challenges.  

 I found what Elovitz had to say about the parenting of mid-
dle-class children living in the suburbs of America particularly 
thought-provoking.  As an authority on childhood, Elovitz explores 
the optimistic and pessimistic viewpoints on childrearing.  He 
writes, “Never in history have most American children had such a 
high standard of living, so much personal space, such rich food.…  
Wealth is lavished on our children” (The Making, 36).  This is the 
era, it seems, of “self-sacrificing parents” (37).  In contrast to this 
optimistic look at childrearing is the pessimistic view: the perils of 
divorce, a situation he has been in himself, and the demands placed 
on children—for example, extracurricular activities and a technolo-
gy developing at breakneck speed with its own perils in an age of 
instant gratification.  Dianne and Robert Hales claim that “One of 
every five teenagers had seriously considered terminating their own 
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lives” (cited in Elovitz, 2018, 40).  To add to Elovitz’ observation, 
I suggest that this high standard of living may be a form of over-
compensating, at least in my experience, for the failings of parent-
ing when two parents are emotionally broken; clawing up a rocky 
mountain with jagged rocks at every hand and foothold.  

My husband and I had marital struggles for a few years.  
While we were able to successfully battle through our problems, it 
was very difficult for our two teenage children who were going 
through their own crises in the transition from childhood to adult-
hood.  When my husband and I were in the throes of war, it was 
hard for us to objectively step back and see the situation for what it 
was.  Upon reflection, I recognize how our children were psycho-
logically impacted negatively by the tension generated between my 
husband and me, which manifested in a variety of self-destructive 
ways.  To overcompensate, I became that self-sacrificing parent to 
which Elovitz refers, but in reality, I was part of the problem.  I 
gave my children everything except, at times, what they needed 
most: “a consistent, secure, loving environment and clear parental 
role models” (The Making, 40).  For the past couple of years, our 
family has been working on reconnecting and with success.  Our 
past struggles seem like a distant memory now, but there are some 
scars.   

There is more than meets the eye when it comes to the par-
enting of middle-class children in the suburbs of America.  There is 
certainly more to psychohistory than I originally knew, too.  I am 
thankful to be given the opportunity to do psychohistory in this re-
view and to learn more about how “The what can shape the why.” 

Marcia Anne Newton, PhD, is a pre-law lecturer in the 
Program of Writing and Critical Inquiry at the University at Alba-
ny and a Court Appointed Special Advocate for abused and ne-
glected children in the legal system and community.  She has pub-
lished on a variety of topics in psychoanalysis, including sexual 
trauma and psychosis, paradoxical notions of sexuality, the crea-
tive impulse, and female suicide bombers.  She has also published 
numerous reviews on poetry, theater, and memoir.  She can be 
reached at mnewton@albany.edu.  ❑ 

Announcing 
A call for submissions of exceptional psychohistorical papers of 36,000

-38,000 words (including citations).  If accepted by the referees, one 
may be published per year.   Contact: cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com  
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A Medievalist's Perspective  

Christina Stern—State University of New York-RCC 

Keywords: Lloyd deMause, Middle-Ages, modern-era, Norman Cohn, 
Paul Elovitz, teaching-psychohistory 

One of the pleasures of Summer 2018 was reading The 
Making of Psychohistory: Origins, Controversies, and Pioneering 
Contributors by Paul Elovitz.  As a historian who teaches a college-
level section of a Psychohistory course each semester, I had looked 
forward to reading this book. 

 It did not disappoint.  The Making of Psychohistory pro-
vides a fascinating overview of the field and its development while 
highlighting the ideas and personalities of its leading theoreticians.  
Each chapter provides an interesting vantage point for viewing the 
scholarship of the field.  Prof. Elovitz adeptly encapsulates the val-
ue of the field’s insights and contributions while also grappling 
openly with some of psychohistory’s controversial figures (such as 
deMause) and interpersonal tensions between various individuals.   

Personal/Professional Relationship to Psychohistory 
 Before commenting more fully on the book, it may be use-
ful to make two brief initial points about my own relationship to the 
field.   

         One of the courses I took in graduate school was titled Mar-
ginalized People of the Middle Ages.  The course focused on the 
dynamics of centralizing power while providing an exploration into 
the experiences of groups marginalized within the context of medi-
eval Christian Europe: women, the poor, religious minorities, pros-
titutes, lepers, gay people, and others.  Included in the syllabus 
were several readings about the experience of medieval children, 
and one of those readings was an article by Lloyd deMause.  To say 
that the deMause article shocked me is an understatement.  To this 
day, I cannot make it through a deMause article about the historical 
brutalities of childhood without stopping several times to take a 
deep breath. 

         The second salient fact about my connection to psychohistory 
relates to my current position as a historian who teaches at SUNY’s 
Rockland Community College.  For almost 50 years David Beisel 
taught the enormously popular Psychohistory courses that he had 
developed.  His classes attracted large numbers of students from the 
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1970s to the year he retired.  Since Dr. Beisel’s retirement, the col-
lege has run two sections each semester of Psychohistory.  One sec-
tion is taught by Denis O’Keefe and the second by myself, and we 
reach about 100 students in total per academic year.  

 Although I have more than two decades of college-level 
teaching experience, my foray into teaching a course specifically 
centered on psychological history constitutes a relatively new pro-
fessional adventure.  What a compelling adventure it has been!  Of 
all the courses I teach—Honors History, Western Civilization I and 
II, Global History—I have found Psychohistory to be the most in-
teresting, intellectually exciting, and rewarding. 

 I have taught the course five times now over the past three 
years, and each time the student response to the material has been 
tremendous.  The class discussions are in-depth and thoughtful.  
The approach of psychohistory (asking the “why’s” of the human 
story) completely resonates with many students who might other-
wise not have found historical events to be so riveting.  Students 
continually express how meaningful they find the course.  A num-
ber of students have told me that they believe that psychohistory 
should be a required course for every student at our college because 
it’s so helpful for thinking about human lives, experiences, and 
choices.  Topics that my students have found particularly meaning-
ful include that of childhood (and how the treatment of children has 
changed over the centuries); the psychological backgrounds of al-
truistic people, such as those people who tried to rescue, at great 
personal risk, their Jewish neighbors during the Holocaust; and 
contemporary government practices regarding the psychological 
profiling of the world’s major leaders. 

A Medievalist’s Perspective 
 As I was reading The Making of Psychohistory, I grappled 
with the contradiction (and controversies) that surround the field 
and its professional reputation.  On the one hand, as the book notes, 
there are numerous critiques of psychohistory with some historians 
vociferously eschewing the field.  On the other hand, there is no 
doubt that many historians, whether they say it or not, use the 
lenses provided by psychological theory to investigate their topics 
of study.  (They may or may not use Freudian theory per se, but 
they do embrace some type of psychological approach.)  In my own 
graduate school training, the emphasis was on the multidisciplinary 
nature of doing historical interpretation, i.e., the willingness and 
flexibility to try out a variety of theoretic tools in order to illumi-
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nate a given subject’s many facets.  Although I was not trained in 
psychohistory, we certainly had many classes that contained discus-
sions of psychohistorical scholarship, including the works of deM-
ause, Lifton, and Gay, as well as Erik Erikson’s analysis of Martin 
Luther (based, as Prof. Elovitz indicates, on the earlier work of 
Reformation scholar Preserved Smith). 

 Indeed, for historians who focus on Europe’s Middle Ages, 
psychohistory emerges as pivotal in the work of some of the key 
academic readings.  Norman Cohn’s book, titled Europe’s Inner 
Demons: An Enquiry Inspired by the Great Witch-Hunt (1975), was 
considered a vital work for PhD students interested in the history of 
the Early Modern European witch hunts.  Cohn’s analysis of human 
fantasy, including the processes of demonization and its uses in 
persecuting policies, modern and medieval, is a reference point for 
many scholars of medieval and early modern Europe.  I imagine it 
would be a fortuitous starting point for any person interested in 
studying the broader matrix of demonization, violence, and perse-
cution within multiple or diverse historical contexts. 

 Intriguing to me also is the anecdote on page 22 in which 
the historian Donald Weinstein disparages the pursuit of psychohis-
tory, while teaching his graduate students at Rutgers in 1962.  
Weinstein’s book, Saints and Society: The Two Worlds of Western 
Christendom 1000-1700, co-authored with Rudolph Bell and pub-
lished in 1983, is a sociological study that examines broad catego-
ries of European saints.  It’s also a study that includes active con-
sideration of the cultural and psychological dimensions of Europe-
an sainthood in order to understand how and why certain saints res-
onated with the European public in specific contexts.  Weinstein’s 
work was referenced in many of my graduate school classes.  Inter-
esting also is that Weinstein collaborated with Rudolph Bell, who is 
possibly most famous for his 1985 book Holy Anorexia, which ex-
amines the phenomenon of medieval female ascetic behavior, in-
cluding the practice of diligent fasting, and draws comparisons and 
contrasts with modern anorexia.  As you can see, historians of the 
Middle Ages regularly venture into topical terrain fraught with psy-
chological underpinnings and import.   

 I write about my graduate school and professional experi-
ence to show that the psychohistorical approach is found in many 
works of medieval studies and to lend support to Prof. Elovitz’ 
opening assertion that “all historians do a type of psychohistory 
without realizing it.”  I think this statement is basically true (at 
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least, for most historians), and it’s puzzling that so many historians 
refuse to acknowledge the contributions of the field. 

 The Making of Psychohistory is an indispensable source for 
anyone interested in the significance of the field.  Prof. Elovitz’ 
book provides a clear overview of psychohistory’s origins, devel-
opment, and its major theorists, and it does so in a way that 
acknowledges the controversies about the field as well as the some-
times tumultuous dynamics of practitioners and organization lead-
ers operating within the field.  The book is well-written, informa-
tive, and always engaging.  It is a very honest book, one that does 
not shy away from admission of such topics as contention between 
individuals or the occasional problem of inadequate citation in 
some psychohistorical articles.  

 To my mind, an interesting question to ponder is this: how 
does psychohistory fare—and prosper (hopefully!)—in an age of 
globalization?  Via Internet technologies, is the scholarship of psy-
chohistory reaching a broader academic and/or mainstream audi-
ence?  Can or do we see evidence for this?  My one recommenda-
tion, if there is a second edition of the book, would be to shed some 
additional light on the work of today’s scholars, particularly those 
who live outside the U.S., and speculate a bit more on the prospects 
of the field in today’s era of globalization, economic uncertainty, 
ongoing political crisis, and artificial intelligence developments.  
We live in a complicated world.  It’s a world that desperately needs 
the insights of psychohistorical scholarship.  

Christina Stern, PhD, is a professor at SUNY Rock-
land.  Her research interests include medieval European history, 
women, and Catholicism and the history of Jewish and Christian 
relationships in the West. She can be reached at 
cstern@sunyrockland.edu. ❑  

Methodology and Subjectivity in  
Psychohistory 

David R. Beisel—Psychohistory Forum Research Assoc. 

In approaching Paul Elovitz’ important The Making of Psy-
chohistory, I deal primarily with two issues, questions of methodol-
ogy and matters of subjectivity.  Critics have charged psychohisto-
rians with playing fast and loose with the evidence, of wild specu-
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lation, distorting documents, of using too little evidence or no evi-
dence at all.  Paul makes it clear: the critics have sometimes been 
right.  It has been troubling. 

I was trained in the school of 19th-century Teutonic histori-
ography.  I chose the words “Teutonic historiography” deliberately.  
By them I mean to convey a feeling of being old-fashioned, ponder-
ous, restricted, and rigidly academic—in the worst sense of the 
term.  The method nevertheless reflects a certain way of proceed-
ing, which has stood the test of time for 200 years.  

Teutonic historiography means achieving exhaustive mas-
tery of the secondary scholarship before research into the primary 
sources can begin.  It means critical analysis of primary sources and 
being ruthlessly scrupulous about sources.  Nothing’s perfect in this 
world, of course, and sad to say those goals aren’t always met, even 
in scholarship in general.  This includes psychohistory—though 
there are thousands of psychohistorical books and articles that do 
meet the highest scholarly standards. 

As Paul’s book shows, things haven’t been perfect in the 
International Psychohistorical Association (IPA) either.  We did 
maintain a space—the annual convention—where our interdiscipli-
nary scholarship could have a hearing.  That (and meeting friends) 
at least was my personal rationalization for continuing to be part of 
this organization despite some serious reservations over the years.  

Reading Paul’s book has helped me remember something 
we’ve all forgotten: that IPA membership in the early days included 
not just the usual run of historians, political scientists, and anthro-
pologists, but also counted activists, art historians, physicians, poli-
ticians, writers, poets, and artists, including filmmakers, dancers, 
and the multi-talented, such as playwright, composer, musician, and 
performance artist Jill Kroesen. 

Paul has said that one of his goals in writing the book was to 
encourage others to write their own histories of psychohistory.  
That certainly happened to me, spontaneously, as I read through his 
pages, remembering many forgotten things, and learning many new 
things I did not know.  That trip down memory lane comes at a par-
ticularly opportune time for me, helping that life-review process of 
the so-called “Golden Years,” even, as in my case I approach my 
80th year.  Paul’s book is liberating in that it reaffirms one’s faith in 
the method of disciplined subjectivity, which distinguished psycho-
historians Larry Friedman and Chuck Strozier have written about so 
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eloquently in the pages of the journal Clio’s Psyche. 

My personal interest in psychological history came early on 
in my college years.  I don’t know why.  As a three-year Navy vet-
eran, I didn’t know I was still very much wet behind the ears when 
I asked my freshman history professor if he knew of any histories 
with a psychological bent.  After consulting with a few colleagues, 
the only study they could come up with—this was 1958—was the 
Alexander and Juliette George book on Woodrow Wilson.  That 
summer I bought two books at Manhattan’s Nassau Street 
Bookshop: Alfred Vagts’ A History of Militarism (1937) and The-
odor Reik’s Listening with the Third Ear: The Inner Experience of 
a Psychoanalyst (1948).  I soon learned from my history professors 
that history and psychology weren’t supposed to mix, a prohibition 
which lasted through graduate school. 

Only after hearing papers by Rudolph Binion on Hitler at an 
American Historical Association (AHA) convention and reading 
Peter Loewenberg’s remarkable “Psychohistorical Origins of the 
Nazi Youth Cohort” (in The American Historical Review)—both in 
1970—did I begin to think psychological history might be possible 
after all.  As a newly-minted PhD, I asked Rudy, “How do you do 
this stuff?”  So alien had psychology become during my graduate 
years.  The Journal of Psychohistory and The Psychohistory Re-
view came into being.  I attended summer workshops sponsored by 
The Institute for Psychohistory.  I began my own massive long-
term immersion in the psychological literature.  Psychohistory was 
breaking out everywhere.  Could I make a contribution? 

One issue was disciplined subjectivity.  It informed one of 
my own early efforts in a long essay I wrote back in 1978, which 
appeared in The Journal of Psychohistory’s Special Convention 
Issue, which was celebrating the IPA’s first convention.  That es-
say, not without its faults and hard edges (I’d write a different one 
today), was called “From History to Psychohistory: A Personal 
Journey.”  It recounted my difficult path through the thickets of my 
own resistance, the emotional and intellectual struggle to accept the 
very possibility of doing psychohistory.  It was written after three 
years of agonized dialogue with myself in the first years of my 
analysis. 

Every session in those first three years was filled with end-
less self-doubt as I explored the question of whether psychohistory 
was possible or not.  One day the light bulb went on.  “I just real-
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ized,” I said to Charles, “I don’t think I’ve been talking about psy-
chohistory at all as much as I’ve been talking about doing psycho-
therapy.”  “FINALLY,” Charles said.  “I’ve been stifling yawns for 
three years!”   “So,” in the words of Philip Roth, “now we can 
begin.” 

Since then I have come to realize, as many before me, that 
one’s choice of research subject, even one’s field of study, is driven 
in part—sometimes exclusively—by an overt or hidden desire to 
resolve known, partly known, or unthought unknowns.  Perhaps all 
scholarship is partly driven by personal need.  It has been liberat-
ing.  Not only do we continue to need traditional “Teutonic histori-
ography,” but as “big tent” psychohistorians we can now also wel-
come insights from the eloquent simplicity of a single theoretical 
statement. 

I was naïve.  I grossly underestimated the power of re-
sistance.  Why were historians so dismissive?  My therapist nailed 
it: “You’re telling people what they don’t want to hear and expect-
ing them to be grateful for it.”  Of course.  Why did I nevertheless 
persist?   

One night, over dinner with my best friend, I complained 
about psychohistory’s rejection by historians, expressing regrets 
that my career didn’t stay within the boundaries of traditional histo-
ry.  My friend said to me, “But it’s not you.”  He was right.  

Historians have been tricking us for years into having 
things two ways, publicly condemning psychohistory as they si-
lently slip psychology into their work.  Take Sir Ian Kershaw, for 
example.  Recognized as one of the U.K.’s premier historians, Sir 
Ian is best known for his two-volume biography of Hitler.  It is su-
perb history and openly anti-psychological.  Sir Ian denounces psy-
chohistory as too speculative.  He introduces the word “psycho-
history” by castrating it at the hyphen.  He keeps it from contami-
nating his text by quarantining it in quotation marks.  He accepts 
the evidence of Hitler’s father as an abusive parent then denies that 
it played any role in Hitler’s later life.  He informs readers he won’t 
be doing any psychology.  He then writes: 

It takes little to imagine that his [Hitler’s] 
later patronizing contempt for the submissiveness of 
women, the thirst for dominance (and imagery of the 
Leader as stern authoritarian father figure), the ina-
bility to form deep personal relationships, his corre-
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sponding cold brutality toward humankind, and—
not least—the capacity for hatred so profound that it 
must have reflected an immeasurable undercurrent 
of self-hatred concealed in the extreme narcissism 
that was its counterpoint must surely have had its 
roots in the subliminal influences of the young 
Adolf’s family circumstances (Hitler: Hubris, 13). 

No psychology, indeed.  The more practically minded 
among us might find this practice acceptable: formal psychology is 
at least finding its way into history.  I find the practice dishonest.  
The self-appointed guardians of history’s sacred precincts have re-
cently removed psychohistory from among the over 600 approved 
specializations recognized in the American Historical Association’s 
taxonomy of sub-fields.  In today’s AHA, psychohistory no longer 
exists. 

The AHA justifies psychohistory’s disappearance from its 
taxonomy on the grounds that only a handful of AHA members de-
fine themselves as psychohistorians, when in fact it is an outcome 
engineered by the long-term policies of the AHA itself.  The editor 
of The American Historical Review proudly confesses the Review 
will never publish any psychohistory, while distinguished historian 
Rudy Binion told me the Review repeatedly refused to review any 
of his books on the grounds that “they weren’t history but psychol-
ogy.”  No wonder scores of historians have left the AHA: the AHA 
abandoned us. 

Thus, when I look over my 50 years of involvement with 
psychohistory, I see today not only a desire for greater insight into 
the world and myself, but a parallel therapeutic process.  Psycho-
history is also an effort to resolve personal issues, a health-seeking 
quest for greater integration that in my case has been only partly 
successful. 

I also see a darker, sadder side, one of bottomless reenact-
ment.  I see now my decades-long striving to get historians to take 
psychohistory seriously as a deeply personal matter.  When we seek 
to achieve an unachievable outcome, and keep repeating the behav-
ior, it suggests trauma.   

The quest for the approval of historians has been going on 
for some time.  Here I draw on Paul’s memories of the first IPA 
convention and John Hartman’s group-fantasy interpretation of the 
main fantasy being acted out by IPA members (as I remember it), 
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the metaphor of Bas Mitzvah-boy in a suit whose leather jacket and 
motorcycle were waiting in the alleyway. 

For me, the decades-long search for authenticity to get the 
approval of historians was personally frustrating and enervating.  It 
was an endless, displaced traumatic reliving, a quest for my fa-
ther’s approval that was never going to happen.   

Paul’s book makes it clear that in reality that search has 
long been over.  For more than a century now, and especially for 
the past half-century, tens of thousands of books and articles have 
produced an independent field of interdisciplinary study that no 
longer needs the benediction of history’s symbolic father-figures.   

Let my fellow historians go on embracing the fantasy that 
the bastard child psychohistory is dead and buried.  In reality, as 
Paul’s book, the work of so many at the International Psychohistor-
ical Association, and so much else shows, our work continues. 

David Beisel, PhD, a veteran psychohistorian, has pub-
lished extensively on many topics in European and American histo-
ry.  His book, The Suicidal Embrace: Hitler, the Allies, and the 
Second World War (2004), was the subject of a panel at the Inter-
national Society of Political Psychology’s annual convention in 
Istanbul in 2011.  Dr. Beisel retired from a 50-year career of 
teaching history and, to 8,000 students, psychohistory at SUNY 

Rockland.  He is on the Editorial Board of Clio’s Psyche and can 
be reached at dbeisel@sunyrockland.edu.  ❑    

The Opposition and Resistance to  
Psychohistory 

Joyce M.  Rosenberg—Psychoanalyst 

Keywords: Goldwater Rule, history, Holocaust, psychoanalysis, psycho-
history, Sigmund Freud 

While Paul Elovitz’ The Making of Psychohistory: Origins, 
Controversies, and Pioneering Contributors delves into the strife 
and opposition this discipline has encountered for much of its life-
time, I still was left wondering, perhaps naively and simplistically, 
why?  Having spent more than 40 years in journalism (chronicling 
and explaining our most recent history) and the last 20 also as a 
psychoanalyst, psychohistory seems to me a natural outgrowth of 
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both fields. 

My lingering confusion wasn’t due to Elovitz’ work—he 
tackles this issue throughout the book and also demonstrates as he 
describes his teaching methods why psychohistory should matter, 
why it should have won more acceptance and validation.  He notes 
in his introduction that many people with scholarship in history, 
biography, or psychoanalysis shun and maybe even deplore the 
concept of psychohistory.  As he points out, while “Thoughtful 
people do psychohistory whether or not they realize it” (1), many 
historians and biographers seem to want to focus their inquiries on 
behavior.  As Elovitz notes, while they often consider the impact of 
family and life events on their subjects, these scholars don’t seem 
able to take that next step and consider the role psychodynamics 
play: 

Regrettably, academic historians as a group 
reject the field of psychohistory for a variety of rea-
sons, including their suspicion of the new, dislike of 
psychoanalysis, uneasiness with the unconscious 
and irrational forces in others and themselves, and 
fear that their knowledge of human motivation will 
be exposed as inadequate (1). 

The resistance, as Elovitz notes, can also be the product of 
the political infighting that is often inseparable from academic life 
(123).  Meanwhile, psychoanalysts, as Elovitz also points out, may 
shy away from analyzing someone who is dead, perhaps long dead 
(2).  As we’ve seen from the recent revival of debate about the 
Goldwater Rule, which forbids psychiatrists (and some other men-
tal health clinicians) from diagnosing someone who’s not in their 
care, there can also be a resistance to analyzing anyone from afar 
(there has been some erosion of the Goldwater Rule since Donald 
Trump campaigned for and was elected president).  It is very inter-
esting to me that analysts who have read Freud’s writings on Da 
Vinci and Moses could repudiate psychohistory rather than be at 
least slightly as curious as he was; however, my narcissism and 
prejudice may be at work here.   

 Yet there is clearly a need for psychohistory.  When terrible, 
tragic things happen—people shooting dozens of innocent victims, 
celebrities committing suicide—the media can be counted on to 
create articles and videos that discuss why someone would commit 
such acts.  The public reads and watches those pieces.  You can be 
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sure that historians, biographers, and analysts are reading and 
watching as well. 

 The day after a terrorist attack in France on Bastille Day in 
2016, a sensitive young man born in South Korea implored me to 
explain why someone would commit such a horrible crime.  He had 
no idea, at least consciously, that I was an analyst passionate about 
psychohistory.  He just needed someone to help him understand the 
darkest part of the human heart and psyche.   

 There is also a great amount of scholarship beyond history, 
psychology, and psychoanalysis that uses psychohistorical meth-
ods, even if few scholars would want to admit it.  Art historians 
pore over every inch of paintings and sculpture, looking at tech-
nique for clues to the mental states of Van Gogh, Cézanne, and oth-
ers.  Literature professors mine every word of prose and poetry to 
try to understand the psyche of an author—what unconscious as 
well as conscious memories influenced their work.   

The opposition and resistance to psychohistory among peo-
ple who are clearly curious and interested in learning reminds me 
of the same resistance people have to seeking therapy or analysis, 
as well as the resistance that analysts continually see in their pa-
tients.  It is a resistance to knowing and often a resistance to 
change. 

 I think the answers to my questions go beyond Elovitz’ dis-
cussion of the scholarly and political opposition to psychohistory, 
although they can be deduced from his work.  Elovitz understands 
that inquiry begins with children; his book includes a chapter on 
how childhood has evolved and what childhood is like today.  Chil-
dren, of course, are very curious and want to hear stories: “Tell me 
about the day I was born.”  “How did you and Daddy meet?”  
“What was it like when you were little, Grandma?”  I wonder if the 
increasing narcissism in our society, and each generation’s growing 
tendency to exist in what are now colloquially called silos, have 
made it harder for many people, including many historians, to care 
about what happens in someone else’s life or head, or to care about 
what happens to someone else. 

Elovitz, who uses what he has learned as a psychohistorian 
to teach his students about the impact of war, seems to have seen 
increasing narcissism.  He certainly has seen a lack of empathy.  He 
notes that his students over the years had difficulty empathizing 
with more than one group that had been subjected to genocide.  
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Elovitz successfully used psychohistory to show his students the 
links between humiliation and suffering to mass government-
ordered murder; for example, the emotional consequences in Ger-
many from the Treaty of Versailles that ultimately led to the Holo-
caust.  The result: “Understanding these historical examples and the 
emotions behind them helps students to understand their own feel-
ings and to approach the course with a greater sense of empa-
thy” (67). 

Elovitz also notes, “Students can be quite resistant to learn-
ing because it involves hard work and giving up established ide-
as” (69).  Well, not just ideas, but also students’ acceptance of the 
need for empathy.  Moreover, it’s not just students who are re-
sistant, but the many scholars who reject the discipline we know as 
psychohistory.  

Joyce M. Rosenberg, JD, is a licensed psychoanalyst, mem-
ber of the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis 
(NPAP), and Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum.  She 
has a private practice in Manhattan working with adults and cou-
ples and has taught classes on resistance, ethics, ego psychology, 
and working with masochistic patients.  She has written papers on 
the connection between the psyche and creativity, empathy in cul-
ture and psychoanalysis, and the Holocaust.  In addition, she is a 
small business reporter at The Associated Press and may be con-
tacted at psyjourn313@gmail.com.  ❑  

Psychohistory Has Many Rooms  
and Riches 

Kenneth Rasmussen—Santa Monica College 

Keywords: interdisciplinary, Lloyd de Mause, psychoanalysis, psychohis-
tory, Robert Stolorow, Sigmund Freud  

Perhaps no one has been better qualified and situated intel-
lectually, academically, and personally to write a definitive over-
view of psychohistory than Paul Elovitz.  His The Making of Psy-
chohistory: Origins, Controversies and Pioneers is an impressive 
tour de force that integrates the multiple dimensions of the field of 
psychohistory from its inception to the present, implementing the 
unique perspective of a “participant observer” who, with disci-
plined subjectivity, integrates passion and objectivity in an illumi-
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nating critical analysis. 

Why has psychohistory, which originated with such enthusi-
asm and optimism, failed to flourish to the degree one might have 
anticipated?  This is a central underlying question animating 
Elovitz’ discussion, and the story he tells goes far in answering it.  
Without a doubt, while the highest hopes of its originators have 
been frustrated, it is also clear that the field has produced much of 
great value, as this book aptly demonstrates.  The problems and 
complexities that have served as obstacles to psychohistory ful-
filling its potential are real, however, and Elovitz’ insider look at 
the growth of the field provides an invaluable source for its under-
standing.   

One of the field’s problems became apparent early on in its 
development.  The emergence of psychoanalysis in the early 20th 
century was a groundbreaking intellectual achievement, and it was 
inevitable that its practitioners and admirers would seek to extend it 
beyond individual therapy and psychology into the human and so-
cial sciences, especially history.  As Elovitz points out, Freud was 
the grandfather and original pioneer for applied psychoanalysis or 
psychohistory.  His psychohistorical writings (such as his writing 
on Leonardo de Vinci and Mosaic Jewish history) were insightful 
and brilliant, but fell far short of academic and scholarly standards.  
(Yet his 1930 Civilization and Its Discontents, as David James 
Fisher has highlighted, was a significant contribution to cultural 
criticism, establishing Freud as an important social philosopher.) 

Freud’s attempts—including the scathing psychobiograph-
ical portrait of Woodrow Wilson by William Bullitt written in par-
tial collaboration with Freud—suffered from oversimplification and 
violation of historical standards of evidence and reasoning.  The 
first phase of psychohistory struggled to find acceptance within the 
discipline of history primarily because it tended to be overambi-
tious, dogmatic, and (what the intersubjectivists Robert Stolorow 
and George Atwood call) “metaphysical” in its imposition of theo-
retical constructs rather than developing themes phenomenological-
ly.  This “original sin” of forcing ahistorical concepts upon a recal-
citrant complex historical reality, in my view, continued to plague 
psychohistory with the advent of Lloyd de Mause and his followers, 
who tended toward Kleinian determinism and ahistorical dogma-
tism at the expense of supple historical inquiry, and is still a chal-
lenge for the editors and referees of Elovitz’ invaluable jour-

nal, Clio’s Psyche.   
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Elovitz’ book is uniquely useful for providing an inside look 
at the intellectual movement of psychohistory in terms of personali-
ties and institutions (including a myriad of organizations and publi-
cations).  He honestly describes his early career collaboration with 
and support of Lloyd deMause and later distancing from him due to 
both deMause’s intellectual flights of fancy and his difficult, over-
bearing personality.  DeMause was not trained academically in his-
tory or another social science and dropped out of his psychoanalytic 
training because he insisted on analyzing not patients but Adolf 
Hitler.  Especially for those of us who are psychohistorically mind-
ed, Elovitz’ portrait of the interpersonal, subjective side of the 
field’s evolution is essential to understanding both the weaknesses 
and strengths of psychohistorical practice over time.  Clearly 
Elovitz’ catholic “big tent” perspective regarding psychohistory has 
been a significant strength in advancing the field, but the promi-
nence of what can be called “speculators” and “partisans” within it 
has impaired its credibility in the eyes of other historians and schol-
ars.  This problem, when added to the simple resistance of the aver-
age historian to psychological mindedness, goes far to explain psy-
chohistory’s struggle to flourish.   

Elovitz’ ecumenical openness allows him to show just how 
widespread and influential psychoanalytic and psychological per-
spectives have been in the last 50 years outside of the specific inter-
disciplinary profession of psychohistory.  One strand of inquiry that 
is touched on but could have been explored more (understandably 
in this relatively short, 125-page book) is the application of psycho-
analysis within the Frankfurt school, critical theory tradition; the 
attempted marriage of Marx and Freud. 

Wilhelm Reich’s Mass Psychology of Fascism (1936) had 
its beginnings with Otto Fenichel’s essay, Society Without the Fa-
ther (1919; see especially Russell Jacoby’s Otto Fenichel and the 
Political Freudians, 1986).  Also worthy of consideration, though 
omitted in the book, is the German psychoanalyst Alexander 
Mitschlerich’s Society Without the Father (1963) and The Inability 
to Mourn (1984), as well as Jürgen Habermas’s application of psy-
choanalysis to social philosophy in Theory of Communicative Ac-
tion (1981).  Despite its limitations, Theodore Adorno, Else Frankl-
Brunswick, Daniel Levinson, and Nevitt Sanford’s The Authoritari-
an Personality (1950) is also of contemporary relevance for its 
groundbreaking contribution to understanding the personality struc-
tural foundations of the fascism and right-wing authoritarianism 
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that is resurgent worldwide today.   

This variety of important work in psychohistory, however, 
can be termed “meta-historical” (for the implications of grand theo-
ry in history and social science see Hayden White, Metahisto-
ry, 1976, and The Fiction of Narrative, 2010), and the field of actu-
al historical research and inquiry that integrates psychoanalysis and 
history is much smaller.  As Peter Loewenberg has pointed out in 
Decoding the Past (1982), to do viable and intellectually respecta-
ble psychohistory, history requires the practitioner to be trained 
professionally in both history and psychoanalysis or psychology.  
Without this bona fide interdisciplinary element, we have seen over 
and over in the field essentially either armchair theorizing, in which 
a psychoanalyst or psychologist speculates about history (Freud, 
Erikson, Lifton, et al.), or a historian does the same using a limited 
knowledge of psychoanalysis or psychology (for example, Bruce 
Mazlish or Rudolf Binion, who was a capacious and creative intel-
lectual historian of Europe who, Elovitz points out, “had no psy-
choanalytic training or therapy” and “thought he could psychoana-
lyze as a purely intellectual endeavor”).  Even Peter Gay, whose 
admirable cultural historical monographs and biography of Freud 
are outstanding contributions to psychohistory, was limited in his 
integration of psychoanalysis and history in that he neither com-
pleted his psychoanalytic training nor ever treated patients.  For 
psychohistory proper to truly progress, though it is a tall order, it 
must follow in the pioneering footsteps of such outstanding schol-
ars as Peter Loewenberg, Paul Elovitz, Thomas Kohut, et al.   

There will always be room for gifted psychoanalytic theo-
rists to extend their insights into aspects of history, culture, and 
politics.  Among contemporary psychoanalytic writers worthy of 
note, I would give honorable mention to three whose work is not 
explored in this book.  David James Fisher, trained as both a histo-
rian of modern Europe and practicing psychoanalyst, has brilliantly 
probed the intersection of psychoanalysis and cultural criticism 
in Cultural Theory and Psychoanalytic Tradition (1991) and the 
roots of anti-Semitism in Towards a Psychoanalytic Understanding 
of Fascism and Anti-Semitism: Perceptions From the 
1940’s (2009).  Doris Brothers, a psychologist/psychoanalyst, illu-
minates the psychodynamics of trauma in a way quite applicable to 
history in her Toward a Psychology of Uncertainty: Trauma-
centered Psychoanalysis (2008) and “After the Towers Fell: Terror, 
Uncertainty, and Intersubjective Regulation” (Journal for the Psy-
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choanalysis of Culture and Society, 8[1]: 68-76, 2003). 

Finally, among contemporary psychoanalytic thinkers in 
this vein, is the important work of Robert Stolorow.  In his Trauma 
and Human Existence (2007) and World, Affectivity, Trauma: 
Heidegger and Post-Cartesian Psychoanalysis (2011), the intersub-
jectivist Stolorow makes pertinent observations on the role of trau-
ma and trauma-based “resurrective ideologies” in history.  He is 
also an example of the fruitfulness of interdisciplinary training as 
he is both a practicing psychoanalyst and a University of California 
PhD in philosophy, which positions him to make innovative contri-
butions both to the scholarly interpretation of Martin Heidegger 
and to the philosophical underpinnings of psychoanalysis.   

As this book so well illustrates, the mansion of psychohisto-
ry has many rooms and a surplus of riches.  We are greatly indebt-
ed to Paul Elovitz for his tireless commitment to helping build this 
mansion, and for giving us such an inspired, insightful, and com-
prehensive tour of this much needed field of intellectual inquiry, 
whose full promise remains to be fulfilled. 

Kenneth Rasmussen, PsyD, PhD, is an historian and psy-
choanalytical psychotherapist who teaches at Santa Monica Col-
lege and has a private practice in Santa Monica.  His research in-
terests include the psychohistory of political ideologies, left and 
right, and the psychological dimension of philosophy and the 
“philosophy as therapy.”  Dr.  Rasmussen may be contacted at 
erasmus472001@yahoo.com.  ❑ 

For the Second Volume of The Making of 
Psychohistory  

Geoffrey Cocks—Albion College 

Keywords:  countertransference, drive-psychology, ego-psychology, his-
tory, interdisciplinary-studies, Joan Scott, Lyndal Roper, object-
relations, political-science, self-psychology, social-sciences,  transfer-
ence 

Paul Elovitz has produced an indispensable history of the 
discipline of psychohistory.  It is comprehensive, analytical, and 
fair-minded.  Elovitz also has a strong point of view, vigorously 
and effectively presented, that psychohistory was, is, and should be 
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its own “separate academic field” (6).  While in a limited sense 
that remains the case today, it is also true that the “integration of 
psychoanalysis, and psychology generally, with the humanities and 
social sciences” (2) has allowed for the percolation of psychoana-
lytic and “psychohistorical” perspectives into the work of histori-
ans generally.  Even a 2012 History and Theory article Elovitz 
cites as being hostile to the whole idea of a relationship between 
psychoanalysis and history, Joan Scott’s misleadingly titled “The 
Incommensurability of Psychoanalysis and History,” in fact argues 
that there can—even must—be a productive relationship between 
the two fields.   

Elovitz was at the center of psychohistory from the mid-
1970s on.  He knew—and knows—everybody in the field.  This 
gives his account unsurpassed authority.  He also makes sound 
choices when it comes to highlighting major psychohistorians.  
Like any selective list, of course, it can be criticized for both its 
omissions and its inclusions.  It omits Erik Erikson for not being a 
good enough historian and for opposing psychohistory as a sepa-
rate field of historical study.  At the same time, it includes Lloyd 
deMause, who was an early and controversial proponent of psy-
chohistory.  One problem with deMause, as Elovitz concedes, was 
that he insisted on psychohistory as a predictive science dedicated 
to the betterment of humanity.  I also think Elovitz somewhat un-
derstates the tremendous damage deMause did to the cause of psy-
chohistory.  His public prominence and commercial success made 
it much easier for orthodox historians to dismiss any and all psy-
chohistory simply through derisive, reductionist reference to what 
they saw as the antics of someone—I heard and read this many 
times—they labeled as “Mickey deMause.”  Here is where Elovitz’ 
closeness to psychohistory at its creation is somewhat of a disad-
vantage; as he admits, deMause was, among other things, “the per-
son I knew best” (4).  As Elovitz emphasizes, psychohistory has 
failed in being accepted as a subfield within the discipline of histo-
ry.   

It was not just the fault of Lloyd deMause and the resultant 
divisions created among psychohistorians.  Part of this had to do 
not only with traditional—and even hidebound—resistance to new 
methods imported from outside the discipline.  There also was and 
is the competition of other approaches and fields ever since, such 
as social history, cultural history, gender studies, the linguistic 
turn, and the like.  Ongoing criticism of Freud and psychoanalysis 
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inside and outside the academy, too, has had a negative effect on 
the willingness of historians to embrace psychohistory.  It also had 
to do with the fact that most historians would be unwilling to un-
dertake full psychoanalytic training and a personal analysis.  The 
cost of this, of course, is less precise knowledge of psychoanalytic 
theory and method as well as less sensitivity to transference and 
countertransference in one’s own work.   

For a second volume of The Making of Psychohistory I 
would recommend greater emphasis on those historians/
psychohistorians who worked more generally within the discipline 
of history rather than emphasizing just those committed to Elovitz’ 
preference for an independent discipline or sovereign historical 
subfield of psychohistory.  So while I have nowhere near the psy-
chohistorical knowledge or experience that Elovitz has, I would 
put on my list three people whose work Elovitz mentions but does 
not highlight: John Demos, Fawn Brodie, and Thomas Kohut.  De-
mos was a major influence among historians generally, mostly for 
his book Entertaining Satan (1982).  Brodie (whose name is omit-
ted from the index of The Making of Psychohistory) not only pro-
duced a masterful psychobiography of Richard Nixon (1981) that 
Elovitz praises, but a revealing psychobiography of Thomas Jeffer-
son (1974) whose conclusion (later confirmed through DNA evi-
dence) that Jefferson had fathered children through slave Sally 
Hemmings, enraged old white male Jefferson scholars.   

Thomas Kohut, the son of psychoanalyst and founder of 
self-psychology Heinz Kohut, also deserves more mention and 
credit as someone who has worked effectively within the discipline 
of history to promote and practice psychoanalytically-informed 
history.  This is particularly so with respect Kohut’s longstanding 
insistence that history is as essential to psychoanalysis as empathi-
cally-informed psychoanalytic observation is to history 
(“Psychohistory as History,” American Historical Review, 1986; 
Roger Frie, ed., History Flows Through Us, 2018).  His two book-
length studies, Wilhelm II and the Germans (1991) and A German 
Generation (2012), are based on his father’s psychoanalytic self-
psychology.  The first explores in new ways the psychodynamic 
relationship between leader and led.  The second investigates the 
generational psychodynamics of loss and compensating identifica-
tion with the collective Volk among young Germans from 1918 to 
and beyond 1945.    

The other reservation I have about The Making of Psycho-
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history is, as well, a suggestion for the proposed second volume 
Elovitz intends to write.  More attention should be paid to the dif-
ferent psychoanalytic orientations—or “schools”—that have played 
an important part in the evolution of psychohistorical research.  
This will, for example, allow closer consideration—and critique—
of Joan Scott’s appreciation of Lyndal Roper’s Oedipus and the 
Devil (1994) and Witch Craze (2004).  Scott’s basic argument is 
that most psychohistorians from the 1970s on have regarded psy-
choanalysis simply or largely as a new tool for the historian’s 
toolkit.  In this, she focuses principally on American ego psycholo-
gy, which she says undercuts an understanding of what she calls the 
“critical possibilities” (concerning, above all, body, desire, fantasy, 
sexuality, and gender) of the interaction of psycho-analysis and his-
tory.  Whether or not one engages Scott’s argument specifically, a 
second volume of The Making of Psychohistory would do well to 
review and critique the psychohistorical literature in terms of the 
application of various models of psychoanalysis: i.e., orthodox 
drive psychology, ego psychology, object relations (from Melanie 
Klein through to Jacques Lacan), and self-psychology.   

This would allow for comparative critique of the work of 
psychohistorians both on and off Elovitz’ list.  For example, while 
Elovitz is correct in his characterization of Rudolph Binion as, 
among many other things, “brilliant, erudite… innovative, [and] 
inquisitive,” (60), he restricts criticism of Binion’s highly idiosyn-
cratic approach to his “flawed” 1968 psychobiography of Lou An-
dreas-Salomé.  But the same flaws mark Binion’s subsequent Hitler 
Among the Germans (1976), which Elovitz is content to call an 
“extraordinary… tour de force” that was often only 
“misinterpreted” (61).  There is indeed erudition, painstaking re-
search, and brilliance in this work, but the problems with it go far 
beyond susceptibility to misinterpretation.  Binion’s attempt at con-
necting the individual to the group through his invention of 
“traumatic reliving” is bold but deeply problematic.  This is espe-
cially so since verifying his conclusions requires literally (i.e., be-
yond thinking) feeling one’s way into Binion’s own subjective im-
mersion in the primary material.  There is no way to confirm his 
findings through external or objective measures of theory and evi-
dence, only his tautological insistence that if you see things my 
way, you will agree with me. 

Connected with greater attention to scholars working psy-
chohistorically (in whole or in part) within the field of history 
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should be attention paid to interdisciplinary works in political sci-
ence, the social sciences, and history that are informed by depth 
psychological theory.  There was—and is—a rich discourse in 
books and journals on (psycho)historical method, such as, for ex-
ample, in the Journal of Interdisciplinary History, founded in 
1969.  As for works of psychohistory, in my own field of modern 
European and German history, apart from scores of journal arti-
cles, there are many examples of books using one kind of psycho-
historical method or another on a historical subject, including, 
among others: Carl Schorske’s Fin-de-Siècle Vienna (1980); the 
second, revised edition of Otto Pflanze’s Bismarck and the Devel-
opment of Germany (1990); Judith Hughes’ Emotion and High 
Politics (1983); Robert Pois’ Emil Nolde (1982); Arthur Mitzman, 
The Iron Cage (1970); Robert Tucker’s Stalin as Revolutionary 
(1973); Lewis Edinger’s Kurt Schumacher (1965); Frank Manuel’s 
A Portrait of Isaac Newton (1968); Richard Koenigsberg’s Hitler’s 
Ideology (1976); Helm Stierlin’s Adolf Hitler (1976); Frank and 
Fritzie Manuel’s Utopian Thought in the Western World (1979); 
David Hunt’s Parents and Children in History (1970); Bruce 
Mazlish’s James and John Stuart Mill (1975); Fred Weinstein’s 
The Dynamics of Nazism (1980); Travis Crosby’s The Two Mr. 
Gladstones (1997); as well as Roper’s Oedipus and the Devil and 
Witch Craze.   

Geoffrey Cocks, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of History at 
Albion College.  He is the author of Psychotherapy in the Third 
Reich: The Göring Institute (1985, 1997); The Wolf at the Door: 
Stanley Kubrick, History, and the Holocaust (2004); The State of 
Health: Illness in Nazi Germany (2012); and editor of The Curve 
of Life: Correspondence of Heinz Kohut, 1923-1981 (1994).  He 
now lives in Carmel-by-the-Sea, California.  ❑  
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 The recent publication of Paul Elovitz’ The Making of Psy-
chohistory: Origins, Controversies, and Pioneering Contributors is 
a signal and important contribution to the fields of psychology and 
history.  It proclaims psychohistory as a legitimate field of psycho-
logical and historical inquiry, while documenting and reviewing the 
history of the field.  I’ve only been involved with psychohistory for 
a couple of years, so I’m not in a position to bring a deep and criti-
cally informed awareness appropriate for a review of Paul’s book.  
However, as someone who has been involved in psychoanalytic 
culture, has an interest in history, and has done some work in this 
field, I may have something to offer to the appreciation of the con-
text of the merging of history and psychoanalysis, out of which the 
field of psychohistory was born.  It seems to me that, in the long 
run, the contribution of psychohistory will depend on its ability to 
discern and differentiate the positive contributions from the nega-
tive trends and tendencies in psychoanalytic culture.  

 Several of my teachers received psychoanalytic training at 
the William Alanson White Institute in New York.  This institute 
was a maverick, accepting psychologists and social workers for 
training at a time when only physicians could receive psychoanalyt-
ic training endorsed by the American Psychoanalytic Association 
(APA), and being open to innovative perspectives outside the nar-
row psychoanalytic mainstream, such as the work of founders Har-
ry Stack Sullivan (pioneer of the interpersonal school) and Erich 
Fromm.  Yet it was Fromm who wrote: 

 The analyst offered a substitute for religion, 
politics and philosophy.  Freud had allegedly discov-
ered all the secrets of life:  the unconscious, the Oe-
dipus complex, the repetition of childhood experi-
ence in the present; and once one understood these 
concepts, nothing remained mysterious or doubtful.  
One was a member of a somewhat esoteric sect, with 
the analyst as its priest… (Erich Fromm, The Crisis 
of Psychoanalysis:  Essays on Freud, Marx, and So-
cial Psychology, 1970, 2).   

 Fromm refers to critical flaws that go back to the founding 
of psychoanalysis.  It was the great American psychologist, Wil-
liam James, who, on hearing Sigmund Freud lecturing in America 
in 1909, was moved to write: 
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 I hope that Freud and his pupils will push 
their ideas to their utmost limits, so that we may 
learn what they are.  They can’t fail to throw light on 
human nature, but I confess that he made on me per-
sonally the impression of a man obsessed with fixed 
ideas.  I can make nothing in my own case with his 
dream theories, and obviously “symbolism” is a 
most dangerous method (John Kerr, A Most Danger-
ous Method: the Story of Freud, Jung, and Sabina 
Spielrein, 1993, 245). 

 Psychoanalysis emerged out of the vacuum created by the 
shrinkage of religion and the triumph of scientific rationalism.  
Freud reached for a “scientific psychology,” but it was too soon—
there wasn’t enough information about how the brain makes experi-
ence—so he, along with Jung, Adler, and other key figures, made it 
up, each in their own way, splitting into the schisms that persist to 
this day.  Psychoanalysis became dominant in the USA, then 
shrank; it was reduced from within by smugness, rigidity, and re-
jection of newer findings in science and therapeutic practice, and 
from without by the proliferation of therapies, many of which in-
corporated elements of psychoanalysis combined with newer con-
cepts and methods.  Individual analysts were more open and adap-
tive, of course, but the institutional mainstream of psychoanalysis 
wasn’t.    

 Yet psychoanalysis, and the broader psychodynamic frame-
work evolving out of it—which embraced the best of psychoanaly-
sis while eluding its largely self-imposed obstacles—afforded, at its 
best, three ineluctable opportunities: first, the ability to look at pa-
tients and their situations without preconceptions, with curiosity 
and an open-minded exploratory attitude; second, the commitment 
to search for the antecedents and rationales for the patient’s present 
self-undermining behavior in the unconscious representations with-
in the patient of past experience; and third, the dedication to meet 
the patient as human being to human being, each with definite roles 
in a mutual process of creating a relationship that will be healing 
for the patient.  

 When historians embraced psychoanalysis, they got the 
whole package, all the plusses and the minuses, absent one key in-
gredient: the therapeutic relationship itself; which, when it works as 
it should, provides a context within which therapists can check, re-
vise, and refine their hunches and interpretations.  Psychohistorians 
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lack this creative relationship with their subjects, and have to re-
place it with due diligence in their research.  As I read the psycho-

historical journals, the Journal of Psychohistory and Clio’s Psyche, 
it seems to me that some articles reflect greater fidelity to the sub-
ject and informed support for the author’s interpretations than oth-
ers.   

 Psychoanalysis and psychohistory are in similar positions in 
their fields.  Psychoanalysis is increasingly marginalized as a treat-
ment, and psychohistory is marginalized as an academic specialty; 
as the denial of promotion to full professor to Paul Elovitz, despite 
his productivity, by a college of which he was a founding member, 
bears unfortunate evidence.  Yet psychoanalysis and psychohistory 
share this irony: most forms of therapy incorporate at least some 
methods and attitudes originally pioneered by psychoanalysis, and 
most works of biography and political and military history seek to 
place their protagonists in a psychological context.  In fact, a psy-
chohistorical approach is necessary to understand human behavior 
in a historical context.  Take this description of Jefferson Davis, 
when he was U.S. Secretary of War, by Sylvanus Thayer, former 
superintendent of West Point, where Davis was a student: 

 Neither Davis nor my opinion of him have 
changed since I knew him as a cadet.  If I am not 
deceived, he intends to leave his mark in the Army 
& also at West Point & a black mark it will be I fear.  
He is a recreant and unnatural son, would have 
pleasure in giving his Alma Mater a kick & would 
disclaim her, if he could (Charles Frazier, 2018, 117, 
quote printed without attribution). 

 Davis gave a disclaiming kick to more than his alma mater, 
as a founder and President of the Confederate States of America.  
Notwithstanding the issues of economics (slaves as property in the 
Southern economy), prejudice (white supremacy compared to 
blacks), varying interpretations of the constitution (which recog-
nized slaves and slavery), the issue of whether states could pick and 
choose how to interpret the constitution and which laws to follow, 
and personal ambition, we can’t understand Davis’ antipathy to the 
union without an understanding of the dynamics of his relationships 
with the key authority figures in his life.  So, whatever the fate of 
psychoanalysis and psychohistory, in their current forms, we can’t 
really have psychology without history or history without psycholo-
gy.   
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Paul Elovitz’ long-awaited oeuvre comes in a slim volume, 
but within its 125 pages of text the author has compressed a thor-
ough survey of his subject, expressed in an elegant prose that keeps 
the pages flying.  It just about does what it says on the table of con-
tents, but the title misses out on the particularly personal perspec-
tive that this author brings.  Elovitz’ own long and unique journey 
into psychohistory is central to the narrative: “doing psychohistory 
has been a wonderful, enlightening, and at times frustrating jour-
ney” (121).   This is a congruent summary, and Elovitz’ three ad-
jectives get good exercise in his account.  The frustrations have to 
do with “intense resistance in academia, divisions among psycho-
historians, and leadership missteps” (121).  Yet it is perhaps these 
same frustrations that so enliven Elovitz’ book.  Its garnish of high-
ly personal assessments of the leading thinkers in the field, includ-
ing Peter Gay, Erik Erikson, Robert Lifton, Vamik Volkan, Peter 
Loewenberg, Rudolph Binion, Sidney Halpern, Monte Ullman, and, 
of course, Lloyd deMause, actually constitute the main body of this 
important book.  

Inevitably, it is when discussing Elovitz’ former mentor 
deMause, a prolific self-funded giant in the field, and author of the 
seminal, if controversial, Evolution of Childhood (1974), that the 
most delicate components of the story emerge to dramatically take 
center stage.  Elovitz painfully acknowledges: “There are elements 
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of tragedy in Lloyd deMause’s relationship with psychohistory, a 
field he did so much to build while simultaneously hurt.  It is hard 
for me to determine if he did more to help or hurt the field” (99). 

It is hardly a surprise that psychohistory has been fraught 
with differing values and approaches alongside ego-driven competi-
tion, since psychoanalysis—and the whole field of psychotherapy 
that was derived from it—has suffered a similar, bitter fate.  The 
tragedy is that, in the parent discipline, no central public under-
standing of what psychology actually consists of has emerged.  This 
is heinous, I believe, so that we are left with public political com-
mentators, who (as I have written about elsewhere) have scant abil-
ity to recognize, analyze, and denounce the politics of dissociation 
and blame as psychopathological elements.  Today’s political scene 
urgently cries out for a psychohistorical remedy. 

I had expected a much more academic book, and indeed it is 
immaculately researched and annotated (in Routledge’s end of 
chapter style, though, I must say that, for continuity, I’d rather have 
my notes below the text or at the end of the book).  But I was really 
delighted to be so entertained by the succession of anecdotes.  I in-
dulged in the chatty background detail of the various figures that 
Elovitz met and corresponded with; at times there’s a level of gos-
sip that takes the reader right backstage.  This is all great fun, alt-
hough it left me with a hunger to know just a bit more of what psy-
chohistory was made of while it was being made.  

As someone who blossomed by adding psychoanalysis to 
his academic historian’s background and became the long-term edi-

tor of the prestigious journal Clio’s Psyche, Elovitz is better placed 
than anyone to tell the story in his way. Yet, for me, it is his hones-
ty that always carries the day.  Speculating on why anyone would 
be interested in a subject that had to try so hard to prove itself, 
Elovitz acknowledges that the psychohistorical approach helped 
him overcome writer’s block.  Deeper motivations were the search 
for “tools to better understand myself, my relationship with others, 
and the problems in my marriage” (121).  To this end the book is 
peppered with reminiscences of his own childhood, which I would 
have thought deserved a proper place elsewhere since, for this read-
er, they did not greatly support the unfolding story. 

My main critique is that this book gives the impression of 
psychohistory as a purely American approach that only happens in 
and around the U.S. university scene.  As a European, I am unfortu-
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nately used to such assumptions.  In the U.K., clinical psychologists 
are trained in universities, but the bulk of counselors, psychothera-
pists, and psychoanalysts aren’t, since we regard psychotherapy as 
a second profession.  I would point the interested to the contribu-
tions of the psychoanalyst Adam Philips, the attachment therapist 
Sue Gerhardt, and the psychologist Oliver James. 

To take this further, the interesting discussion of whether it 
is okay to make a personal analysis on the alleged psychopathology 
of world leaders, never personally met, could have been developed 
much more, I felt.  This is especially important in these Trumpian 
times, as it was during Watergate, and Elovitz has particular experi-
ence here.  For example, I think it important to speculate whether 
nations get the presidents they deserve and whether the perceived 
narcissism is a matter of individual mental health or if it is emer-
gent in the culture per se.  Even more importantly, there is a press-
ing need to look from outside the box and ask why the massacre of 
innocents in U.S. schools is so often repeated and to be curious 
whether its repetition could be an unconscious communication from 
the culture itself.  I have little doubt that psychohistory will have to 
become a major discipline for negotiating a difficult future and 
Elovitz’ contribution will surely be seen as a foundational stone.  

Nick Duffell, MA, practiced therapy for over three decades, 
trains psychotherapists, and calls himself a psychohistorian.  He 
promotes a depth-psychology perspective of issues that deeply af-
fect public life, such as identity and emotions, fear and vulnerabil-
ity.  He is best known as the author who asserts that elite boarding 
schools represent a trauma for children and a social and political 
handicap for nations.  His books include The Simpol Solution: A 
New Way to Think about Solving the World’s Biggest Problems 
(2018 with John Bunzl) and Wounded Leaders: British Elitism and 
the Entitlement Illusion - a Psychohistory (2014).  He may be con-
tacted at woundedleaders@btinternet.com.  ❑ 
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It has always saddened me that, in the United Kingdom, 
where I live and work, virtually no one has a clue as to the meaning 
of the word “psychohistory.”  When, in 1987, I established the Brit-
ish Institute for Psychohistory as one of the overseas branches of 
Lloyd deMause’s longstanding New York City-based Institute for 
Psychohistory, I struggled to attract an audience, as virtually no one 
in our psychoanalytical community, let alone in academia more 
broadly, had any understanding or true appreciation of this bizarre 
“American” concoction.  Fellow mental health colleagues and pro-
fessional historians either stared blankly at the mention of psycho-
history or snarled in derision at what they regarded as little more 
than cheap reductionism and “wild analysis,” imagining that psy-
chohistorians blamed the whole of World War II and the Nazi Hol-
ocaust on Adolf Hitler’s mother. 

For many years, I pursued my psychohistorical research in 
relative isolation, surrounded by a mere handful of open-minded 
colleagues.  Happily, in 1992, Lloyd deMause came to London for 
a lecture tour that I had organized.  In just a few short days he de-
livered talks at both the British Psycho-Analytical Society and the 
Association of Child Psychotherapists at the Tavistock Clinic—two 
of our most venerable and prestigious organizations.  Sadly, both 
the adult psychoanalysts and the child psychotherapists greeted 
deMause rather frostily; indeed, at the “Tavi,” an experienced child 
psychotherapist complained to deMause, “I feel like you’re bashing 
us on the head with all this child abuse material.”  At the British 
Psycho-Analytical Society, a distinguished forensic psychiatrist and 
psychoanalyst accused deMause of exaggerating the consequences 
of child sexual abuse, confessing that in his own youth, at boarding 
school, a teacher had “fiddled” with him, and that this episode did 
not traumatize him in any way.  Clearly, at that point in time, very 
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few people had sufficient experience of treating severe trauma and, 
consequently, many found deMause’s work rather threatening. 

I became dispirited that such seasoned mental health profes-
sionals struggled so greatly with deMause’s work and castigated 
him as the bearer of bad news.  DeMause took this in stride.  How-
ever, the lack of receptivity toward this area of research among 
British psychological clinicians saddened me.  Indeed, I resigned 
myself to the fact that my enthusiasm for psychohistorical research 
would always remain a private and idiosyncratic one.  Fortunately, 
the recent publication of Professor Paul Elovitz’ outstanding new 
book on The Making of Psychohistory: Origins, Controversies, and 
Pioneering Contributions has restored my faith in the potential of 
psychohistory to reach a wider audience of clinicians, scholars, and 
intellectuals. 

One of the most engaging books that I have ever read, I re-
gard Elovitz’ text as a stellar achievement, which documents only 
too clearly that we cannot dismiss psychohistory as a fad or as an 
unpleasant, trauma-laden subject.  In fact, Elovitz’ erudite and in-
formative chronicle provides ample proof that psychohistory boasts 
a long and rich lineage, full of profound ideas about the application 
of depth psychology to the study of individuals and groups, and that 
psychohistory as a discipline has too many loyal adherents to disap-
pear into the archives of time.  On the contrary, this field of enquiry 
continues to grow and flourish. 

Elovitz’ monograph—a splendid combination of history, 
memoir, teaching, insight, and inspiration—provides readers with a 
detailed and engaging account of the birth of psychohistory and its 
subsequent development.  Infused with Elovitz’ wide knowledge of 
the discipline and with his own first-hand recollections of a whole 
half-century of participation in the psychohistorical world, this 
book brims with authenticity, and one can trust the author as a relia-
ble witness, commentator, and critic. 

This concisely written volume grips the reader from the 
very start because Elovitz humanizes the theory and practice of 
psychohistory by drawing us into the lives and careers of its leading 
protagonists with compassion, frankness, and panache.  In just a 
few short pages, we learn a great deal about the early childhood 
constellations of some of the major figures as well as much about 
their shadow sides.  Elovitz describes these pioneers in a gentle-
manly and well-rounded manner, but he certainly does not idealize 
or denigrate any of his heroes.  In the most diplomatic terms, he 
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celebrates their strengths and exposes, at times, their envy, self-
destructiveness, and rivalry. 

I read through the whole of this book in just one sitting.  
Having had the privilege of meeting many of the figures described 
herein back in the old days, I became gripped as I learned an im-
mense amount.  Not only did I derive the great pleasure of being 
reminded of some of these phenomenal scholars and innovators but, 
also, I felt very pleased to have enjoyed common interests in such 
diverse subjects as the history of child abuse, the study of the early 
traumata of political leaders, and the nature of group processes, 
which lead to war and other catastrophes. 

With characteristic generosity, Elovitz has examined the 
contributions of such landmark thinkers as Rudolph Binion, Lloyd 
deMause, Erik Erikson, Robert Jay Lifton, Peter Loewenberg, 
Vamik Volkan, and many others, offering us all a wonderful intro-
duction to this rich and captivating canvas of work.  But although I 
enjoyed these assessments of the great psychohistorians, I most en-
joyed Elovitz’ own rather modest account of his pioneering re-
search as a presidential psychohistorian who, back in the 1970s, 
undertook vital investigations on the childhood of Jimmy Carter, 
which included face-to-face interviews in Plains, Georgia, with 
both the mother and sister of the future president.  Learning about 
the careful oral history research undertaken by Elovitz and, also, 
appreciating his deep concern and thoughtfulness about the ethical 
implications of such endeavors, I felt very cheered, especially in an 
age when so many mental health professionals seem sufficiently 
confident to make brisk public diagnoses of leading politicians.  

I thank Paul Elovitz for his generosity in preparing this use-
ful and engaging text on behalf of our community of scholars, re-
searchers, and up-and-coming students.  I must confess, however, 
that I do have one strong criticism of this splendid publication: I 
only wish that the author—a gifted narrator—had written a much 
longer book! 

 Brett Kahr, MSt (Oxon), BPC Reg, has worked in the men-
tal health profession for over 40 years.  He is Senior Fellow at the 
Tavistock Institute of Medical Psychology in London and, also, 
Senior Clinical Research Fellow in Psychotherapy and Mental 
Health at the Centre for Child Mental Health.  A Consultant Psy-
chotherapist at The Balint Consultancy and a Consultant in Psy-
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chology to The Bowlby Centre, he is also a Trustee of the Freud 
Museum London and of Freud Museum Publications.  Kahr is the 
author of 12 books and series editor of 55 other titles on a range of 
psychoanalytical topics.  A Registrant of the British Psychoanalytic 
Council, he works in private psychoanalytical practice in Hamp-
stead, North London, with individuals and couples.  He can be con-
tacted at Kahr14@aol.com.  ❑    

Commentaries by the Makers and  
Psychohistory’s Next Assignment 

Paul H. Elovitz—Ramapo College 

Keywords: builders-of-psychohistory, presidential-psychobiography psy-
choanalysis, psychohistory, The Making of Psychohistory   

 It is an honor to have 14 talented colleagues comment on 
The Making of Psychohistory (2018), providing additional insights 
and questions.  My book is a history of the field that has so much to 
offer and with which I have had a half-century-long love affair.  As 
one psychohistorian among many, my knowledge has been broad-
ened by their essays.  I look forward to some of these same talented 
collaborators in the vineyards of knowledge writing for the 2019 
Special Issue and the edited book, The Many Roads Taken by the 
Builders of Psychohistory (2019).  Incidentally, the reader should 
also know that when typing the title of my volume, I often slip into 
writing “Makers” rather than “Making,” since despite my coverage 
of institutions and movements, I see our field mostly in terms of 
separate individuals and their contributions, personalities, and 
struggles.  Regrettably, limitations of space don’t allow me to com-
ment on almost half of those who took the trouble to write on this 
history of our field.  It should also be pointed out that the request 
for comments on my book stressed that colleagues discuss what 
was not included in The Making.  I will conclude my response to 
these generous commentaries with what I see as psychohistory’s 
next assignment. 

Some commentators, like Dan Dervin, make me blush with 
their effusive praise.  This prolific colleague sees me as an 
“invaluable emissary for our field” as well as an “advocate, creator, 
editor, historian, organizer, and researcher of psychohistory.”  He 
sees my book as “indispensable.”  As a veteran colleague he is 
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aware of the gaps in what I have written.  I agree with him com-
pletely when he regrets that I do not have a special place for the 
“outstanding pioneer builder, renowned teacher, scholar, and con-
genial colleague, David Beisel.”  Indeed, David’s contributions are 
worthy of a full chapter!  Professor Dervin thinks I have placed 
Lloyd deMause, Robert Jay Lifton, and Vamik Volkan in “the top 
tier of prominent psychohistorians” and Peter Gay, Rudolph 
Binion, and Peter Loewenberg in “the second tier,” which was cer-
tainly not my intention.  I simply discussed the latter three col-
leagues in the category of historians and I set enormous store in 
their contributions.  

Geoffrey Cocks, Ken Rasmussen, Nick Duffel, and Christi-
na Stern take exception to the many omissions in my book.  How-
ever, how much can I squeeze into 125 pages of text?  Furthermore, 
there is also a tendency to sometimes miss what actually is includ-
ed.  Thus William Meyers, in his extremely positive review, com-
plains that “What is missing from The Making of Psychohistory is a 
clear statement of what exactly is so off-putting about psychohisto-
ry, something that perhaps no one knows….”  This immediately 
troubled me because I spelled out the following reasons:  

• Historians are generally reluctant to accept new approaches and 
methods  

• Denial of the very idea and existence of psychohistory 
• Denial that psychological assumptions underlie historical state-

ments 
• Unease upon hearing the word psycho, thinking it must be the 

psychohistorian who is “psycho”  
• The preference of scholars for their own amateur psychologiz-

ing of history 
• The belief that psychohistory is based simply on reductionist 

psychopathologizing of individuals 
• The equation of psychohistory with the denigrated and alleged-

ly disproved Freud and psychoanalysis 
• The equation of the field with Lloyd deMause’s least provable 

theories 
• The historical profession closing ranks (and journals) against it 

and academic psychology never being open to it (Making, 24-
26 and elsewhere) 

Clearly, I did not convince Bill, which means I should con-
sider deepening my study of resistance to psychohistory.  After all, 
in my eight plus years of analytic training I learned so much about 
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understanding resistance and this knowledge has been an invaluable 
tool in doing psychohistorical work (e.g. interviews with the Cart-
ers) as well as in therapy.  While I search for additional reasons for 
resistance, I also want to point out that those of us who are open to 
the enormous insights provided by depth psychology have trouble 
understanding how others can reject out of hand such a rich instru-
ment of knowing. 

Several commentators think I have not given Erik Erikson 
his proper consideration.  I disagree.  Of the eight contributors I 
focused on he has the second most notations in the index and is 
credited and discussed at length.  While it is true that I am more 
critical of Erikson than most others, I think an issue is that his name 
did not appear in one of the chapter titles.  Professor Herbert Bar-
ry’s statement that I provide “derogatory information about Erik-
son” is too strong.  I disagree with Erikson on a number of points, 
and like the great majority of historians, find Freud wanting as a 
historical researcher.  I wish Herb, who kindly agreed to drastically 
cut down his commentary because of our problem of just too much 
material for this issue, had mentioned our longstanding and valua-
ble collaboration on presidential psychobiography and what he 
taught me about the role of birth order.   

Geoffrey Cocks and Ken Rasmussen are two talented col-
leagues and erudite commentators on my book.  However, they are 
off base when they say I did not cite Alexander Mitscherlich and 
his The Inability to Mourn: Principles of Collective Behaviour 
(1967) or Society without the Father: A Contribution to Social Psy-
chology (1963) since I do on page 116.  In one case this claim may 
be based on a misspelling of Mitscherlich’s name, which I have 
sometimes done myself.   I agree with Ken that it would have been 
good to have written about “the attempted marriage of Marx and 
Freud” by the Frankfurt School, and I will be pleased to read it with 
interest if he does this.  John Demos, Fawn Brodie, and Thomas 
Kohut are three respected colleagues, who they wish I had high-
lighted.  I regularly reference and assign Fawn Brodie’s books and 
do point out in a footnote that I organized the “Fawn M. Brodie 25 
Year Retrospective” in 2006 with articles by 11 authors.  Fortunate-
ly, both these eminent colleagues accepted being interviewed as a 
featured scholar and Kohut wrote about his dual training in history 
and psychoanalysis.  Had Professors Demos and Kohut been open 
to my many subsequent requests after their 1995 and 2006 inter-
views to write and participate in meetings they were invited to, I 
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would have written more about them based on more information 
and keeping them in mind.  There was just not enough space and 
time to write in-depth about so many colleagues I would have liked 
to have covered.  When Geoff and Ken write about their own roads 
to psychohistory, I am hopeful that they will fill in many of the 
gaps in my short volume.  

Professor Marcia Newton finds The Making to be a “thought
-provoking—autobiographical manifesto,” and in the spirit of my 
approach writes forthrightly about her own marital and parenting 
difficulties.  I praise her following my example of personal revela-
tion.  She is surprised by my assessment that Freud was not a psy-
chohistorian and that his attempts “were either extremely specula-
tive or seriously flawed” (14).  I wrote this amidst my effusive 
praise for the creator of psychoanalysis and I stand by this judg-
ment.  Indeed, Freud was apologetic about his historical writing.  
The talented psychologist Alan Elms writes in his defense, 
“Sigmund Freud: Psychohistorian,” which I cite on page 20 in foot-
note 3, and I recommend that Newton read it.   

Sidney Halpern mentored me in psychoanalysis and psycho-
history; Monte Ullman in dreamwork; and my analyst in listening 
and trusting my unconscious.   Reading Nick Duffell’s statement 
that “my former mentor [was] deMause” is uncomfortable.  Lloyd 
was certainly a strong influence on me for several years.  However, 
if Nick had been in the U.S. rather than the U.K. when Lloyd had 
his greatest impact on me, I doubt that he would have made this 
statement.   

The focus of several commentators on my difficulties with 
tenure and promotion may give the reader the impression that I am 
bitter at Ramapo College.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  
Ramapo allowed me to fulfill my dream of teaching at a small in-
terdisciplinary college, which gave me extraordinary opportunities 
to teach psychohistory and work closely with students.  I stand by 
my statement that “I continue to love and proudly serve” Ramapo 
where I am the sole remaining faculty member from the founding 
faculty who started it in 1971 (123-124).   

Beyond those mentioned above, there are various omissions 
and some errors in my book and I suspect as time goes by, I will 
find more that I will be able to correct if a second edition is war-
ranted.  Regrettably, for some unknown reason, Molly Castelloe’s 
first name ended up as Mary in one place, and Chuck Strozier’s 
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birthdate is listed as 1940 instead of 1944.  While it is spelled cor-
rectly elsewhere, Fawn Brodie’s name is misspelled on page 83 
with a “y” instead of “ie.”  A number of items are missing from the 
index, which I oversaw the creation of by a most competent col-
league.  Regrettably, the publisher only allowed us a brief period of 
time to check everything for accuracy.  In addition, from the fea-
tured scholars and editors table, the names of Frank Sulloway, 
Montague Ullman, and Vamik Volkan are omitted.  If memory 
serves, I think it was a case of the printer wanting to fit everything 
onto two pages.   

The University of Helsinki’s Juhani Ihanus’ discovery of 
the word Psychohistorie in an 1810 German text thrilled me be-
cause it is well before the 1840 English usage I proudly came 
across.  For decades I have talked of writing an article on the early 
uses of the term and Juhani has agreed to co-author an article with 
me on the subject.  Because our field is so rich, and I have worked 
so hard to know everything I could about it, I take mild exception 
to his saying that I managed to create my study “From bits and 
pieces.”  He is a significant contributor to psychohistory and my 
study is built from an enormous opus of psychodynamic historical 
scholarship by Juhani and so many other contributors to rather than 
from “bits and pieces.” 

The torch of psychohistorical insight may not shine as 
brightly as we would like, but nevertheless it continues to inspire 
many colleagues.  As Thomas S. Kuhn pointed out long ago in The 
Structure of Scientific Inquiry (1962), the creation of new para-
digms of knowledge requires a new generation since the adherence 
of the older model of knowledge are too wedded to what they 
learned and devoted their lives to proving.  I look to a younger gen-
eration to pick up our psychohistorical torch.  Our generation of  
psychohistorians need to focus less on the naysayers and more on 
the tasks that can benefit from our special insights and methodolo-
gies.  Some of these are: 

• The tension between our borderless electronics and state system 
• The interconnectedness of our psychology and technology 
• How to recruit a younger generation of psychohistorically lit-

erate colleagues outside of academia 
• A psychohistory of comic books and comic heroes based on the 

reduced attention span of our youth 
• A psychohistory of The Simpsons, Futurama, etc. and their au-

diences and creators 
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• The conscious and unconscious political uses of fear, anger, 
hope, and other emotions 

• The relationship between the mood of the electorate and the 
leaders we pick 

• The courage to examine our own “bad objects” and what psy-
chic purposes they serve 

• The reversal of the world-wide movement toward democracy 
and open societies  

• The impact of psychohistory becoming more closely aligned 
with psychoanalysis than in the 1970s 

  In conclusion, I want to thank these generous colleagues 
and urge most of them to submit their own accomplishments, expe-
riences, insights, and struggles to The Many Roads Taken by the 
Builders of Psychohistory (2019) Special Issue and book. 

 Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, is a research psychoanalyst, presi-

dential psychobiographer, historian, editor-in-chief of Clio’s Psy-

che (1994-), and founder/director of the Psychohistory Forum 
(1982-).  After taking his doctoral degree in history from Rutgers 
he trained in psychoanalysis at the New Jersey Institute for Psy-
choanalysis and practiced as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist for 
three decades.  He is a founding faculty member of Ramapo Col-
lege of New Jersey who previously taught at Fairleigh Dickinson, 
Rutgers, and Temple universities.   He has taught a wide range of 
subjects including the psychology of presidential leadership exten-
sively as well as many other subjects.  Currently he is editing the 
volume, The Many Roads Taken by the Builders of Psychohisto-
ry.  Prof. Elovitz may be contacted at cliospsycheedi-
tor@gmail.com.  ❑ 

Book and Film Reviews 

A Film Review of RBG: Changing the 
Landscape of Gender Equality for  

American Women  

Ingrid Grieger—Iona College 
Joseph G. Ponterotto—Fordham University 

Keywords: American Civil Liberties Union, Columbia Law School, film-
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review, Harvard Law School, RBG, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, women’s-
rights  

Review of documentary film, RBG, produced and directed by 
Betsy West and Julie Cohen; premiered on January 21, 2018 at the Sun-
dance Film Festival, with a U.S. release on May 3, 2018.  Distributed by 
Magnolia Pictures; running time, 97 minutes. 

 The words, “I ask no favors for my sex.  All I ask of our 
brethren is that they will take their feet from off our necks,” spoken 
by Ruth Bader Ginsburg in the film RBG, are excerpted from a 
statement made by Sarah Moore Grimke, the early 19th century 
American abolitionist and suffragette.  RBG is a riveting documen-
tary film that portrays the extraordinary life and still thriving career 
of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the 107th appointee to the Supreme Court, 
and only its second female Associate Justice (after Sandra Day 
O’Connor).   

Early in this documentary it is noted that Ruth Bader was an 
exceptionally intelligent, serious, and studious young woman who 
excelled academically from early childhood.  She was born in 1933 
in Brooklyn, New York to Jewish immigrant parents, Celia and Na-
than Bader.  In RBG and in her autobiography My Own Words 
(2016), Ruth attributes some of her independent and self sufficient 
attitude to the influence of her mother, Celia, who was perhaps 
Ruth’s first feminist role model.  Ruth notes that her mother en-
couraged her to “be a lady, be independent, and be able to fend for 
yourself.”  Ruth enjoyed a very close relationship with and attach-
ment to her mother, who unfortunately died from cancer the week 
Ruth graduated from high school.  Her secure and healthy attach-
ment to her mother formed a foundation for her strong sense of 
identity and for the healthy and enduring relationships that she 
would experience throughout life. 

The documentary RBG goes on to depict Ruth’s successful 
admission to Cornell University in 1950 where she meets her hus-
band-to-be, Martin (Marty) Ginsburg, who was one year older.  At 
Cornell, there were four men to every woman, and Ruth states that 
what ultimately attracted her to Marty was that he “cared that I had 
a brain… most guys didn’t.”  It was at Cornell that Ruth’s love of 
law was born.  The seed having been planted, Ruth Bader decided 
to pursue law school and was accepted to Harvard University Law 
School. 

At Harvard Law only 2% of Ruth’s entering class consisted 
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of females.  Further, rather than encountering support for females’ 
minority status, the few women in her class were admonished by 
the Dean of the Law School for “taking a seat that could be occu-
pied by a man.”  By the time Ruth entered Harvard she had married 
Marty and was the mother of a 14-month-old child; nevertheless, 
she made Law Review in her second year, an honor awarded to only 
the top 25 students in her law class.  

Perhaps the most daunting challenge that Ruth encountered 
during her training to be an attorney was that in his third year of 
Law School, Marty developed cancer.  Without hesitation, Ruth 
rose to the challenge of caring for her very sick husband in addition 
to her young child.  Because Marty needed to be in New York City 
in order to receive the best treatment, Ruth transferred from Har-
vard to Columbia Law School, where she completed her degree.   

After graduating from Columbia Law, Ruth took a job as a 
Professor at Rutgers University.  Here her meteoric rise as a wom-
en’s rights attorney began.  In time Ruth won five of her six cases 
presented before the Supreme Court and, ultimately, she received a 
Supreme Court nomination by President Clinton and was confirmed 
by the Senate with an overwhelming vote of 96 to 3.  

Once on the Supreme Court, Justice Ginsburg became a 
powerful champion of women’s rights, including the right for wom-
en to become students at Virginia Military Institute and the right for 
women to receive equal pay for equal work.  This groundbreaking 
case was signed into law by President Obama as the Fair Pay Res-
toration Act. 

Along with Justice Ginsburg’s success on the Court, the 
film highlights the ongoing love affair between Ruth and Marty, 
who was a success in his own right.  In depicting the profound and 
enduring love of this couple, the documentary utilizes personal 
reminiscences of friends and colleagues, photographs, home mov-
ies, and the words of Marty himself.  From these sources, it be-
comes abundantly clear that while Ruth was an introvert, Marty 
was the life of the party.  He was socially nimble, the consummate 
extrovert, and a gregarious, fun-loving human being.  Nevertheless, 
this marriage of opposites flourished with a deep abiding love and 
devotion.  

Sadly, in 2010 Ruth’s beloved husband died of cancer.  In 
1999, Ruth herself developed colorectal cancer, and in 2009, she 
developed pancreatic cancer.  Although the loss of a spouse and of 
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one’s health could have led many people to a state of despair, she 
persevered.  In fact, throughout her bouts of cancer, Justice Gins-
burg did not miss one day on the bench, and to this day she contin-
ues to work out rigorously with a trainer in order to competently 
continue on the Supreme Court for as long as possible.   

The documentary also touches upon her unlikely, close, and 
loving friendship with the late Justice Antonin Scalia.  Although 
disagreeing on virtually every case before the Court, they shared a 
profound love of opera, a lively sense of humor, and a thirst for 
adventure and travel.  The sudden, untimely death of Justice Scalia 
in 2016 became another significant loss in the life of Justice Gins-
burg.   

Perhaps the most startling and entertaining aspect of the 
film RBG is the depiction of Justice Ginsburg’s rise to the status of 
superstar at the age of 84.  She has become a powerful role model, 
an iconic figure for the current generation of law school students, 
and has been given pop culture status, having been dubbed 
“Notorious RBG.”  This portion of the documentary highlights Jus-
tice Ginsburg’s obvious sense of humor as she delights in portray-
als of her on Saturday Night Live.   

In sum, RBG is an engaging biography of individual great-
ness, an overview of the women’s rights movement, and an exposi-
tion of the landmark decisions with which Justice Ginsburg was 
intimately involved.  It is also an inspiring tale of human persever-
ance, brilliance, and tenacity, as well as a depiction of a great and 
enduring love.  Finally, it delineates a lifelong commitment to un-
commonly hard work in the service of equality and justice under 
the law for women and, indeed, for all of humanity.  Justice Gins-
burg’s life story is also the subject of a new Hollywood biograph-
ical drama, On the Basis of Sex, to open in December 2018, and 
starring Felicity Jones as Justice Ginsburg. 

Ingrid Grieger, EdD, was Director of the Iona College 
Counseling Center from 1989-2016.  Prior to her tenure at Iona 
College, she served as Associate Director of Counseling Services 
at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, VA.  Her most re-
cent book is Success and Sanity on the College Campus: A Guide 
for Parents (2012).  Dr. Grieger, who is now retired from Iona, can 
be reached at ingridgrieger@gmail.com.  Joseph G. Ponterotto, 
PhD, is a Professor of Counseling Psychology in the Graduate 
School of Education, Fordham University–Lincoln Center, New 
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As well as wanting to attract new subscribers, The Journal of Psychohistory is 
always looking for original, relevant, and well-written articles, book reviews, 
and book review essays to publish for our readers. Besides individuals, the JOP 
is subscribed to by more than 200 University Libraries and other Institutions 
throughout the world. 

If you are working on or have written a paper of psychohistorical interest that 
has not yet been published elsewhere, think about submitting it to The Journal of 
Psychohistory with adherence to the following criteria: 

• The Journal welcomes original manuscripts that address issues pertaining 
to the psychological factors, individual or group, that influence important 
current or historical events.  

• We also welcome articles on childhood and the family, past and present.  

• Maximum length should be 9,000 words—including abstract, references, 
and endnotes.  

• All manuscripts must include an abstract of a maximum of 200 words.  

• Authors should include a brief biographical statement of no more than 150 
words.  

• Manuscripts should be composed on a word processor and sent 
electronically as an MS Word Document to David Lotto by email at 
dlotto@nycap.rr.com.  

• Manuscripts should follow the University of Chicago Manual of Style.  

• Because of the blind review policy, authors should try to leave out all 
identifying information from the manuscript itself.  

• Author’s name, contact information, and the brief biographical statement 
should be on a separate title page. 

Book Reviews and Book Review Essays should be sent to Bo Wang at 
herschelwang@gmail.com and adhere to the following criteria: 

• Books should be current with a relatively recent publication date.  

• Book reviews and review essays should include a brief biographical 
statement of no more than 150 words. Review essays require an original 
title, in addition to the book’s title. 

• Manuscripts should be composed on a word processor and sent 
electronically as a MS Word document. 

We look forward to hearing from you and thank you for your interest. 
David Lotto, Editor  
Bo Wang, Book Review Editor  
Lloyd deMause and Susan Hein, Publishers 
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York City.  He maintains a small private practice.  His newest book 
is A Psychobiography of John F. Kennedy Jr.: Understanding His 
Inner Life, Achievements, Struggles, and Courage, to be released in 
2019.  He can be reached at Ponterotto@Fordham.edu.  ❑ 

A Proposed Methodology to Save Human-
kind from Self-Destruction 

Michael Britton—Psychohistory Forum Research Assoc. 

Keywords: education, hardwired, identity-dynamics, peace, psychoanaly-
sis, psychohistory 

Review of Alice Lombardo Maher’s Catalysis: A Recipe to 
Slow Down or Abort: Humankind’s Leap to War (New York: IP-
Books, 2018), ISBN 978-1732053397, 120 pages, paperback, 
$15.00.  

Alice Maher brings to her work as a psychoanalyst and psy-
chiatrist an epistemology with a love of subjectivity unattached to 
the world as it is and a love of human minds playing in a universe 
of newly minted thoughts, images, and feelings.  Then it dawned on 
her: this love affair with the mind’s inventiveness might be key to 
saving our species from killing itself through war.   

The Challenge at Hand: Identity, Hardwiring, and War 
The author writes: “It’s human nature to sacrifice our lives 

before we will sacrifice our identities and our beliefs” (101).  Those 
beliefs are the means by which our hardwiring manages life.  Any-
thing threatening those beliefs threaten our hardwiring itself, trig-
gering powerful reactions—anger, dread, and the impulse to eradi-
cate the threat.  She says this is our nature, but it’s also our prob-
lem.  As a species we need to invent something else to do at mo-
ments when difference is so triggering.  What that something else is 
remains to be invented.  She says that invention and its widespread 
use is the next evolutionary step for our species, a step we must 
consciously choose to take.     

In her view, we don’t yet know what that “something else” 
is, but we know something about its nature: it centers on language 
and thinking.  We need an emotion-handling language/thought-
process that can manage the intense threat-responses awakened by 
difference such that we don’t attack.  While we don’t have the neu-
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rological wiring in place to do this now, we can change our 
“wiring” thanks to neuroplasticity—but only with extensive prac-
tice.  Re-wiring is built on repetition, but the question is, repetition 
of what?  Most of the book is an answer to that question.  

This is a short book, and the author moves quickly through 
the foundations of her answer.  Rather than confront clashing be-
liefs head-on, she advises, shifting the conversation to less charged 
ground and giving a wealth of examples of how to do this.  The 
book is filled with examples of taking hotly contested issues all too 
familiar today and exploring how to approach them.   

We differ, she continues, not just because of our histories 
and cultures, but because we differ in cognitive styles, in how we 
experience the world, make sense of it, and express that sense to 
others.  Given different cognitive styles, the other person/side 
makes no sense to us and we make no sense to them because we 
don’t make sense in the same way.     

What is it like to be in the middle of such an encounter with 
someone when you don’t “get” each other?  The author shares an 
experience of hers when it seemed like a relationship built around 
this process was racing toward a very dead end.  She describes the 
other person struggling “to hold on to his thinking style… around 
which his thoughts, his life’s work and his self-esteem were orga-
nized” (93).  Such are the stakes over which our hardwiring be-
comes heated.  The author does not say so, but I find her story 
alerts readers to the emotionally charged terrain they may encounter 
while applying this approach to conflict: transference reactions, ide-
alizing, dependence, vulnerability, and the sense that life can feel at 
stake, the reality others may not get you, and wherein liberation 
lies.  She has advice for negotiating that terrain with others: “You 
don’t have to pretend to understand, you just have to communicate 
that they’re potentially understandable and worth making the ef-
fort” (78).   

Differing from Freud 
Dr. Maher cites a letter from Einstein to Freud asking for 

insight into ending war; Freud responded it’s not possible because 
war is part of our instinctual nature.  Only a few—like himself and 
Einstein—are different.  Dr. Maher responds that if those two men 
can challenge their nature, so can the rest of us.  In Maher’s view, 
Freud also overemphasized the importance of mourning.  Psychoa-
nalysis, she tells us, pursues the ability to mourn.  For her, by con-
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trast, analysis is about discovering a richer way of seeing and par-
ticipating in life.   

I also found myself thinking that if the world is to pivot 
from its war-filled days to a war-free future, which attitude will 
move us there: feeling the painfulness of the past with its wars or 
excitement about making the leap into something better?  I would 
answer both.  She does not take up the question. 

The World Out There 
This book is about transforming the world, and I personally 

would like to have seen more of that world here.  What about, for 
instance, entrenched hatred, viciousness, and the readiness to mur-
der?  The author briefly alludes to this and says discovering how to 
use these methods with truly dangerous people is for those who’ve 
progressed farther on the journey than we have today.   

The book also does not evoke the vast array of cultures 
around the world.  So is Catalysis an embodiment of western as-
sumptions about change, just another cultural answer amid a world 
of equally valid answers?  Or is it a meta-insight into what they all 
have in common?  As someone who studies global matters, I find it 
a bit of both.  In my view, if this approach helps often but not abso-
lutely everywhere, I would still judge it an invaluable contribution.   

I would, however, have liked a nod to the many people 
around the planet working to advance the transformation she sum-
mons us to, in conflict resolution, restorative justice, peace-making, 
peace education, and psychotherapy in the West, and in myriad non
-Western practices.  There are eight billion of us not doing differ-
ence well.   

Becoming the Way of the World 
Her suggestions parallel the psychoanalytic journey from 

acting out to words and reflection, from believing ideas and feel-
ings tell us how reality is to realizing everyone’s ideas and feelings 
come from somewhere and are there for a reason.  Differences can 
turn into shared exploration.  But how do such methods make it out 
of the analytic office to become the way of the world?  She offers 
two answers.  The first is educating the next generation in this way 
of thinking; she describes an “emotional literacy curriculum” that 
she and colleagues have tested out with middle school students and 
shows how it can be modified to suit students from kindergarten to 
college.  The second answer is through welcoming collaborators to 
help develop these ideas into a movement.  She invites readers to 
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three websites, projects she’s launched, to consider joining in creat-
ing the “something else to do” that will end war.  I find this book a 
daring counter-offer to a world too given to giving up on what can 
yet be.  

Michael Britton, PhD, is a psychologist in private practice 
in central New Jersey, a Board Member of the Human Dignity and 
Humiliation Studies Network as well as of the Center for Global 
Community and World Law, and a Research Associate of the Psy-
chohistory Forum.  Dr. Britton has been giving workshops for Rut-
gers University’s continuing education program for social workers 
on Global Issues for Psychotherapists and for the U.S. Justice De-
partment's Division of Community Relations Services.  He may be 
contacted at mfbrttn@gmail.com.  ❑ 
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In Memory of Philip Roth (1933-2018) 

Ken Fuchsman—University of Connecticut  

Abstract: Philip Roth died on May 22, 2018.  He has been called the cen-
tral American novelist of the last half of the 20th century.  Many of his 
writings address psychological, historical, and political subjects.  This is 
a review of Roth’s career with special emphasis on his writings that cover 
issues connected to psychohistory, in particular four of Roth’s novels 
published between 1997 and 2004.    

Keywords: American-fiction, McCarthyism, Philip Roth, political-
psychology, Richard Nixon, Vietnam Era      

Philip Roth died on May 22, 2018 in Manhattan at age 85.  
In The New York Review of Books, Nathaniel Rich wrote, “several 
generations from now Roth will be considered the central American 
novelist of the second half of the twentieth century” (“Philip Roth 
[1933–2018],” June 28, 2018).  In 2006, The New York Times asked 
200 writers, critics, and editors to name the single best book of 
American fiction in the last 25 years.  Of the 22 volumes, six of 
them were written by Philip Roth.  A. O. Scott wrote of Roth: “if 
we had asked for the single best writer of fiction over the past 25 
years, he would have won” (“In Search of the Best,” New York 
Times, March 21, 2006). 
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Novelist Zadie Smith says that his “legacy to literature” will 
be his “spirit” that is “so full of people and stories and laughter and 
history.”  For “Roth was an unusually patriotic writer” who “always 
wanted to know America… in its beauty and its utter brutali-
ty” (“Philip Roth, A Writer All the Way Down,” New Yorker, May 
23, 2018).  Historian David Greenberg considers Philip Roth to be 
“one of the most perceptive political observers of our times” (“The 
Forgotten Political Genius of Philip Roth,” Politico, June 1, 2018),   

From Our Gang (1971) satirizing Nixon and cohorts to The 
Plot Against America (2004) where Roth imagined pro-Hitler 
Charles Lindbergh winning the election of 1940, Roth’s fiction has 
often taken on historical issues.  How Roth’s life and career were 
engaged with politics, history, and psychoanalysis is the main focus 
of this paper.  

Philip Roth was born as the second son to a Jewish family 
in Newark, New Jersey in 1933.  After high school and a year at a 
local college, he went to Bucknell, and then to graduate work at the 
University of Chicago.  His first book, Goodbye Columbus (1959), 
won the National Book Award in 1960.  

Psychoanalysis figures prominently in Roth’s early novels.  
His bestseller, Portnoy’s Complaint (1969), consisted entirely of a 
confession by Alexander Portnoy to his analyst, Dr. Spielvogel.  
This psychiatrist reappears in My Life as a Man (1974).  Spielvogel 
was based on Roth’s actual analyst, Hans Kleinschmidt, who in 
1967 published an article clearly based on Roth.  Later, Roth be-
came critical of Freud’s genius, seeing psychoanalysis as stamping 
“everyone with the same story.”  Freud “didn’t pay enough atten-
tion to individual difference, to the details” (Claudia Roth Pierpont, 
Roth Unbound: A Writer and His Books, 2013, 80).          

While his enthusiasm for psychanalysis waned, soon after 
Goodbye Columbus he started writing on social issues.  In 1961, 
Roth wrote about “our distressing cultural and political predica-
ment.”  The actuality of “American reality,” he writes, may stupefy, 
sicken, and infuriate the creative writer, but it continually outdoes 
“our talents” of invention.  For who could have created such figures 
as Charles Van Doren, Roy Cohn, or Richard Nixon?  The last he 
sees perhaps “as a satiric literary creation” who was “so fantastic, 
so weird, and astonishing” that he wishes he “had invented” him 
(Reading Myself, 1985 [1961], 190, 176-177).  

Less than a decade later Nixon was President of the United 
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States.  He and others became the subject of Roth’s satirical and 
extremely funny novel, Our Gang.  In the book we have a President 
named Trick E. Dixon, who veers off into paranoid fantasies.  At 
the time, the CBS Evening News employed veteran journalist Eric 
Sevareid to give nightly commentary.  In Roth’s book, he is given 
the name Erect Severehead, and he pontificates endlessly.  Roth 
found the absurdity and farce in the pre-Watergate Nixon era and 
turned it into high and/or low comedy.  

From the mid-70s to the mid-90s, many of Roth’s fictional 
creations focused on the personal escapades of fictional characters 
who resembled Philip Roth.  His life and his art often overlapped.  
The stormy relationship with his first wife was featured in a number 
of his novels.  In the mid-70s Roth began a long-term relationship 
with British actress Claire Bloom.  They co-habited half the year in 
London, and spent the other half in the home Roth had purchased in 
1972 on a long narrow country road in Warren, Connecticut.  Claire 
and Philip married in 1990 and divorced in 1995. She too would 
turn up in his fiction.             

The 1990s were a turning point for Roth.  In 1992, he had 
painful back problems.  By the summer of 1993 he started experi-
encing what he recalled later as “the most unimaginable form of 
dread I had ever known” (Pierpont, 187).  It turned into deep de-
pression with suicidal thoughts.  Roth checked himself into Silver 
Hill psychiatric hospital in affluent New Canaan, Connecticut.  Ju-
dy Garland, Michael Jackson, Diana Ross, and others among the 
rich and famous went there to recover.  At the same time, he no 
longer wished to be married to Ms. Bloom, and soon after leaving 
Silver Hill he initiated divorce proceedings.   

In 1996, Claire Bloom published a memoir, including her 
marriage to Roth.  She not only was highly critical of what she saw 
as the dastardly ways he treated her, but made public his stay in a 
psychiatric hospital.  Her book deeply upset him.  At some point, he 
went to his lawyer to talk about his ex-wife.  An employee of that 
firm told me that Roth requested that the lawyer put in his will that 
Ms. Bloom would not be allowed to attend his funeral.  The attor-
ney thought for a minute then replied that the will is not usually 
read until after the funeral.  That seemed to satisfy Roth, at least for 
the moment. 

Soon after these personal and public torments, Roth’s writ-
ings took a remarkably different direction.  His attention turned to-
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ward combining the personal with the historical.  Between 1997 
and 2000 he published three novels, which have been collected as 
The American Trilogy 1997-2000 (2011).   

The first of these is American Pastoral (originally published 
in 1997), which traces how the post-World War II American con-
sensus was shattered personally and politically by the radicalism of 
American youth.  The main character, Swede Levov, had been a 
star high school athlete in Newark, took over the family business, 
and made it more successful.  He was leading a fulfilling life with a 
wife and child amidst the glories of the American dream.  As his 
daughter became a teenager in the mid-60s, she became a radical 
opponent of the Vietnam War and detonated an explosive device at 
the local post office, which inadvertently killed a physician.  She 
immediately went underground, did more bombings, converted to 
be a Jain, and later deeply regretted her murderous actions.  

What she did overthrew Swede’s assumptions about life.  
He had seen his task as to be a crusader “against disorder, against 
the abiding problem of human error and insufficiency” (American 
Pastoral, 421).  He hoped to “protect a family” and found that “you 
cannot even protect yourself” (421).  For “disorder” dominated life 
more than “order.”  “He had made his fantasy” and his daughter 
“had unmade it for him” (418).  Swede admitted that “what was not 
supposed to happen had happened and what was supposed to hap-
pen had not happened” (422).  The concluding section of this novel 
is entitled Paradise Lost, a familiar theme in Western literature.  
Roth poignantly portrays how things fell apart in America and the 
center did not hold.       

The second book in the trilogy, I Married A Communist 
(1998), is about the McCarthy period.  The central character, the 
radical Ira Ringold, becomes a prominent radio star and marries the 
actress Eve Frame.  After a messy divorce, Eve Frame publishes a 
bestseller outing her now ex-husband as a Communist.  The paral-
lels between the Roth-Bloom marriage and her memoir escaped 
hardly anyone.  Though this novel is clearly an act of revenge, it 
still captures the Red Scare’s sensationalism.  

A character in the book says, “McCarthy was never in the 
Communist business….  McCarthy understood better than any 
American politician before him that people whose job was to legis-
late could do far better for themselves by performing, McCarthy 
understood the entertainment value of disgrace and how to feed the 
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pleasures of paranoia” (I Married A Communist, 284).  Sound fa-
miliar?  

The last of the trilogy, The Human Stain, begins in 1998 
when Bill Clinton was President.  The narrator writes that in Amer-
ica, “terrorism… had replaced communism as the prevailing threat 
to the country’s security.”  But then as a threat terrorism “was suc-
ceeded by cocksucking” as “a virile middle-aged president and a 
brash, smitten twenty-one-year old employee” indulged in sexual 
escapades in the Oval Office.  The publicity surrounding the Lew-
insky affair aroused the old American “communal passion… the 
ecstasy of sanctimony.”  The narrator cites Nathaniel Hawthorne 
discussion of “the persecutory spirit” which in the Clinton era led to 
enacting “the astringent rituals of purification that would excise the 
erection from the executive branch” (The Human Stain, 2000, 2).  

The main protagonist of the book is Coleman Silk, who had 
been a professor and dean at the fictional New England Athena 
College.  Silk had retired after he was criticized for making a refer-
ence to two students who had never attended class as spooks.  It 
turns out these students were African-Americans.  Silk then was 
accused of being racist.  He avoided fighting the accusations for a 
personal reason.  Silk was a light-skinned black who successfully 
passed himself off as white.  To Roth, the political correctness that 
targeted Silk is akin to McCarthyism and the sanctimonious spirit 
that seeks a pious purity.  One of the characters is critical of the pie-
ty that seeks purification says there is the “human stain….  Impuri-
ty, cruelty, abuse, error, excrement, semen – there’s no other way to 
be here….  It’s in everyone.  Indwelling, Inherent, Defining….  It’s 
why all the cleansing is a joke….  What is the quest to purify, if not 
more impurity” (The Human Stain, 242).  These recurring self-
righteous political movements to Roth do not recognize how they 
contain within themselves the very things which they are trying to 
excise.   

Roth was not finished exploring America’s past.  The Plot 
Against America (2004) imagines an alternative history.  In Roth’s 
novel, Republicans nominated pilot Charles Lindbergh in 1940 as 
their presidential candidate.  Instead of a conventional campaign, 
Lindbergh would fly his plane to a spot, disembark, and immediate-
ly speak to the assembled multitude.  His main theme was to keep 
America from entering the war.  His isolationism masked that Lind-
bergh was sympathetic to Hitler and an anti-Semite.  He ran as a 
celebrity; he was short on substance and long on charisma.  FDR 
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was no match for the dashing pilot-hero.  While keeping America 
out of the European conflict, President Lindbergh invited Hitler’s 
foreign minister to the White House and initiated programs de-
signed to alienate Jewish youth from their families and religion.  

In the novel, Philip Roth’s father says “every day I ask my-
self” how “can this be happening in America?  How can people like 
these be in charge of our country?  If I didn’t see it with my own 
eyes, I’d think I was having a hallucination” (The Plot Against 
America, 2004, 196).  Later the novelist has columnist Walter 
Winchell declare, “how long will the American people stand for 
this treachery perpetrated by their elected president?  How long will 
Americans remain asleep while their cherished Constitution is torn 
to shreds?” (230).  Not surprisingly, Roth’s novel has been hailed 
as a harbinger of the Age of Trump.  In this historical fantasy, Roth 
has Lindbergh strangely disappearing and after some unusual 
events Franklin Roosevelt is restored to the presidency.  America 
avoids the destruction of our constitutional republic. 

In these four late novels, a disruption stemming from politi-
cal-historical phenomenon dramatically alters personal fortunes.  In 
American Pastoral the social disrupter is that youthful radicalism 
produces generational conflict.  The daughter is the disrupter who 
leads her protagonist father to new understandings of how the 
world works, amidst much suffering and catastrophe.  In I Married 
A Communist, the disrupter is post World War II anti-communism. 
The protagonist is the flawed radical Ira Ringold.  His ex-wife 
helps derail his life in a time of national hysteria.  In The Human 
Stain, the disrupters are ideological correctness, whether it be sanc-
timonious piety or political correctness.  The Plot Against Ameri-
ca’s disrupter is an anti-Semitic pro-Nazi president.  All these nov-
els have as a central theme: the particular ways disruptive historical 
forces can transform the being of unique individuals who are trying 
to make sense of what is happening to them and their country.  

In 2010, Roth announced he was retiring from writing.  He 
moved for most of the year to Manhattan, summered in Connecti-
cut, and lived the rest of his life this way.  His contributions to liter-
ature, history, and humor are widely recognized.  Here are two an-
ecdotes.  Roth was often mentioned as a candidate for the Nobel 
Prize in Literature.  Year after year he was passed over.  In 2016, 
singer-songwriter Bob Dylan was given this prestigious award.  
When asked how he felt about Dylan winning, Roth replied “It’s 
O.K., but next year I hope Peter Paul and Mary get it” (David Rem-
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nick, “Philip Roth’s Propulsive Force,” The New Yorker, June 4 & 
June 11, 2018, 44).  The New York Times interviewed Roth to up-
date his obituary.  Roth reflected that the obituary the Times prints 
will also include unfavorable assessments of some of his books.  
“Even in death,” he said, “you get a bad review!” (Pierpont, 329).  

Ken Fuchsman, EdD, is an emeritus professor at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut, where he also served as Director of the 
Bachelor of General Studies (BGS) program.  He met Philip Roth 
in 2001 when UCONN gave Roth an honorary degree and they con-
versed before commencement.  Dr. Fuchsman has been president of 
the International Psychohistorical Association since 2016.  He can 
be reached at kfuchsman@gmail.com. ❑    

A Presidential Psychobiographer  
Remembers George H. W. Bush and  

John S. McCain 

Paul H. Elovitz—The Psychohistory Forum 

Abstract: The author reflects on the lives of George H. W. Bush and John 
McCain.  As a psychohistorian he explored their childhoods, family lives, 
love of country, politics, psychodynamics, and styles of leadership in an 
attempt to better understand them and compares them favorably to our 
current party politics and president, wondering what this means for the 
future of our political system.      

Keywords: Donald Trump, George H. W. Bush, John McCain, nostalgia, 
presidential-psychobiography, presidents, psychodynamics 

 The deaths of George H. W. Bush and John S. McCain III 
left me feeling nostalgic, sad, and curious as to what their psycho-
political meanings are for America.  My nostalgia is related to hav-
ing worked intensively as a presidential psychobiographer on their 
childhoods, family lives, politics, psychodynamics, and styles of 
leadership in search of an understanding of their core values, moti-
vations, personalities, and traumas.  Each turned out to be quite in-
teresting in his own way.  My sadness is about the deaths of these 
two very different American leaders of the Republican party who I 
came to know somewhat from a distance and to respect in certain 
ways.  My curiosity is based not so much on their idealization in 
death as a conscious and unconscious hammer to strike against the 
hyper-partisan values of our current politics and president, but as to 
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what this means for the long-term deterioration of the health of our 
political system.  These two men loved America and had values 
beyond their own immediate self-interest and the political expedi-
ency of their party.   

 While I am inclined to distrust all politicians, I am also 
quite curious about them and their ability to climb what Benjamin 
Disraeli called “the greasy pole” of political power.  “George Bush: 
From Wimp to President” was the first chapter that I wrote on these 
two men.  It was coauthored with a traditional historian from the 
University of Wisconsin.  At a psychohistory conference I had 
laughed at this colleague’s humorous depiction of Bush 41 as a 
wimp; however, when I researched him, I found that he was any-
thing but a weak, wishy-washy man.  Although, he was often deni-
grated because of his New England private school manners and the 
values inculcated in him by a very strong mother who didn’t think 
her son should ever verbally put himself forward.  Dorothy Bush 
complained that he was talking too much about himself as he was 
running for president!  He humorously shared this conversation 
with others and encouraged humor, which was a hallmark of his 
immediate family, including his wife of 73 years.   

 George Herbert Walker Bush showed great fortitude as a 20
-year-old aviator flying off an aircraft carrier in World War II; in 
moving his young family to west Texas to compete in the cutthroat 
oil business—including the especially risky off-shore drilling; run-
ning as a Republican in a then solidly Democratic Texas; holding 
his marriage together after his three-year-old daughter Robin’s 
death from leukemia; persevering after losing his campaigns for 
senator, congressman (only the first race), and president; and break-
ing his “read my lips, no new taxes” promise for the sake of balanc-
ing the budget—something Republicans used to do as well as talk 
about.  To me, his parachuting out of an airplane to celebrate his 
90th and some previous birthdays seems like a repetition-
compulsion of surviving bailing out of his burning naval aircraft, 
which left his two crew members dead and him in a raft in the mid-
dle of the vast Pacific Ocean.  Luck as well as hard work and intel-
ligent planning characterized his life. 

The electoral politics allowed George Bush (who achieved 
much more on his own than his son George W.) to win the presi-
dency, despite not fitting the mode of the publicly aggressive Re-
publican politician.  He won because he built a terrific resume and 
defied the Van Buren jinx by being the first president in 150 years 
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to go directly from the vice presidency to the presidency.  He was 
able to do this because he was a second son who learned how to 
displace his elder brother as family hero.  All this while he main-
tained an excellent relationship with his brother, whose capabilities 
in a highly successful, extremely competitive family were reduced 
because of an eye injured by forceps during his birth. 

It was pleasing to hear that one of the political commenta-
tors picked up on his early childhood nickname of “have half,” 
which his mother gave him after his older brother took possession 
of his ride-around birthday present toy car when little George asked 
his brother to let him “have half” the use of it.  While quite compet-
itive throughout his life he was known for his willingness to share 
and let others be in the limelight.  As vice president he was in a 
unique position of seamlessly taking over for the nearly assassinat-
ed, recuperating Ronald Reagan, while others in the White House 
clawed for power.  President Reagan might not have warmed up to 
Bush’s personality and his “voodoo economics” campaign denunci-
ation of Reaganomics, but he paid back his diplomatic vice presi-
dent, who was so loyal to him for eight years by supporting his run 
for election in 1988.   

While Bush 41 was a polite, personable gentleman who was 
nice to others, including “negros,” he also had the support of people 
like Lee Atwater to fight for his election by using dirty, racist poli-
tics as part of the Republican Southern strategy.  This helped pin 
his wimp label onto his Democratic opponent Governor Dukakis in 
1988.  It was successful politics and a step in the direction of the 
nasty politics of our era.  Although a fine mimic, Bush never would 
have dreamed of calling his opponents “Lyin’,” “Liddle,” “Sloppy,” 
“Sneaky,” “Crazy,” “Crooked,” “Pocahontas,” or “Little Adam 
Schitt,” as does the current occupant of the White House.  In an ex-
pression of loyalty to family and country over party, Bush did not 
vote for Trump in 2016. 

The Soviet Union collapsed when Gorbachev attempted to 
reform the Communist system, not primarily because of the failure 
of communist economics, Reagan’s military build-up, or rhetoric 
about communism and the discontent of the captive nationalities.  
Instead it was because Russian leaders did not have the foreign ene-
my that they needed to hold the country together while reforming it 
since Bush was in the White House.  Our 41st president knew not to 
gloat and to instead provide reassurances to Gorbachev.  Of course, 
not all these reassurances were kept; for example, the expansion of 
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NATO was a violation of some of these promises.            

As a presidential psychobiographer who had the pleasure in 
2000 of teaching four upper level psychohistory courses on the 
presidential election, Republican primary candidate John Sidney 
McCain III was extremely popular with my students.  I developed a 
strong sense of just who he was and how McCain became a lifelong 
maverick as a child, student, Annapolis cadet, pilot, Vietnam War 
captive, and Senator.  As a child, Johnny was inspired and awed by 
his family’s naval tradition.   McCain was well-known for stub-
bornly going his own way and being a maverick while maintaining 
good humor and connecting with his peers.  The first instance I am 
aware of his famous stubbornness was as an extremely determined 
child who held his breath in opposition to his mother’s directions, 
turning blue and passing out.  The military doctor’s solution of 
throwing the recalcitrant child into cold water solved the problem, 
but that same impulse to stand pat, whether in opposition to the 
mother he loved or to Vietnamese captors, was expressed in that 
action. 

In his five terms in the Senate, conservative McCain won a 
reputation as a sometimes maverick because of his breaking at 
times with Republican Party stances on gun control, LGBT+ issues, 
restoring relations with communist Vietnam, pork barrel spending, 
and other issues.  He was adamant in his opposition to waterboard-
ing as a form of torture.  On a trip to Vietnam he became a good 
friend of John Kerry and showed a willingness to work across the 
aisle with Democrats on campaign spending (The McCain Feingold 
Bill), judicial nominations, and other issues.  His political opponent 
Barack Obama speaking at his funeral reflects the respect in which 
he was held by many.  

These two naval aviators turned politicians had very differ-
ent childhoods and personalities.  They shared an abiding love for 
America and the aspiration that public service was the ultimate 
good.  McCain’s grievous injuries when he was determined to com-
plete his bombing mission over Hanoi and incredible suffering and 
near death in captivity made him unfit to continue as a naval avia-
tor, leading him to go into politics.  When he was held captive and 
his naval commander father was placed in charge of the entire Viet-
namese war effort, John refused early release unless his fellow 
POW’s were freed with him.  They were not and his suffering con-
tinued in the “Hanoi Hilton prison.”  While I seriously doubt that 
the senator from Arizona would have made a good president, espe-
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cially in a time of economic collapse, I have maintained a certain 
respect for him.  America needs its mavericks.  In terms of George 
H. W. Bush, his public service in his post-presidency, the passage 
of years, and some of the disastrous actions of his son as president 
has led me to improve my assessment of him.  Politicians with their 
character are needed in Washington, especially in these dark times 
of the Trump presidency.  I doubt that decency in politics has died 
with these two men and I eagerly await its resurfacing in the public 
arena. 

Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, has been a presidential psychobiog-
rapher since 1976.  He has published 43 articles on the subject and 
may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.  ❑  

Letter to the Editor 

Puzzles of Brexit 

Dear Editor: 

Questions of Brexit are ripe for psychohistorical explana-
tion: why do societies at certain junctures in history wish to commit 
suicide or to sleepwalk into certain decline and slow death as seems 
to be happening in Britain today with Brexit?  By simple arithme-
tic, Parliament has the numbers to create a broad and successful 
coalition of those in the remaining camps and pass either a soft-
Brexit, Norway style, or call for a new referendum and thereby 
avert the disastrous social, political, and economic consequences of 
either a No-Deal Brexit or a New-Deal Brexit (PM May’s supposed 
Plan B), which seeks to placate the minority Democratic Unionist 
Party (DUP) of North Ireland and a minority of Hard-Brexit funda-
mentalists in the Conservative Party.  

A second question for psychohistorians: why has Teresa 
May put her ego so blatantly above the future wellbeing of her na-
tion—refusing to rule out a No-Deal Brexit and thereby risking the 
disasters she so vividly detailed in the lead up to Parliament’s 
“meaningful vote” on Brexit on January 15?  What is it about some 
politicians who find it so difficult to stomach compromise or flexi-
bly to negotiate a change in direction, especially after a monumen-
tal defeat of the magnitude of May’s plan A last week?  Of course, 
the arrival to supreme power of such politicians at this historical 
juncture is hardly limited to Britain.  Given the U.S.’s twittering 
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President, perhaps American commentators on current events and 
psychohistorians might help the British with this puzzle.  

Sincerely, 

Samuel Cohn 

Samuel Cohn, Jr. PhD, is Professor of Medieval History at 
the University of Glasgow who may be contacted at Samu-

el.Cohn@glasgow.ac.uk.  ❑ 

BULLETIN BOARD 

CONFERENCES: Psychohistory Forum Work-In-Progress 
Seminars are announced as details are finalized after a paper is 
submitted, screened by a committee, and accepted.  Our January 26, 
2019 seminar by David Lotto (editor of The Journal of Psychohis-
tory and in the private practice of psychoanalysis) on “Sex and 
Power in the Era of #MeToo,” was conducted in a most thoughtful 
and insightful manner.  On October 27, 2018 Peter Webb 
Petschauer (Appalachian State University) spoke to the Forum on 
“A Psychohistorian’s Experience of New York City in the 1960s” 
as part of his almost completed book on the subject.  On April 13 
Larry Friedman (Harvard) will present “Erik Erikson on Genera-
tivity.” On March 9, Brian D’Agostino (Int. Psychohistorical Ass.) 
will present on “Sacred Cows and Scapegoats: Displacement, Ideol-
ogy, and the Future of Democracy.” As usual, Jacques Szaluta is 
expected to serve as moderator.  As in the past few years, I antici-
pate that Harold Takoosian will be our host at Fordham Universi-
ty’s Lincoln Center Campus.  The International Psychohistorical 
Association (IPA) will hold its 42nd annual conference from May 
22-24, 2019 at New York University. Featured speakers include 
psychoanalyst Nancy Chodorow, psychoanalyst Michael Eigen, 
organizational psychoanalyst Michael Diamond, historian David 
Greenberg, and Director of the Object Relations Institute Susan 
Kavaler-Adler.  A major focus will be on the contributions of Mi-
chael Eigen.  For more information go to psychohistory.us or email 
kfuchsman@gmail.com.  Additional conferences related to psycho-
history include the International Society for Political Psychology’s 
(ISPP) conference on July12-15, 2019 in Lisbon, Portugal; the As-
sociation for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society (APCS) 
conference at Rutgers University in the Fall of 2019. The Interdisci-
plinary Conference of the Forum for Psychoanalytic Education 
(IFPE) will be held in Fall of 2019; and the National Association 

mailto:Samuel.Cohn@glasgow.ac.uk
mailto:Samuel.Cohn@glasgow.ac.uk
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Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers 

For Future Issues 

Clio’s Psyche welcomes articles on a variety of subjects. 

Below are some special issues that we would welcome 

guest editors or guest co-editors for psychological 

articles for: 

• The impact of celebrity culture on America 

• TV and gaming as object relations.  Our emotional connection 

to fantasy 

• The images and psychology of enemies and hatred throughout 

the ages 

• The spread of psychological insights and knowledge in society 

• The intrapsychic and societal processes of the American 

acceptance of homosexuality  

• The impact of digital devices on children and families 

• Environmentalism and anti-environmentalism 

• The contemporary American fascination with animals 

• The role of women and children in different time periods 

• Anti-governmental fantasies and the lessons of civilization 

• Domestic and international ambivalence about America as 

world leader 

We seek articles from 1,000-2,500 words, including keywords, a 100-word 

abstract, a three or four sentence biography of the author ending in an email 
address.  We discourage citations, except for direct quotations, and do not 
publish bibliographies.  Exceptional longer papers of 3,500-4,000 words may be 

accepted and used as symposia.  Our double-blind refereeing system normally 
involves five referees.  It is helpful to examine the last year’s issues on 

cliospsyche.org/archives.  Queries and proposals should be sent to 
cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 
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We Wish to Thank Our Authors,  

Diligent, Hard-working,  

and Prompt Editors,  

and Anonymous Referees. 

for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis (NAAP) in the Fall of 
2019. WELCOME: New member Frann Michel. CONGRATU-
LATIONS: To Aaron Denham on the publication of Spirit Chil-
dren: Illness, Poverty, and Infanticide in Northern Ghana (The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 2017); to Juhani Ihanus on the 
publication of Transformative Words: Writing Otherness and Iden-
tities (Nova Science, 2019); and to filmmaker Molly Castelloe who 
is airing her Vamik’s Room at the American Psychoanalytic Associ-
ation New York City February 6th meetings with comments by 
Vamik Volkan, Ira Brenner, and Castelloe.  Thanks also to our 
members and subscribers for the support that makes Clio’s Psyche 
possible.  To Benefactors Bill Argus, Herbert Barry, Tom Ferraro, 
Peter Loewenberg, David Lotto, and Jacques Szaluta; Patrons 
Fred Alford, David James Fisher, Eva Fogelman, Alice Lombardo 
Maher and Peter Petschauer; Sustaining Members Peter Barglow, 
James R. Booth, Lawrence Friedman, Pellman (Pythia) Peay, and 
Burton N. Seitler; Supporting Members Barbara Bloom, Dan 
Burston, Paul H. Elovitz, Susan Gregory, Marcie Newton, Jack 
Schwartz, and Frann Michel.  Our special thanks for thought-
provoking materials to Herbert Barry, David R. Beisel, Michael 
Britton, Geoffrey Cocks, Dan Dervin, Nick Duffell, Jay Einhorn, 
Paul H. Elovitz, Ken Fuchsman, Ted Goertzel, Ingrid Geiger, 
Juhani Ihanus, Brett Kahr, Jamshid Marvasti, William Meyers, 
Marcia Anne Newton, Candace Orcutt, Peter Petschauer, Joseph 
G. Ponterotto, Kenneth Rasmussen, Joyce Rosenberg, and Christi-
na Stern.  To Caitlin Gaynor for editing, proofing, and Publisher 
2016 software application, Nicole D’Andria for editing and proof-
ing, and Professor Paul Salstrom and Naomi Castaneda for proof-
ing.  Our special thanks to our authors, editors, and numerous 
overworked referees who must remain anonymous.  ❑  



 

 

Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers on 

“Your History of Psychohistory” 
Summer 2019 Special Issue 

 
Due March 31, 2019 

 
We would like you to write your own historical record 
of academic and personal achievement for the Summer 
2019 issue of our journal, which we will then publish 
as The Builders of Psychohistory book (assuming there 
are enough submissions).   
 

• What or who brought you to your field? 

• What relevant training do you have? 

• How did centers of scholarship influence you? 

• What were and are your experiences? 

• What obstacles did, or do, you face in doing your 
psychologically-based scholarship? 

• What is your best work, why, and what inspired it? 

 

Submission Guidelines: Please send your 500-3,000 
words—including five to ten keywords and a 25-150-
word abstract (both depending on the length of the 
article), as well as your brief biography ending in your 
e-mail address—as attached Microsoft Word document 
(*.docx) files to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com by: 
 

Mar. 31, 2019 for “Your History of Psychohistory” 
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